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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

The PSMS is designed to facilitate the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair
and adjustment of malfunctioning components or modules. The built-in diagnostics,
along with operational VDU alarms and engineering tool provide a mechanism for rapidly
identifying and locating malfunctioning assemblies. A single channel or division can be
bypassed to allow on-line testing, maintenance or repair during the plant operation and
this capability does not prevent the PSMS from performing its safety functioril For many
measurement channels and many division level functions, the PSMS can perform its
safety function with a single failure and with one channel or division bypassed, or with
two channels or divisions bypassed (but without an additional single failure). The
technical specifications distinguish the functions for which these capabilities are
applicable.

Input sensors from each PSMS are compared continuously in the PCMS to detect
abnormal deviations for checking the operational availability of each PSMS input sensor
that may be required for a safety function during reactor operation.

Spatially dependent sensors that are required for protective actions are identified in
Table 2.5.1-2 and Table 2.5.1-3, and have the minimum number of sensors and
locations to perform the protective action.

The RT logic of the PSMS is designed to fail to a safe state such that loss of electrical
power to a division of PSMS results in a trip condition for that division.

The RT and ESF actuation setpoints of the PSMS are determined using a proven
nuclear industry standard methodology. This methodology accounts for uncertainties in
determination of device setpoints to maintain adequate margin between analytical limits
and device setpoints.

The PSMS and the field equipment listed in Table 2.5.1-1 are qualified to meet
environmental, seismic and EMI/RFI (electromagnetic interference and radio frequency
interference) condition without loss of the function for the analyzed design basis events.
The equipment is designed and manufactured under a quality program that ensures
highly reliable and safe operation.

The safety VDUs and the safety VDU processors, which are part of the PSMS, provide
monitoring and control for the safety-related plant components and instrumentation,
including monitoring and control, for the credited manual operator actions. The
operational VDUs, which are part of the PCMS, also provide monitoring and control for
the safety-related plant components and instrumentation, including the monitoring and
control for the credited manual operator actions. In addition, the operational VDUs
provide monitoring for the critical safety functions, monitoring of automatic ESF
actuations, and automatic indications whenever a protective function is either bypassed
or inoperable. Electrical, communication and functional iselatien isolation is provided
between the PSMS and the operational VDU to ensure that ,edible-failures of the
operational VDU do not degrade the performance of the PSMS. Figure 2.5.1-3 shows
the configuration of the ESFAS, SLS, safety VDU and operational VDU.

The signal selector algorithm (SSA) of the PCMS ensures that the PCMS does not take
an erroneous control action based on a single instrument channel failure or a single RPS
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

train failure that results in a condition which requires RT or ESF action. The SSAs are
provided in the PCMS tefor the monitored variables which are commonly used in the
PSMS and PCMS as listed in Table 2.5.1-5.

Manual controls from the operational VDU Gan-beare blocked from the safety VDU and
can be disabled manually from the safety VDU. The logic in the SLS blocks non-safety
signals from the PCMS when any safety function signal is present, such as a safety
interlock or ESF actuation signal. To ensure spurious command signals from Operational
VDUs cannot adversely affect multiple safety divisions, the PSMS provides automatic
safety interlocks or automatic ESFAS actuation signals listed in Tables 2.5.1-3 and
2.5.1-4.

The PSMS cabinets are located in a secure area with key locks and alarms. The PSMS
equipment is provided with a clear means of identification. Identification shall not require
frequent use of reference material.

Each division of the PSMS is supplied from two safety-related Class 1 E power sources
to ensure reliability.

The PSMS and the field equipment provide the safety-related interlocks important to
safety. These interlocks are listed in Table 2.5.1-4. The PSMS provides the operator
with automatic indications whenever an interlock function is either bypassed or
inoperable.

The PSMS hardware and software are developed in accordance with a design process,
qualification program and quality assurance (QA) program that conform to the U.S.
regulatory requirements for the Class 1 E safety systems. These programs encompass
the entire product life cycle including software verification and validation (V&V),
configuration management, and cyber security.

2.5.1.2 Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Table 2.5.1-6 describes the ITAAC for the RT system and the ESF system.
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.5.1-6 RT System and ESF System Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria (Sheet 6 of 8)

Inspections, Tests, Acceptance CriteriaDesign Commitment IAnalyses

22. The instrumentation that is 22. An inspection of the 22. The as-built instrumentation
required to function during as-built that is required to function
normal operation, anticipated instrumentation will during normal operation,
operational occurrence (AOO) be performed. anticipated operational
and postulated accident (PA) occurrence (AO0) and
conditions is provided with postulated accident (PA)
adequate range to monitor conditions and that is listed in
operating events. The monitored Tables 2.5.1-2 and 2.5.1-3 is
variables are listed in Tables provided with adequate range
2.5.1-2 and 2.5.1-3. to monitor operating events.

23. The PSMS provides the 23. A test of the as-built 23. The as-built PSMS provides the
interlocks important to safety PSMS will be interlocks important to safety
identified in Table 2.5.1-4. performed. identified in Table 2.5.1-4 when

the simulated plant process
signals reach a predetermined
limit.

24. The PSMS hardware and 24. Inspections of the 24. The as-built PSMS hardware
software are developed and as-built hardware and software are developed
managed by a life cycle process and software life and managed by a life cycle
that meets the regulatory cycle documentation process that meets the
requirements for Class 1 E safety of the PSMS will be regulatory requirements for
systems, and which performed. Class 1 E safety systems, and
encompasses the entire product which encompasses the entire
life cycle including software V&V, product life cycle including
configuration management and software V&V, configuration
cyber security, management and cyber

security.

25a. Manual controls from the 25a. An inspection of the 25a. Manual controls from the
operational VDU can be blocked as-built PSMS operational VDU can be
and disabled manually from the functions will be blocked and disabled manually
safety VDU. The logic in the SLS performed. from the as-built safety VDU.
blocks non-safety signals from The logic in the as-built SLS
the PCMS when any safety blocks non-safety signals from
function signal is present, such the PCMS when any safety
as a safety interlock or ESF function signal is present, such
actuation signal. as a safety interlock or ESF

actuation signal.

25b. The PSMS provides automatic 25b. A test of the as-built 25b. All safety components
safety interlocks or automatic PSMS will be reposition automatically in
ESFAS actuation signals listed in performed. response to the safety
Tables 2.5.1-3 and 2.5.1-4. interlocks or automatic ESFAS

actuation signals listed in
Tables 2.5.1-3 and 2.5.1-4.
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

ESFAS-A
Safety VDU-A

Safety VDU Processor-A Operational VDU

HF-UAP-
10237

Note 1: Division A system is shown for the representative configuration.
Note 2: Isolation is performed in communication system.

Figure 2.5.1-3 Configuration of the Safety Grade Component Control System
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/Safety 'IOU-A /Safety VDU-A / Operational N / Operational
I in MCR I in RSR I VDU in MCR I VDU in RSR
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ESF
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[]: Isolation between safety system and non-safety system
(D: Isolation between MCR and RSR

Note: Division A system is shown for the representative configuration.

Figure 2.5.2-1 Configuration of the SLS and HSIS for Safe Shutdown
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

The I/O bus communication is applied between the main CPU and the I/O modules of
the control processor. The I/O bus is configured for redundancy in applications with the
redundant CPUs or the redundant I/O modules, or in applications with the remotely
distributed I/O modules. The I/O bus communication within the PSMS is safety-related.
The I/O bus communication within the PCMS is non safety-related.

Maintenance Network

A non-redundant multi-drop maintenance network is provided separately within each
PSMS division and within the PCMS. The maintenance network is used to transmit
signals between the engineering tools and each PSMS or PCMS control processor. The
engineering tools are used for diagnostic monitoring, manual surveillance testing and
software maintenance. The maintenance network is non safety-related in all divisions of
the PSMS and within the PCMS. During normal operatioR, the clGORtF pro.esor. Ocf th
PSMS areA configured to only tranmit data to the maintenance RoFwork. A deliberate

manul atio isreqire to enable the PSMS control processor to receiVe dabt from the
maintenanco net-ork. The PSMS application setpoints, constants and application
software are changeable only by removing the CPU module that contains the memory
devices from the MELTAC controller and placing it in a dedicated re-programming
chassis. The control processors are considered inoperable in this configuration.

2.5.6.2 Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

HF-UAP-
110237
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 2.5.6-1 Data Communication Systems Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and
Acceptance Criteria

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Acceptance CriteriaAnalyses

1 The DCS conforms to the 1. An inspection of the as-built 1. The as-built DCS conforms to
functional arrangement DCS functional arrangement the functional arrangement
shown in Figure 2.5.6-1 and will be performed. shown in Figure 2.5.6-1 and
consists of: consists of:

* A non safety-related A non safety-related plant-
plant-wide Unit Bus wide Unit Bus

" Separate safety-related • Separate safety-related
Safety Buses for each Safety Buses for each PSMS
PSMS division division

* A separate non safety- * A separate non safety-
related Maintenance related Maintenance Network
Network for each PSMS for each PSMS division and
division and for the for the PCMS
PCMS • Safety and non safety-

" Safety and non safety- related Data Links and I/O
related Data Links and Buses
I/O Buses

2. The DCS provides adequate 2. Type tests and/or analyses 2. A report exists and concludes
throughput to meet the will be performed on the that the as-built DCS
response time requirements equipment. provides adequate
for all safety functions under throughput to meet the
the full range of applicable response time requirements
conditions enumerated in the for all safety functions under
design basis. On-line the full range of applicable
diagnostics do not interrupt conditions enumerated in the
plant control, design basis, and that on-line

diagnostics do not interrupt
plant control.

3. The DCS between plant 3. An inspection of the as-built 3 The as-built DCS between
safety/unit buses and DCS will be performed. plant safety/unit buses and
external networks is through external networks is through
a firewalled interface, a firewalled interface.

4. The safety-related portions of 4. An inspection of the as-built 4. The safety- related portions of
the DCS are located in a equipment location will be the as-built DCS are located
facility area that provides performed. in the as-built facility area
protection from natural that provides protection from
phenomena hazards such as natural phenomena hazards
tornadoes, and accident such as tornadoes, and
related hazards such as accident related hazards
missiles, pipe breaks and such as missiles, pipe breaks
flooding, and flooding.

5. The PSMS application 5. An inspection of the as-built 5. The as-built PSMS
setpoints, constants and PSMS changeability will be application setpoints.
application software are performed, constants and application
changeable only bem9yovinq software are changeable only

UAP-HF-I10237
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2.5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

Design Commitment
Inspections, Tests,

Analyses Acceptance Criteria 1]
L L ________________________________________ II.

the CPU module that
contains the memory devices
from the MELTAC controller
and placing it in a dedicated
re-programming chassis.

by removingq the CPU module
that contains the memory
devices from the MELTAC
controller and placing it in a
as-built dedicated re-
programmingq chassis.

I
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ac
ACC
ALR
AOO
AOP
APWR
ASME
ATWS
AVR
BAT
BISI
BOP
BTP
CCF
CCW
CCWS
CFR
CFS
CHP
COL
COM
CPU
CRDM
CSA
CS
CS/RHR
CSS
CN
CVCS
DAAC
DAS
dc
DCD
DCS
DHP
DNB
E/O

alternating current
accumulator

automatic load regulator
anticipated operational occurrence

abnormal operating procedure
advanced pressurized water reactor
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
anticipated transient without scram
auto voltage regulator
boric acid tank
bypassed and inoperable status indication
balance of plant
branch technical position
common cause failure
component cooling water
component cooling water system
Code of Federal Regulations
condensate and feedwater system
charging pump
Combined License

communication system
central processing unit

control rod drive mechanism
channel statistical accuracy
containment spray

containment spray/residual heat removal
containment spray system
containment vessel
chemical and volume control system
diverse automatic actuation cabinet
diverse actuation system
direct current
Design Control Document

data communication system
diverse HSI panel
departure from nucleate boiling

electrical to optical (or optical to electrical)
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS .US-APWR Design Control Document

7.1 .1.4.2 Safety Grade HSI

The safety VDU processors manage the displays on the safety VDUs located on the OC
and the RSC. They receive process parameter information from the RPS, actuation
status information from the RPS and ESFAS, and component status information from the
SLS. The safety VDU processors also receive operator commands such as screen
navigation and soft control from the safety VDUs.

The safety VDUs are located on the OC and RSC and provide access to information and
controls for safety systems.

Command signals from safety VDUs and Operational VDUs are transmitted to the RPS,
ESFAS and SLS via the PSMS communication system (COM). COM is the interface
system between the safety-related PSMS and non-safety related PCMS. It provides 10237]

command priority logic between the safety VDUs and operational VDUs. Command 10237

si-gnal path and command priority logic is described in Technical Report MUAP-07004
Figure E-1 and Section 5.1.13, respectively.

7.1.1.5 Information Systems Important to Safety

7.1.1.5.1 Post Accident Monitoring

The purpose of displaying PAM parameters is to assist MCR personnel in evaluating the
safety status of the plant. In accordance with RG 1.97 (Reference 7.1-6), PAM Type A,
B, and C variables have redundant instrumentation and can be displayed on at least two
redundant safety VDUs. Type A and B parameters are continuously displayed on the
LDP and are continuously available on a safety VDU, or can be retrieved immediately.

7.1.1.5.2 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication

If any safety function is bypassed or inoperable at the train level, this is continuously
indicated on the LDP. Other bypassed or inoperable conditions that do not result in
inoperability of safety functions, at the train level, are displayed on operational VDUs but
not on the LDP.

7.1.1.5.3 Plant Alarms

The alarm system provides all information necessary for detecting abnormal plant
conditions. The alarm system enhances the operators ability to recognize fault
conditions even when the number of faults, or their severity, are increasing. Information
for all alarms is displayed on the alarm VDU, LDP, and the operational VDU. LDP
alarms are located in the fixed area of the LDP.

7.1.1.5.4 Safety Parameter Display System

The safety parameter display system (SPDS) provides a display of plant parameters
from which the status of plant safety system operation may be assessed. The SPDS is
displayed on operational VDUs located in the MCR, TSC, and EOF. The primary
function of the SPDS is to aid MCR operating personnel to make quick assessments of

Tier 2 
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

optic data communications cables. Functional independence between controllers is
maintained through communication processors that are separate from function
processors, and through logic that (1) ensures prioritization of safety functions over non-
safety functions and (2) does not rely on signals from outside its own train to perform the
safety function within the train.

For more detailed discussion on the methods used to ensure independence between
I&C systems in different safety trains and between I&C systems in safety and non-safety
systems refer to described in Topical Repor MUAP-07004 Appendix A.5.6 and
Appendix B.5.6.

Cabinets for each train of the PSMS are located in a separate plant equipment room fire
area. These fire areas are separate from the fire areas where non-safety systems are
located and separate from the fire areas of the MCR and the RSR. To ensure electrical
independence, fiber optic cables or qualified isolators are used to interface all signals
between plant equipment room fire areas. Electrical independence is also maintained
between PSMS divisions and between the PSMS and non-safety systems within the
MCR and the RSR.

In addition to these plant equipment room fire areas, electrical independence and
physical separation are also maintained between divisions for instrumentation inputs and
plant component control outputs interfaced with PSMS cabinets. The independence
between the PSMS and PCMS for shared sensors is discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.16.

7.1.3.5 Isolation

Physical separation and electrical isolation are provided between the PSMS redundant
trains and between the PSMS and non-safety systems, including the PCMS. Isolation
devices are incorporated into conventional interfaces, data links, and communication
networks that connect redundant trains, or carry signals to or from non-safety systems.
The isolation devices ensure that credible faults, such as short circuits, open circuits, or
the application of credible fault voltage do not propagate between systems. Chapter 8,
Subsection 8.3.1.1.11 describes conformance to RG 1.204 (Reference 7.1-24). This
conformance bounds the credible electrical surges and faults that are considered for
electrical isolation.

In addition, for digital interfaces communications isolation is provided to ensure
functional independence between systems. Communication isolation includes
communication buffers, which provide separation between communication processing,
functional processing, and functional logic, which ensures prioritization of all safety
functions. The conformance of the interdivisional communication design in the US-
APWR PSMS to the Staff Positions of DI&C-ISG-04 (Reference 7.1-30) is described in
Technical Report MUAP-07004, Appendix E.

The isolation devices provide assurance that Gredible-single failures in non-safety
systems will not degrade the performance of safety systems, specifically in instances
where protection signals are used by non-safety systems and non-safety signals are
used by safety systems. For signals interfaced between redundant trains, the isolation
devices provide assurance that failures in one train will not degrade the performance of

IUAP-F
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7. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS US-APWR Design Control Document

other trains. The electrical, physical and functional isolation is also discussed in
Subsection 7.1.3.4. The isolation from a design basis event of safety system based on
the equipment qualification is discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.7. The PSMS digital
components are located in a mild environment that is not impacted by any design basis
event.

7.1.3.6 Integrity of Software

The design principles listed below are used for the software design of all digital safety
and non-safety systems using the MELTAC platform. These principles assure simplicity
and enable high efficiency in the design.

" A structured and modular architecture is applied.

" Basic software and application software are separated.

0 Early detection of failures is facilitated by the self-diagnosis functions of the
digital system.

* Basic software is implemented in a high level programming language. All
functions execute with cyclical single task processing and no interrupts.

" Basic software performs only the minimal necessary functions, such as
initialization, periodic execution of required functions, error handling, etc.

• Application software is described in a graphically symbolized manner, using the
problem oriented language (POL), so that functions can be easily understood.

For the non-safety I&C systems, efficiency and reliability of design, production, testing,
and maintenance are achieved by using the same basic software and the design tools
for the application software as is used for the safety systems.

The V&V program executed for safety systems conforms to all regulatory requirements
for high integrity software.

7.1.3.7 Qualification and Equipment Protection

The PSMS is qualified for worst-case environmental and seismic requirements for the
place of its installation. The PSMS qualification envelopes the seismic and Reflection
environmental boundary conditions for these locations are described in Sections 3.10 of public
and 3.11. The TapiGa Repe MUAP-07005 describes equipment qualification testing for meeting on
the MELTAC platform. The environmental condition of the US-APWR is described in Sep. 30
"US-APWR Equipment Environmental Qualification Program" MUAP-08015 (Reference
7.1-25).

Conducted and/or radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio frequency
interference (RFI) induced by actuation of large equipment, lightning, or radio frequency
emission could degrade performance of I&C systems and compromise safety. Therefore,
adequate EMI/RFI protection is designed into I&C systems components, including

Tier 2 7.1-10 Revision 32•
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controllers, I/O devices, and power supply circuits. In addition, optical fiber is used for
data communication, which provides electrical independence and protection against
EMI/RFI.

The PSMS is qualified for EMI/RFI compatibility, as demonstrated through type testing.
The EMI/RFI test levels for the PSMS are intended to envelope the possible field
strength necessary for expected locations. The US-APWR is designed and operated
consistent with any restrictions identified in the EMI/RFI' qualification report, such as
wireless communication exclusion zones, and open cabinet door conditions. This
feature is described in -T 'i'J,-Rep,4-MUAP-07005 Section 5.3. The susceptibility
envelope defined in RG 1.180 (7.1-26) is applicable to the US-APWR and therefore
applicable to the PSMS, because the US-APWR does not include any extraordinary
conducted or radiated emissions sources that are not included in operating nuclear
power plants today.

Safety-related I&C components, such as sensors, detectors, cables, and connectors are
designed to be qualified for operation in both normal and abnormal environments, and to
meet seismic requirements of the site in which they are located. Qualification is assured
per applicable industry standards (IEEE Std 323-2003 [Reference 7.1-9]) and regulatory
requirements (RG 1.89 [Reference 7.1-10]), as described in Section 3.11.

Instrument sensing lines are specified to be protected in compliance with RG 1.151
(Reference 7.1-11) which endorses ISA-$67-02, including freeze protection.

For details regarding PSMS qualification testing, refer to- PiGal Rep MUAP-07004
Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.5. Refer to Chapter 3 for identification of the US-APWR
qualification conditions.

The inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) encompass the
qualification of plant instrumentation, such as transmitters and nuclear instrumentation.

7.1.3.8 Unified Architecture

A unified architecture is applied to the design of integrated digital I&C systems of the
US-APWR. The unified architecture provides a high quality and reliable platform for both
the safety systems and non-safety systems, which simplifies communication between
these systems. Maintenance resources are standardized for every system thereby
reducing human error. An integrated digital technology is also used for VDU based
operation.

Specification of the hardware modules, such as central processing units (CPUs) and I/O
modules, used for each subsystem is basically the same throughout the I&C architecture,
except for some specific application modules (e.g., rod position interface). This
approach allows the total number of required spare parts to be minimized. The
configuration of the basic software, POL, and engineering tools for specification of the
application software, is the same in all digital I&C subsystems using the MELTAC
platform. Maintenance procedures and tools (i.e., the engineering tool) are standardized
for all subsystems; therefore, the training effort for the maintenance staff and potential
for human error are minimized.
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MELTAC is the only digital platform used for the safety systems of the US-APWR. All
other safety I&C components are conventional analog.

7.1.3.9 Redundancy Within Divisions and Systems

To prevent disturbance of the plant caused by a failure of the safety or non-safety I&C
systems, a redundant configuration is applied. Failed components, including CPU, I/O
modules, and communication modules, are detected by self-diagnostic features.
Redundant components are arranged in configurations for continuous parallel operation
or standby operation, as described in iTepialRep 4MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.1.1. For
standby operation, self-diagnostic features automatically switch to redundant stand-by
components in case of failure. The redundant fail-over components continue
uninterrupted control without causing any disturbance to the plant.

Ac power for the I&C system is supplied from two different sources. The configuration of
the power supplies within each I&C subsystem ensures no loss of function due to a
single failure of the electric power source.

7.1.3.10 Self-Diagnosis Function

Evaluation
for Pending
RAI items
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The integrity of digital I&C components is continuously checked by their self-diagnosis
features. These self-diagnostic features result in early detection of failures, and allow
on-line repair that improves system availability. Information about detected failures is
gathered through networks and provided to maintenance staff in a comprehensive
manner. In addition, the self-diagnostic- features control redundant controller
configuration, to maintain all system functions, even in the presence of failures. The
self-diagnosis is always working in the digital control system but does not affect system
operation. Therefore, there is no impact to channel independence, system integrity and
compliance to the single failure criterion during self-testing.

Continuous self-diagnostic features allow elimination of most of the manual surveillance
testing required for technical specification compliance. Manual testing and manual
calibration verification are specifically provided for functions with no self-diagnostics.
The integrity of the self-diagnosis is confirmed by a periodic manually initiated software
memory check, which includes the software memory which is used for self-diagnosis.
For PSMS, this software memory check requires temporarily connecting each PSMS
controller to the Maintenance Network. When a PSMS controller is connected to the
Maintenance Network, it is considered inoperable. The functions affected by an
inoperable controller are managed by plant technical specifications. PCMS controllers
are permanently connected to the Maintenance Network.

Also, when I/O is checked by manual sensor calibration and output actuation of plant
components, the digital components which are self-tested are also re-checked. This
provides manual confirmation for the integrity of all digital functions. The coverage of
self-diagnosis and manual test is described in TeGp IRepo MUAP-07004 Sections 4.3
and 4.4. Topieal Rep MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.5.1 describes self-diagnosis. The self-
testing is provided for MELTAC components of PSMS, with the exception of the
conventional circuits within the I/O and PIF modules, and the touch screens of the safety
VDU.
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7.1.3.11 Manual Testing, Bypasses, Overrides and Resets

Manual test features are specifically provided to allow periodic testing of all functions
that are not automatically tested through self-diagnostics. This includes primarily sensor
calibration, manual initiation functions and final actuation of plant components. These
manual tests also recheck the portions of the system that are self-tested, and thereby
manually confirm the integrity of self-tested components and the integrity of the self-
diagnostic functions. All manual tests may be conducted on-line without full system
actuation and without plant disturbance. The test of output modules for plant
components is conducted along with the test of plant components. Since the reliability of
the digital I&C equipment is significantly higher than the reliability of the plant
components, the periodic test frequency is determined by the reliability of the plant
components, not the reliability of the digital I&C equipment.

Safety systems may be placed in a bypass operation mode to allow manual testing and
maintenance while the plant is on-line. For the RPS measurement channels, automatic
bypass management logic continuously checks forprevents multiple bypassed conditions
to ensure the minimum redundancy required by the technical specifications is always
maintained. For other RPS functions and the ESFAS, train level maintenance bypasses
are administratively controlled. Maintenance Bypasses may be manually initiated from
the safety VDU for each respective PSMS train. To manually initiate a Maintenance
Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled. The
Bypass Permissive is part of the PSMS. There is one Bypass Permissive for each train.
Administrative controls ensure the Bypass Permissive for only one train is enabled at
any time. The manual Bypass Permissive is available from soft switches on the S-VDU.

UAP-HF-
10237

IUAP-HF-

10237

UAP-HF

Indication is provided for bypassed or inoperable conditions in accordance with RG 1.47
(Reference 7.1-12). Maintenance bypasses can be manually initiated eply-within the
PSMS, via safety VDUs. or manual controls within PSMS cabintetTo manually initiate a
Maintenance Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be
enabled. During this bypass mode, a single failure in the safety system will not result in
a spurious plant trip or spurious system level ESF actuation.

In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to bypass certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operation, such as startup and shutdown. Interlocks are provided within the PSMS to
allow-automaticall r-emeval-remove-Of-operating bypasses. This feature allows
operating bypasses to be manually initiated from safety VDUs or operationa! VDUs. To
manually initiate an Operating Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the
each train must be enabled, one train at a time.

All manual and automatic demand signals for components, which are controlled by
motor control centers and switchgear, may be bypassed at the component level for
testing or maintenance by two deliberate manual operator actions from safety VDUs-e
oper tinral VDUs. This is referred to as the Lock function in MUAP-07004 Appendix D.
The Lock function can also be used to block or override safety functions at the
component level. To •y•ass-fo,,-Lock safety-related components from operational VDUs,

UAP-HF-
10237 -
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10237
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10237
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rqires a train level permissive signal from two deliberate actions, from a safety VDU o
deit "the Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled. This Bypass
Epermissive is administratively controlled so that it is enabled for only one train at a time.
When the Bypass Ppermissive is enabled for a train from the safety VDUL ordedh~ateo UAP-
sw#o4, bypasses-Lock may be activated from the operational VDU individually for any 10237
components within that train. Snoeetadministrative-RFrols allo-w-t•ftain-level-bypas
permnissive for the operational VDUJ to be enabled ro the safet VDU or dedicated
switch for only one train at a time, bypasses for multiple trains are atve-from-the
safety-VDU&sAll bypasses are administratively managed by plant operators in
accordance with plant technical specifications. The effect of bypasses is alarmed at the
system level for each train via the bypassed and inoperable status indication (BISI).

After safety function actuation and after initiating conditions return to normal, safety
functions are manually reset at the system level. These resets are available from safety
VDUs and operational VDU. Reset signals from the O-VDU cannot be received by the
PSMS without a manual Bypass Permissive signal from the safety system. If undetected
reset signals exist at the time the Bypass Permissive is manually actuated, the reset
errors will be indicated to operators by ESFAS reset demand status indication for the
specific functions affected. The Bypass Permissive ensures additional spurious reset
signals cannot be received by the PSMS at the time an AOO or PA occurs.-ESPFAS l~egG_
allevs rFeset perations from epeFatienal VD/6 olNy with a permissive signal. This
eromisive i5 eraoatical y de activated by ESF actuation signals and can be activated

frmM lsafetyV NVDU after ESF= actfuationn sGnGals reset.

UAP-HF-
10237

Maintenance bypasses, operating bypasses, overrides, And--resets and Bypass
Permissives are initiated separately for each safety division.

7.1.3.12 Human-System Interface

The MCR is designed to perform centralized monitoring and control of the I&C systems
that are necessary for use during normal operation, AOOs, and PAs. Furthermore, the
HSIS are also designed to reduce the potential for human error and to allow easy
operation. In addition to the MCR, the HSI also includes the RSC, TSC, EOF, and local
control stations, such as auxiliary equipment control console. Refer to Chapter 18 for a
full discussion of all HSI issues.

7.1.3.13 Quality of Components and Modules

The quality of PSMS components and modules and the quality of the PSMS design
process are controlled by a program that meets the requirements of American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NQA-1-1994 (Reference 7.1-13). Conformance to ASME
NQA-1-1994 is described further in Section 17.5.

7.1.3.14 System Calibration, Testing and Surveillance

Testing from and including the sensors of the PSMS through to and including the
actuated equipment and HSI is accomplished in a series of overlapping sequential tests
and calibrations. The majority of the tests are conducted automatically, through self-
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diagnostics. Most remaining manual tests may be performed with the plant at full power.
There are no exceptions for testing at power in PSMS.

The test frequency for manual tests is based on an uncertainty and reliability analysis,
reference Subsection 7.2.2.7 and 7.2.3.5, respectively, for additional information. This
analysis demonstrates the need to conduct most manual tests for PSMS equipment no
more frequently than once per 30 months, which allows for fuel cycles up to 24 months
plus 6 months to accommodate 25% margin for consistency with technical specification
surveillance interval compliance. Therefore conducting manual tests for PSMS
equipment on-line or off-line, during refueling shutdown, is at the discretion of the plant
owner.

Periodic routine calibration will be performed for the field located transmitters of each
safety-related instrument loop. Due to the digital design of the control platform in the
US-APWR, a traditional calibration method will be performed from the sensor to the
analog to digital converter. During this calibration, the digital display will provide the
instrument output. As in a traditional calibration, the measured value on the display will
be compared to an expected range. Calibration points will-ine encompass the trip
setpoint to confirm required accuracy at the trip setpoint valuefs .

The method of testing for indicating and non-indicating sensors is the same. Any
operational or maintenance VDU, that obtains its digital value from the PSMS, can be UAP-HF-
used for calibration. If a sensor has no operational indications its digital value will be 0237
read using a maintenance VDU, such as the MELTAC Engineering Tool, which will be
temporarily connected during CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The PSMS meets the periodic testing requirements of IEEE Std 338-1987 (Reference
7.1-27) which is endorsed by RG 1.22 (Reference 7.1-28). The test intervals are
specified in the technical specifications, Chapter 16. All periodic testing is conducted to
written procedures. For more detailed discussion on this topic, refer to -opioal Repo#
MUAP-07004 Sections 4.3 through 4.5, Appendix A.5.7, A.5.9, A.5.10, A.6.5 through
A.6.7, and A.7.5.

Installed RTDs will be calibrated using the method defined in BTP 7-13(Reference 7.1-
29). The following accuracy calibration is applicable to all safety related RTDs:

" A reference RTD is checked for acceptable accuracy and response time in
controlled laboratory conditions.

" The reference RTD is installed. Loop current step response (LCRS) is checked to
confirm applicability of laboratory test data.

* Measurements from installed RTDs are cross correlated to the reference RTD
under known and sufficiently similar temperature and flow conditions (i.e.,
isothermal conditions of all RCS hot and cold legs to the extent practical).

" Calibration readout will be on digital displays, as discussed above, to ensure
correct signal propagation and accuracy through the digital systems.

In addition, the LCRS is checked for installed RTDs used in the RPS or ESFAS, where
response times are credited in the safety analysis. To detect response time degradation,
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the LCRS data is compared to the installed RTD's own historical data and to the LCRS
for the reference RTD.

The accuracy and response time acceptance criteria account for expected instrument
uncertainties and expected temperature and flow deviations. "As found" and "as-left"
data is recorded and maintained.

7.1.3.15 Information Displays

Details on information displays are presented in Topical Report MUAP-07007, Chapter
18, and Section 7.5.

7.1.3.16 Consideration of Control System Induced Transients

Gfedlble-fFailures of the PCMS are bounded by the AQOs analyzed in the safety
analysis, described in Chapter 15. These PCMS failures are described in Subsection
7.7.2.3. Chapter 8, Subsection 8.3.1.1.11 describes conformance to RG 1.204. This
conformance bounds the envelope considered for PCMS EMI susceptibility. The PCMS
uses the same hardware as the PSMS, which is qualified to RG 1.180. Therefore,
additional lightening induced failures of the PCMS are precluded.

In some cases, it is advantageous to employ signals derived from instrumentation that
are also used in the protection trains. This practice reduces the need for separate non-
safety instrumentation, which would require additional penetrations into reactor pressure
boundaries and introduce the need to additional maintenance in hazardous areas. For
each parameter where instrumentation is shared, the PCMS receives four redundant
signals from each train of the RPS. The signal selection algorithm (SSA), within the
PCMS, receives input from all safety process trains but passes only the second highest
operable process signal value to the control system's automation algorithms. The
reactor control systems also have a modified signal selector using an average
calculation process. (This average calculation for select signals in the reactor control
system is different from the description in ToPi~a[-Ret MUAP-07004 Section 4.2.5.)
The SSA excludes process inputs that are failed or taken out of service for maintenance
or testing.

The SSA of the PCMS ensures the PCMS does not take erroneous control actions
based on a single instrument channel failure or a single RPS train failure. As such, a
single failure will not cause the PCMS to take erroneous control actions that challenge
the PSMS, while the PSMS is in a degraded operability state due to a failed instrument
channel or failed RPS train. The SSA is designed with an augmented quality program,
including software V&V.

The SSA is continuously tested as follows:

" The PCMS employs the same self-test features as the PSMS. These features are
described in Section 4.1.5 of T-piGaI-Rep MUAP-07005.

" The basic software configuration and application software configuration, within the
PCMS controller, is periodically confirmed by the same manually initiated method
described in Section 4.1.4.1.c of T9piGal ReptMUAP-07005.
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Since the SSA uses only digital values obtained from the PSMS via the unit bus, all
functions of the SSA are completely covered by self-testing; no additional manual tests
are required. The digital values obtained from the PSMS are confirmed during channel
calibration for the safety sensors.

This SSA within the PCMS allows the RPS to have one instrument channel inoperable or
bypassed at all times while still complying with General Design Criteria (GDC) 24
(Reference 7.1-14) and IEEE Std 603-1991 (Reference 7.1-15). As described in the
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) the RPS meets the plant reliability goals with only
three channels in operation. Refer to US-APWR Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
Technical Report MUAP-07030 (Reference 7.1-16).

The shared instrumentation signals are interfaced through fiber optic data networks. As
such, an electrical fault in the PCMS cannot propagate to the protection channel. Refer
to TepiGabRepe MUAP-07004 Section 4.2.5 for additional details.

7.1.3.17 Life Cycle Process

MHI applies its MELCO's safety system digital platform, MELTAC, to the PSMS and
PCMS systems of the US-APWR. Full details of the life cycle process for the MELTAC
basic software, including quality assurance (QA), management, development, cyber
security management, installation, maintenance, training, operation, and the software
safety plan are discussed in TapiaI-Repe MUAP-07005 Section 6.0. A summary of
the life cycle process for the system application software, including QA, management,
development, cyber security management, installation, maintenance, training, operation,
and the software safety plan are discussed in-ToptGa Reper MUAP-07004 Section 6.0.
A detailed description of the application software life cycle process, including BTP 7-14
(Reference 7.1-17) compliance, is provided in the Software Program Manual for the US-
APWR Technical Report MUAP-07017 (Reference 7.1-18).

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

7.1.3.18 Quality Assurance Program

The overall quality assurance program (QAP) for the US-APWR I&C systems is
described in Chapter 17. The specific QAP for the MELTAC platform is described in
TopiGa ,Repe14eMUAP-07005 Section 6.0. These QAPs address all requirements of Title
10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 50, Appendix B (Reference 7.1-19), and
IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 (Reference 7.1-20).

7.1.3.19 Identification

I&C equipments identification follows the guidance of RG 1.75, which endorses IEEE Std
384. The following color coding is provided on tags used for the identification of I&C
system cabinets and for stand alone components, such as field instruments.

* Train A: Red with white lettering
* Train B: Green with white lettering
* Train C: Blue with white lettering
• Train D: Yellow with Black lettering
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7.1-24 Guideline for Lightning Protection of Nuclear Power Plants, Regulatory Guide
1.204 Revision 0, November 2005.

7.1-25 US-APWR Equipment Environmental Qualification Program, MUAP-08015
Rev.0, February 2009.

7.1-26 Guideline for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference in
Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems, Regulatory Guide 1.180
Revision 1, October 2003.

7.1-27 Standard Criteria for Periodic Surveillance Testing of Nuclear Power Generating
Station Safety Systems, IEEE Std 338-1987.

7.1-28 Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions, Regulatory Guide
1.22 Revision 0, February 1972.

7.1-29 Guidance on Cross-Calibration of Protection System Resistance Temperature
Detectors, BTP 7-13 Revision 5, March 2007.

7.1-30 Highly Integrated Control Rooms - Digital Communication Systems, DI&C-ISG-
04 Revision 1, March 2009.
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Table 7.1-2 Regulatory Requirements Applicability Matrix
(per NUREG-0800 Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sec. 7.1 Rev. 5)

(Sheet 1 of 8)
Applicable Criteria Title I&C System Related Section

RIPS ESFAS] SLS Safety Safety PCMS DAS in US-APWR DCDIHSI DCS

1. 10 CFR 50 and 52
a. 50.55a(a)(1) Quality Standards for Systems X X X X X 7.2 to 7.6, 7.9

Important to Safety
b. 50.55a(h)(2) Protection Systems (IEEE Std 603- X X X X X 7.2 to 7.6, 7.9

1991 or IEEE Std 279-1971)
C. 50.55a(h)(3) Safety Systems (IEEE Std 603- X X X X X 7.2 to 7.6, 7.9

1991)
d. 50.34(f)(2)(v) Bypass and Inoperable Status X X X X X X 7.2, 7.3, 7.5, 7.6,

[I.D.3] Indication 7.9
e. 50.34(f)(2)(xi) Direct Indication of Relief and X X X 7.5

[ll.D.3] Safety Valve Position
f. 50.34(f)(2)(xii) Auxiliary Feedwater System X X X X X 7.3, 7.5

[11.E.1.2] Automatic Initiation and Flow
Indication

g. 50.34(f)(2)(xvii) Accident Monitoring X X X X X 7.5
[II.F. 1] Instrumentation

h. 50.34(f)(2)(xviii Instrumentation for the Detection of X X X 7.5
) [II.F.2] Inadequate Core Cooling

i. 50.34(f)(2)(xiv) Containment Isolation Systems X X X X X 7.3
[11.5.4.2]

j. 50.34(f)(2)(xix) Instruments for Monitoring Plant X X X 7.5
S[II.F.3 Conditions Following Core Damage

k. 50.34(f)(2)(xx) Power for Pressurizer Level X X X X 7.4, 7.5
[II.G.1] Indication and Controls for

Pressurizer Relief and Block
Valves

I. 50.34(f)(2)(xxii) Failure Mode and Effect Analysis N/A to US-APWR
[11.K.2.9] of Integrated Control System

m. 50.34(f)(2)(xxiii Anticipatory Trip on Loss of Main N/A to US-APWR
) [11.K.2.10] Feedwater or Turbine Trip

n. 50;34(f)(2)(xxiv Central Reactor Vessel Water N/A to US-APWR
) [I1.K.3.23] Level Recording
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" ECCS actuation signal

* Manual RT actuation signal

* Turbine trip signal

7.2.1.4 Reactor Trip Initiating Signals

The following subsection describes the RT initiating signals that are grouped according
to their protection function. Train level manual controls are identified in Table 7.2-6 for
conventional switches and in Table 7.2-7 for software switches.

Pre-trip alarms and non-safety interlocks are initiated below the RT setpoints to provide

audible and visible indication of the approach to a trip condition.

7.2.1.4.1 Nuclear Startup Protection Trips

7.2.1.4.1.1 High Source Range Neutron Flux

A high source range neutron flux trip provides protection during reactor startup and plant
shutdown. An operating bypass may be manually initiated when the neutron flux is
above the P-6 setpoint value (intermediate range), which will also de-energize the high
voltage power supply to the source range neutron flux detector. This trip is automatically
bypassed by the power range neutron flux interlock P-10. The bypass automatically
resets to reactivate the trip function when the intermediate range neutron flux decreases
below the P-6 reset point.

Due to the limited duration of reactor startup and shutdown, there are only two source
range instrument channels, trains A and D. The train A source range neutron flux
detector interfaces to RPS trains A and B. The train D source range neutron flux
detector interfaces to RPS trains C and D. Interfaces to RPS trains B and C are via Reflection
isolated digital data links described in Ti kaIRep MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.2-2) of public
Section 4.3.3. Signal flow for this trip signal is shown in Figure 7.2-6. meeting on

Sep. 30
Source range and intermediate range neutron flux signals from the train A detectors are
sent to the RPS controllers of train A and B through analog circuits installed in train A
nuclear instrumentation system (NIS) cabinet and compared with trip setpoints in each
train controller. The signals from the train A NIS cabinet to the train B RPS cabinet are
isolated in the train B RPS cabinet. In the case of train D detectors, neutron flux signals
are sent to train C and D controllers. The results of the comparison with trip setpoints in
train D are sent to train A and trip signals of train A (train A partial trip) are generated as
a result of 1-out-of-2 logic. Train D trip signals are generated by the same logic. Results
of the 1-out-of-2 logic may be bypassed by the following operating bypass signals: (1) P-
6 allows source range neutron flux trip manual operating bypass, (2) P-10 allows source
range neutron flux trip automatic operating bypass, and (3) P-10 allows intermediate
range trip manual operating bypass.
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RT is initiated by either of following two diverse turbine trip signals:

1. Main Turbine Stop Valve Position

The RT signal is generated within each RPS train when that train receives signals
indicating that all four main turbine stop valves are closed. As for all other trips, a RT is
generated when two out of four RPS trains have detected this condition.

There are only two limit switches on each main turbine stop valve interfaced to RPS
trains A and D, as associated circuits. RPS train A routes the limit switch signals to train Reflection
B, C, and D. RPS train D retransmits the limit switch signals to train A, B, and C. of publici
Interfaces to each RPS train are byisolated digital data links described in ToialRepe meeting oni
MUAP-07005 Section 4.3.3 and refer to Figure 7.2-7. Sep. 30

The main turbine stop valve limit switch inputs can be individually bypassed in each RPS
train to permit channel testing. Since there are only two limit switch channels, the
duration of this maintenance bypass is limited by the technical specifications. This
maintenance bypass condition is displayed in the MCR.

This trip is automatically bypassed by permissive P-7 for power level lower than the P-7
setpoint. The operating bypass is automatically removed above P-7 power level. Figure
7.2-2 sheet 13 shows the logic for this trip function.

2. Turbine Emergency Trip Oil Pressure

The turbine emergency trip oil pressure trip signal is generated when two out of four oil
pressure channels exceed the trip setpoint. Four oil pressure signals are independently
interfaced to each train of the RPS as associated circuits.

This trip is automatically bypassed by permissive P-7 for power level lower than the P-7
setpoint. The operating bypass is automatically removed above the P-7 power level.
Figure 7.2-2 sheet 13 shows the logic for this trip function.

7.2.1.5 Manual Control and Actuated Devices

In addition to automatic trip, operators can trip the RTBs using conventional, fixed
position, hardwired switches on the OC. There is one switch for each RT actuation train.
Actions by under-voltage trip and shunt trip attachments to trip reactor have been
discussed in Subsection 7.2.1.2. There are no operating bypasses associated with the
manual RT. Maintenance bypasses that allow manual RT testing are described in
Tepial RpepotMUAP-07004 (Reference 7.2-3) Section 4.4.1. Figure 7.2-2 sheet 4
shows the logic for this trip function.

7.2.1.6 Bypasses

Portions of the safety system can be placed in a bypass mode to allow testing and
maintenance while the plant is on-line. Such bypasses are known as maintenance
bypasses. Maintenance bypasses are discussed in TepiGal-Rep MUAP-07004.

Tier2 7.-11 evison 3
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In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to bypass certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operation such as startup. Automatic and manual operating bypasses are described in
Subsections below. Maintenance and operating bypasses may be initiated from safety UAP-HF-
VDUs. To initiate a maintenance or operating bypass from an Operational VDU, the 10237
Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled.

7.2.1.6.1 Automatic Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses are automatically initiated separately within each PSMS train
when the plant process permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s).
Automatically initiated operating bypasses for the RPS are as follows:

* High source range neutron flux trip is bypassed automatically by power range
neutron flux (P-10).

" Low reactor coolant flow 1-out-of-4 trip is bypassed automatically during low
power conditions (P-7).

" Low RCP speed trip is bypassed automatically by during low power conditions
(P-7).

* Low pressurizer pressure trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

* High pressurizer water level trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

" High-high SG water level trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

" Reactor trip on turbine trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

All automatically initiated operating bypasses are automatically removed when the plant
moves to an operating condition where the protective action would be required if an
accident occurred. Refer to Table 7.2-4.

7.2.1.6.2 Manual Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses must be manually initiated. These operating bypasses can be
manually initiated separately within each PSMS division when the plant process
permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input 6-hannel(s). Manually initiated
operating bypasses for the RPS are as follows:

* High source range neutron flux trip is bypassed manually with high intermediate
range neutron flux (P-6)
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* High intermediate range neutron flux trip is bypassed manually with high power
range neutron flux (P-10)

" High power range neutron flux (low setpoint) trip is bypassed manually with high
power range neutron flux (P-10)

All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, are automatically
removed when the plant moves to an operating regime where the protective action
would be required if an accident occurred. Status indication is provided in the MCR for
all operating bypasses.

7.2.1.7 Interlocks

Interlocks ensure that operator actions cannot defeat an automatic safety function during
any plant condition where that safety function may be required. These interlocks include
permissives for manually initiated operating bypasses and interlocks to ensure manually
initiated operating bypasses are automatically removed when plant conditions would
require the trip functions. Interlocks are also provided to ensure that manually initiated
maintenance bypasses can only defeat a single train or channel of the RPS but not
multiple channels or trains that would impair the system's ability to function and meet the
single failure criteria.

In addition, when safety functions are automatically initiated, interlocks, such as reset
functions of bistables within the RPS ensure completion of protective actions and ensure
that opposing manual actions cannot be taken until acceptable plant conditions are
achieved. For example, for most RT functions, when a trip parameter reaches the trip
setpoint the partial trip signal will not automatically reset until the plant conditions return
to pre-trip conditions. For other trip functions, the partial trip signal must also be
manually reset; manual reset cannot occur until after the plant conditions return to pre-
trip conditions. Manual reset may be initiated from safety VDUs. To initiate a manual UAP-HF-
reset from an Operational VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled. 10237

Manual actions that oppose the protective action cannot be taken until three out of four
partial trip signals are reset.

7.2.1.8 Redundancy

Redundancy within the RPS is consistent with conformance to the single failure criterion,
the unavailability target value and the total safety goal of the plant.

The configuration of four trains with 2-out-of-4 voting logic is provided from sensors to
RTBs in the RPS for most RT functions.

Where only two channels of instrumentation are provided, the configuration of 1-out-of-2
voting logic is provided to meet the single failure criterion. For source and intermediate
range nuclear instrumentation, this 1-out-of-2 configuration has minimal adverse impact
on plant availability due to susceptibility to spurious actuation, because these functions
are only active during startup and shutdown. For main turbine stop valve position, the 1-
out-of-2 configuration does not adversely affect plant availability, due to susceptibility to
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7.2.2.7.1 Methodology for Instrument Channel Statistical Accuracy Calculation

The methodology applied to combine. the uncertainty components for a channel is
provided in T-GpiGal-Repe4-MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.4. Reconciliation of the final
setpoint study for each plant cannot be performed until the design of the plant is finalized.

Technical Report MUAP-09022 (Reference 7.2-13) provides more detail description for
instrument setpoint methodology. The setpoint methodology includes the relationship
between analytical limit, setpoint and channel uncertainty. MUAP-09022 also provides
the channel uncertainty calculations associated with the safety related setpoints used for
the RT and ESF actuation functionsThe instrumentation channel uncertainty, of a safety
function channel is analyzed to determine the channel setpoint. The channel uncertainty
value is calculated by combining instrumentation factors that affect the accuracy of each
component in the channel/loop, using statistical methods. A square root sum of the
squares (SRSS) method is applied. The accuracy of each component consists of the
nominal accuracy plus uncertainty due to temperature effects, time dependent drift, and
other factors. The method is based on the guidance provided by ANSI/ISA-67.04.01-
2000 and ISA-RP67.04.02-2000 that is equivalent to ANSI/ISA-S67.04 (Reference 7.2-7),
Part 1 -1994, endorsed by RG 1.105.

7.2.2.7.2 Methodology for System Response Time Calculation

The methodology for calculating system response time is provided in--T isa-lRew
MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.3.

7.2.2.8 Equipment Qualification

Refer to Subsection 7.1.3.7 for details.

7.2.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 are
described in epiral Repe MUAP-07004 Section 3.0, Appendix A and B.

This section provides the failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) for PSMS and
specifically, RT.

7.2.3.1 FMEA Method and Results

The methodology for the FMEA is provided in the Tp•,•a Repor, MUAP-07004 Section
6.5.1. The FMEA follows the guidance of IEEE Std 352-1987 which is referred from
IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003, and IEEE Std 379-2000 (Reference 7.2-
8) which is endorsed by RG 1.53 (Reference 7.2-9).

Safety functions are designed with multiple divisions. Each safety division is
independent from the other safety divisions and from the non-safety division.
Independence ensures that-eG-ed4be single failures cannot propagate between divisions Evaluation
within the safety system or between non-safety and safety divisions. Therefore, Gredible for pending
single failures cannot prevent proper protective action at the system level. The or-edible RA tems
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single failures considered in the non-safety division and safety divisions are described in
the FMEA for each system.

The FMEA for reactor trip in PSMS is described in Table 7.2-8 and Figure 7.2-8. The
FMEA demonstrates that:

* All ,redible-PSMS failures are detectable (through self-diagnosis or manual

surveillance tests).

* No Gredible-single failure will prevent PSMS actuation.

* No ,redible-single failure will result in spurious PSMS actuation, which results in
a RT.

* The PSMS will fail to the safe state for all credible failures. The safe state for the
RPS is trip. The safe state for the ESFAS/SLS is as-is.

The FMEA is conducted on the basis that one safety channel is continuously bypassed.

7.2.3.2 Safety Analysis

The RT system design requirements such as response time and setpoint determination,
are considered and reflected in the safety analysis provided in Chapter 15. The
response time, instrument accuracy, and setpoint as shown in Table 7.2-3, meet the
safety analysis assumptions.

The Chapter 15 analysis addresses AQOs including spurious control rod withdrawals,
plant load rejection, and turbine trip.

Control functions to mitigate the consequences of a -plant load rejection and turbine trip
are discussed in Section 7.7.

The rod control system interlocks that are provided to prevent abnormal power
conditions, which could result from spurious control rod withdrawal, are discussed in
Subsection 7.7.1.1.2.

The analysis for additional postulated failures is described as follows:

Loss of Cooling Water to Vital Equipment: The US-APWR has four divisions of
safety-related cooling water, corresponding to the four divisions of safety-related
ESF equipment. These four divisions are controlled by the PSMS. Therefore,
loss of a single division of cooling water does not prevent accomplishing the
safety function.

Loss of Plant Instrument Air: There is no reliance on plant instrument air for any
safety functions. The loss of plant instrument air will result in the loss of main
feedwater (MFW). This condition is considered in the safety analysis described
in Chapter 15.

Evaluation
for pending
RAI items
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To enhance reliability, each SLS controller consists of a duplex architecture using
redundant CPUs operating in a redundant parallel configuration. In TepiGal Rep
MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.3-1), this is referred to as a redundant parallel controller
configuration. Each controller of the duplex architecture receives ESF actuation signals
and load sequencing signals from the corresponding duplex controller of the ESFAS.
The SLS also includes I/O modules mounted in I/O chassis. These I/O chassis can be
located within the same cabinet as the controllers, or remotely in separate cabinets that
are distributed throughout the plant to reduce the length of cable from the process
component or instrument to the I/O chassis. Signals from each SLS controller in the
duplex architecture are combined in the output modules using 1-out-of-2 logic for control
of plant components to the desired safety state. The SLS I/O modules include contact
input conversion devices and power interface devices. The power interface module
receives input signals and controls the actuation device (such as motor starters,
switchgear, etc.). The actuation devices, in turn, control motive power to the final ESF
component. Each train of the SLS thus interfaces the PSMS to each train of the ESF
equipment.

Each controller has multiple I/O chassis, each chassis has multiple I/O modules and
each I/O module accommodates one or more process interfaces. The plant process
interfaces are assigned to I/O modules/chassis with consideration of maintenance and
potential SLS equipment failures. Based on the FMEA (refer to Table 7.3-7), acceptable
plant level effects for failure or maintenance of any I/O module or any I/O chassis are
demonstrated. I/O modules are duplicated within a single SLS train if a single failure of
the I/O module will cause a spurious reactor trip.

The primary functions performed by the SLS are described below.

7.3.1.2.1 Control of ESF Components

The ESFAS provides all the system level ESF actuation logic, including the automatic
load sequence, for the Class 1E GTG. Whether automatically or manually generated,
train level ESF actuation signals are transmitted from each ESFAS train to the
corresponding train of the SLS. Within the SLS, the train level ESF actuation signals are
then broken down to component actuation signals to actuate each component
associated with an ESF. The logic within each train of the SLS accomplishes this
function and performs the necessary interlocking to ensure that components are properly
aligned for safety.

The SLS also controls ESF components, such as the EFW control valve, based on
manual component level controls from operational VDUs and safety VDUs, including all
components required for credited manual operator actions, refer to Subsection 7.5.1.5.
To ensure spurious command signals from Operational VDUs cannot adversely affect
multiple safety divisions, all safety components controlled by the PSMS, regardless of
their position under normal operating conditions, are commanded to the correct safety
position by automatic safety interlocks or automatic ESFAS actuation signals.

Evaluation
for pending
RA items
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The block cooldown turbine bypass signal may be manually overridden by the turbine
bypass block bypass control switch (operating bypass). The override can only be
actuated after the signal is actuated from low-low Tavg. The override is automatically
reset when the low-low Tavg signal returns to normal. The override may be manually
reset from the turbine bypass block bypass control switch. The block turbine bypass
override has no effect on the block turbine bypass valve signal (i.e., it only affects the
cooldown signal).

Logic for this function is included on Figure 7.2-2 sheet 10.

The turbine bypass valves and the turbine bypass cooldown valves are controlled by two
permissive solenoids on each valve, train A and D respectively.

7.3.1.6 Bypasses and Overrides

The safety system can be placed in a bypass mode to allow testing and maintenance
while the plant is on-line. Such bypasses are known as maintenance bypasses.
Maintenance bypasses are discussed in4QPieaI-Rep4 MUAP-07004 (Reference 7.3-2).
In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to block certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operations such as startup. Automatic and manual bypasses are described in the
following subsections. Maintenance and operating bypasses may be initiated from safety
VDUs. To initiate a maintenance or operating bypass from an Operational VDU, the
Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled.

HF-UAP-
10237 ,

7.3.1.6.1 ESF System Maintenance Bypass

Bypasses are provided in each ESF system train to block the actuation of one or more
ESF signals (e.g., ECCS actuation, EFW, main steam isolation, etc.). The purpose of
these bypasses is to allow maintenance on an ESF process system, or to accommodate
an ESFAS/SLS controller failure. There are alarms for ESF systems out of service
conditions that block functionality at the train level.

7.3.1.6.2 Automatic Operating Bypasses

These operating bypasses are automatically initiated separately within each PSMS
division when the plant process permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input
channel(s). The following is a list of automatically initiated operating bypasses:

" High main steam line pressure negative rate initiating signal for main steam line
isolation is automatically bypassed when the P-1 1 interlock clears (when
pressurizer pressure is above the setpoint). This operating bypass can be
manually removed when the P-11 is present (when pressurizer pressure is
below the setpoint).

* When the P-4 interlock clears (RTB closed ) the low Tavg initiating signal for
main feedwater isolation (for closing all main feedwater regulation valves) is
automatically bypassed. This operating bypass is automatically removed when
the P-4 interlock is present (RTB open).
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7.3.1.6.3 Manual Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses must be manually initiated. These operating bypasses can be
manually initiated separately within each PSMS train when the plant process permissive
condition is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s). The following is a list of manually
initiated operating bypasses:

* Low pressurizer pressure initiating signal for the ECCS actuation function can be
manually bypassed only when the P-1 1 interlock is present (pressurizer pressure
is below the setpoint). This operating bypass is automatically removed when the
P-11 interlock clears (when pressurizer pressure is above the setpoint).

* Low main steam line pressure initiating signal for the ECCS actuation function
and main steam line isolation function can be manually bypassed only when the
P-11 interlock is present (pressurizer pressure is below the setpoint). This
operating bypass is automatically removed when the P-11 interlock clears.
When this operating bypass is active, the high main steam line pressure negative
rate trip is enabled.

" MFW isolation function can be bypassed manually only when the P-11 interlock
is present. This operating bypass is automatically removed when the P-11
interlock clears.

" The EFW isolation function actuated by low main steam line pressure can be
manually bypassed if the P-11 interlock is present. This operating bypass is
automatically removed when the P-11 interlock clears.

" The manual bypass for high pressurizer water level initiation signal for CVCS
isolation can only be actuated when the P-11 interlock is present. This operating
bypass is automatically removed when the P-1i1 interlock clears.

All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, are automatically
removed when the plant moves to an operating condition for which the protective action
would be required if an accident occurred. Status indication is provided in the MCR for
all operating bypasses.

7.3.1.6.4 Manual Overrides

Manual overrides must be manually initiated. These manual overrides can be manually
initiated separately within each PSMS train when the plant process permissive condition HF-UAP-
is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s). The following is a list of systen-train level I 10237
manually initiated overrides:

The ECCS actuation can be manually overridden at the systemn-train level when
the P-4 interlock is present (RTB open). This manual override is automatically HF-UAP-
removed when the P-4 interlock clears (RTB closed). In MUAP-07004 Appendix 10237
D (e). this override is referred to as a reset.
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The block cooldown turbine bypass valve actuation by low-low Tavg may be HF-UAP-manually overridden at the system-train level. This manual override cannot be 10237
initiated until after automatic system level actuation. The manual override may
be manually reset by the operator at any time, and is automatically reset when
the low-low Tavg initiation signal returns to normal. This signal blocks the
cooldown turbine bypass valves. In MUAP-07004 Appendix D (b), this override is 1023 7 7
referred to as an operating~ bypass.103

7.3.1.7 Interlocks

The interlocks for initiating and automatically removing operating bypasses are
discussed above. The interlocks for manual overrides are discussed above. The
interlocks for resetting system level actuation and channel level actuation are discussed
in Subsection 7.3.1.6 for each specific safety function. The interlocks for maintenance
bypasses are discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.11.

7.3.1.8 Redundancy

There are four redundant ESF trains for all ESF systems, except as specifically identified
in Subsection 7.3.1.5. In addition, within each train, ESFAS and SLS controllers are
redundant. Therefore, a controller failure or a controller taken out of service for
maintenance has no adverse affect on the protective function. The reliability of the
ESFAS/SLS, as analyzed in the PRA, is based on having two controllers in service.

7.3.1.9 Diversity

All ESF systems are automatically initiated from signals that originate in the RPS.
Manual actuation of ESF systems is carried out through a diverse signal path that
bypasses the RPS.

The SLS receives signals from the DAS to actuate ESF plant components. These
signals are interfaced from DAS via qualified isolators within the SLS. The SLS provides
priority logic to combine the DAS and SLS signals and to ensure the safety function
always has priority. The DAS/SLS interface is described in MAUP-07006 (Reference
7.3-3) Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.4, and shown in Figure 7.3-1.

7.3.1.10 Defense-ln-DepthlDesign Features

The ESFAS and SLS implement the ESF system echelon of defense-in-depth scheme,
as described in Subsection 7.1.3.1.

7.3.1.11 Turbine Trip to Prevent Unnecessary Emergency Core Cooling System
Actuation

The turbine is tripped on a reactor trip or high-high SG water level in any SG. Turbine
trip on RT is an un-credited non-safety function in the safety analysis. However, turbine
trip on RT is assumed in the safety analysis in order to prevent unnecessary ECCS
actuation and to shift to the safe shutdown state by appropriate actions after AOO and
PA conditions. Turbine trip on RT cannot be completely designed as Class 1 E because
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diversity features, single failure criterion, quality of components and modules,
independence, periodic testing, and use of digital systems.

7.4.1.4 HSIS

All functions needed to achieve and maintain both normal and safe shutdown can be
manually initiated and monitored by operators using the operational VDUs or the safety HF-UAP-
grade HSIS. The operational VDUs eaR-provide HSI for all safety and non safety-related 10237
safe shutdown functions. The safety grade HSIS provides all safety-related controls and
plant information, including critical parameters required for post accident conditions. The
operational VDUs and safety grade HSIS are accessible in the MCR and the RSR.

Tables 7.4-1 and 7.4-2 provide a list of component controls and instrumentation used to
achieve safe shutdown.

7.4.1.5 Normal and Safe Shutdown from Outside the MCR

GDC 19 (Reference 7.4-5) requires, "Equipment at appropriate locations outside the
control room shall be provided (1) with a design capability for prompt hot standby of the
reactor, including necessary I&C systems to maintain the unit in a safe condition during
hot standby, and (2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the
reactor through the use of suitable procedures."

In the event the MCR is uninhabitable for any reasons including fire, the control and
monitoring of normal and safe shutdown functions can be performed from the RSR,
which is located outside the MCR fire area in the reactor building. This capability meets
the requirements of GDC 19.

The requirements for designing the RSR are: (1) LOOP is possible following the
evacuation from MCR, and (2) during normal operation, operators may have to evacuate
the MCR immediately, without any action to plant, whenever they decide that evacuation
from the MCR is necessary.

The RSR is designed in accordance with the following principles based on the above
requirements.

1. The RSR is designed to shutdown the reactor, maintain the reactor in hot
standby condition, and transition the reactor safely to cold shutdown. There are no
unique required control actions outside the RSR to achieve or maintain hot standby or
cold shutdown. Periodic RCS effluent sampling is a local operation for shutdown from
the RSR, as it is for shutdown from the MCR.

2. The I&C equipment in the RSR is electrically isolated from any credible faults that
may originate in the MCR. In addition, I&C equipment in the RSR is not affected by any
spurious signals that may originate in the MCR. Prior to activation of HSI at the RSR, it
is assumed that there are no prior failures that adversely affect the operability of I&C
equipment in the RSR.
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The operational VDUs and interfaces to the SLS, which may also be used to achieve
normal. and safe shutdown, are developed through an augmented quality program that
includes software V&V, and seismic and environmental testing to levels consistent with
the PSMS.

7.4.2.4 Independence

Redundant divisions of the RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those
used to achieve safe shutdown, are independent from each other and from the non-
safety division. This independence is also applicable to redundant divisions of safety-
related plant instrumentation and component controls for all safe shutdown functions as
described in Subsections 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5.

Within the PSMS, which is the I&C system credited for safe shutdown, there are no
components that are common to redundant trains, such as common switches for
actuation, reset, mode, test, or any other features which could compromise the
independence of the redundant trains.

Within the mechanical systems credited for safe shutdown, the main steam isolation
valves and main feedwater isolation valves are common to both redundant safe
shutdown trains. Each valve has two separate and redundant solenoid operators which
are assigned to separate trains.

7.4.2.5 Periodic Testing

All functions of the'RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those used to
achieve safe shutdown, are periodically tested, as described in Subsection 7.1.3.14.
This testing encompasses safety-related plant instrumentation and component controls
for all safe shutdown functions. It is noted that fast response RTDs are not used for the
RTDs of wide range RCS temperature for safe shutdown and PAM, therefore, the
response time testing in BTP 7-13 (Reference 7.4-9) is not applicable to the RTDs in this
section.

7.4.2.6 Use of Digital Systems

All functions of the PCMS, used to achieve normal shutdown, and all functions of the
RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those used to achieve safe
shutdown, rely on digital systems, as described in Subsections 7.1.3.8 and 7.1.3.17. Evaluation
Analog plant instrumentation and conventional electro-mechanical component (e.g., for pending
solenoids, motor starters and switchgears)-eentr9s, are relied on for normala nd safe RAI items
shutdown functions.

7.4.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 are
described in TopiGl-RepepMUAP-07004 Section 3.0, Appendix A and B.
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The safety VDUs for each train are isolated from each other and from non-safety
systems.

IEEE Std 497-2002 (Reference 7.5-2) provides selecting and categorizing principles for
PAM variables. Table 7.5-1 provides a summary of the selection criteria and source
documents for each PAM variable type.

Table 7.5-2 provides the US-APWR design attributes for each variable type.

Table 7.5-3 provides a list of PAM variables, their ranges, monitored functions or
systems, quality and variable type. To further clarify the US-APWR PAM variable
selection basis, Tables 7.5-6 though 7.5-10 show specific PAM variables and their
required functions.

The COL applicant is to provide a description of site-specific PAM variables, which are
type D variables for monitoring the performance of the UHS and type E variables for
monitoring the meteorological parameters.

Instrumentation for monitoring severe accidents is discussed in Subsection 19:2.3.3.7.
which summarizes the necessary equipment survivability for achieving and maintaining
shutdown of the plant and maintaining containment integrity for severe accidents. A
detailed description of the analysis on equipment survivability, including instruments
required for severe accident monitoring, is provided in Chapter 15 of PRA Technical
Report, MUAP-07030 (Reference 7.5-15)

7.5.1.1.1 Variable Classifications and Signal Processing Design

The following clarifications are provided for the design attributes identified in Tables 7.5-
1 and 7.5-2:

(1) Single Failure: The design ensures that at least one measurement channel is Evaluation
available after all Gredible-single failures. Process measurement channels are interfaced I for pending
to redundant trains of the RPS. Component status signals are interfaced to redundant RAI items
trains of the SLS. PAM information is then interfaced to redundant safety grade HSI and
non-safety HSI for display.

(2) Seismic Qualification: RPS, SLS, and safety grade HSI are seismically qualified,
as previously described. PAM measurement channels are generically qualified by the
instrument OEM. Specific analysis for the US-APWR demonstrates this qualification
bounds the seismic levels for the specific instrument location.

(3) Environmental Qualification: RPS, SLS, and safety grade HSI are
environmentally qualified, as previously described. These systems are located in a mild
environment; therefore, the qualification duration is not applicable. PAM measurement
channels are generically qualified by the instrument OEM. Specific analysis for the US-
APWR demonstrates this qualification bounds the environmental conditions for the
specific instrument location and required qualification duration. The qualification
duration requirements are defined in Section 3.11 for all variable types. For Type C
variables monitoring fission product barriers, the qualification duration is a minimum of
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physical separation are provided between redundant safety systems and between the
safety and non-safety systems.

The system level BISI is provided in the "OK monitor" area on the LDP for inoperable
conditions that result in inoperability of any ESF or RT system function at the train level.
The BISI is color-coded so that the indication for each function is lighted in yellow color
when one train is bypassed, and lighted in red color when two or more trains are
bypassed. When the system level BISI are displayed on the LDP, operators can drill
down to specific inoperable information in the train level on the operational VDU in the
MCR.

With regard to certain items performed at least once per fuel cycle (i.e., up to 24 months
while RG 1.47 recommends "per one year"), the system level BISI is automatically
initiated by a signal from the PSMS and is not removed by any method until the initiating
signal is reset from the PSMS. In addition, to the automatic initiation conditions listed
below, the operator can manually initiate the system level BISI from the operational VDU.

0 ConnectinQGhangig PSMS controller to the maintenance networke•able status

for the engineering tool

0 PSMS input bypass to accommodate input calibration and testing

0 ESFAS train bypass for testing

• RPS bypass for shunt trip testing

0 Component bypass from SLS (to perform component maintenance)

• Bypass or alignment of the components and equipment of the following fluid
system in positions that would bypass the safety function (that are tested at least
once per 24 months during plant operation)

- ECCS

- CS/RHR System

- EFWS

- CCWS

- ESWS

- HVAC

7.5.1.2.2 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication Functions

System level indication for each of the following safety function is displayed.

* RT

HF-UAP-10237
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components, including audible and visual devices, are redundant to ensure operation is
not adversely affected by credible malfunctions. The digital portion of the alarm system
integrity is checked by self-diagnosis which does not affect the operation of alarms-•-and
digital contr•l system portion of alarms that have self diagnosis funGions. Failures in the
redundant visual portions of the alarm system are easily identified by operators, since
the LDP and alarm VDUs are used routinely by operators for all tasks in the MCR.
Failures in the redundant audible porions of the alarm system are easily identified by
operators, since distinct alarm sounds normally originate from different locations within
the MCR. Alarm signals originate in plant instrumentation or within the controllers of the
PCMS and PSMS. These signals are interfaced to the PCMS via the redundant unit bus,
described in Section 7.9. The data interface to the PSMS is physically and functionally
isolated so as not to affect the safety system in case of failure of the alarm system.

As for all PCMS components, the alarm system is powered by redundant UPSs. The
alarm system is designed and tested to a similar environmental, seismic, and EMI/RFI
requirement as the PSIMS.

The highly reliable design of the alarm system makes it suitable for prompting operator
attention to all abnormal plant conditions, including those requiring manual operator
actions credited in the plant safety analysis. The alarms for credited manual operator
actions are developed through an augmented quality program, which includes software
V&V.

7.5.1.4 Safety Parameter Display System

The SPDS provides a display of key plant parameters from which the plant's critical
safety function status may be assessed. The primary function of the SPDS is to help
operators and emergency response personnel make quick assessments of plant safety
status. The SPDS is operated during normal operations as well as during all classes of
emergencies. The functions and design of SPDS are included as a part of the overall
HSI design. Following is list of SPDS parameters for each critical safety function.

1. Reactivity Control

" Neutron flux

" Status of RTBs

" Control rod position

2. RCS Inventory

" Pressurizer water level

* Reactor coolant hot leg temperature (wide range)

* Reactor coolant cold leg temperature (wide range)

* Reactor coolant pressure

Evaluation
for pending
RAI items
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The piping connecting the RCS hot leg to RHR pump suction is provided with two MOVs
connected in series for each RHR train (8 valves total):

* For RHR train A, the valves are assigned to train A.

* For RHR train B, the valves are assigned to train B.

0 For RHR train C, the valves are assigned to train C.

0 For RHR train D, the valves are assigned to train D.

Redundat4Redundancyvof two valves in series, ensures that over pressurization will not HF-UAP-
occur even in presence of a single valve failure. The safety interlock prevents valve 10237
opening unless the reactor coolant pressure is less than the setpoint for RHR operation.

The signal path for this interlock is from the reactor coolant pressure transmitters to the
RPS, and then to the SLS, which controls the MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.2 CS/RHR Valve Open Block Interlock

Common CS/RHR pumps are shared between the CSS and RHRS. The CSS and
RHRS will not be required at the same time. CSS will be required in the beginning of an
AOO or PA to reduce the containment pressure, while the RHR will be employed in the
later part of the event to remove decay heat.

• Simultaneous-open block interlock with RHR discharge line containment isolation
valve and CS header containment isolation valve;

Valves are provided for CS/RHR pump discharge for each CS and RHR line. If
CS and RHR lines are opened simultaneously, the CS/RHR pump will be loaded
beyond its capacity. This could lead to a pump run-out condition, which would
damage the CS/RHR pumps. To preclude opening both systems valves
simultaneously an interlock is provided to block simultaneous opening of the
RHR discharge line containment isolation valve and the CS header containment
isolation valve. The interlock functions to prevent opening a valve that is closed.
This interlock prevents CS and RHR system from operating simultaneously to
prevent a pump run-out situation. The interlocks for these valves are shown in
Figures 7.6-2 and 7.6-3. For RHS-MOV-021A, B, C, D, the piping diagrams for
these valves are shown in Figure 5.4.7-2 in Chapter 5, and for CSS-MOV-004A,
B, C, D in Figure 6.2.2-1 of Chapter 6.

* Simultaneous-open block interlock with CS/RHR pump hot leg isolation valve and
CS header containment isolation valve;

Since the CS/RHR pumps are also used for containment spray, there is a
potential for valve misalignment that could lead to pumping RCS inventory
through the CS lines. This would result in the inadvertent depletion of RCS
inventory. To prevent this condition an interlock is provided to block
simultaneous opening of the RCS suction line valves to the CS/RHR pumps and
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the CS discharge line valves. This interlock prevents CS and RHR systems
operating simultaneously, which could lead to inadvertent depletion of RCS
inventory. The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-4 and 7.6-3.
For RHS-MOV-001A, B, C, D, the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in
Figure 5.4.7-2 in Chapter 5, for RHS-MOV-002A, B, C, D in Figure 5.4.7-2 of
Chapter 5, and for CSS-MOV-004A, B, C, D in Figure 6.2.2-1 in Chapter 6.

All interlocks discussed above are between valves within the same division:

* For CS/RHR train A, the interlocked valves are assigned to train A.

" For CS/RHR train B, the interlocked valves are assigned to train B.

" For CS/RHR train C, the interlocked valves are assigned to train C.

" For CS/RHR train D, the interlocked valves are assigned to train D.

A single interlock failure may result in valve misalignment within a single division, but this
will not adversely affect the other divisions. The safety related interlocks preclude HF-UAP-
multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs. 10237

The signal path for this interlock is from the valve limit switches to the component control

logic for each valve within the SLS.

7.6.1.3 Primary Makeup Water Line Isolation Interlock

The CVCS regulates boron concentration in the RCS by controlling the flow of reactor
makeup water from sources that contain primary makeup water and borated water.

Redundant interlocks are provided to close two series isolation valves in the primary
makeup water supply flow path. This interlock actuates when the monitored primary
makeup water flow exceeds its high setpoint. This interlock blocks primary makeup
water supply flow, preventing over dilution of the RCS. The interlocks for primary
makeup water line isolation valves are shown in Figure 7.6-4. For CVS-FCV-128, 129
the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in (Figure 9.3.4-1 (Sheet 4 of 7)) in
Chapter 9.

The two-train redundancy of this design provides over dilution protection even in the
presence of a single failure. The safety related interlocks preclude multiple valve HF-UAP-77
misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs. 0237.I

The signal path for this interlock is from local flow transmitters to the RPS, and then to
the SLS, which controls each isolation valve.

7.6.1.4 Accumulator Discharge Valve Open Interlock

Each of the four RCS loops is provided with a separate accumulator. Each ECCS
accumulator discharge line connecting to the RCS cold leg is provided with a motor
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operated isolation valve. Normally the isolation valve is open; therefore, the accumulator
system is normally available for its designed function.

The accumulator discharge valve can be closed manually. However, an interlock is
provided to open this valve when the reactor coolant pressure is above the P-11 setpoint.
The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-5. The safety related interlocks
precludes multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational
VDUs.

This interlock may be manually bypassed for test and maintenance to close the
accumulator discharge valve by two deliberate operator actions. If this valve is closed
and not selected to "Pul-Lock", then the ECCS actuation signal will automatically open
the valve and make the accumulator system available. -The "Pull-Lock" function is
described in Topical Report MUAP-07007 (Reference 7.6-1) Section 4.5.3.a.

The accumulator system can be bypassed for test and maintenance by manually closing
its discharge valve and selecting it to "Pull-Lock". In the "P-ul4-Lock" mode, the
accumulator discharge valves will not automatically open, therefore the affected
accumulator will be un-available for its designed ESF function. During this condition, the
inoperable status of the accumulator is alarmed in the MCR and indicated continuously
on the BISI system displays.

The signal path for this interlock is from the pressurizer pressure transmitters to the RPS,

and then to the SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.5 CCW Supply and Return Header Tie Line Isolation Interlock

The CCW system consists of two independent subsystems. Each subsystem consists of
two 50% trains. One subsystem consists of trains A & B, and the other subsystem
consists of trains C & D, for a total of four 50% trains. There are cross-connections
between trains A and B, and between trains C and D. Each subsystem supplies a non-
essential safety class loop and a non-safety loop. There are two series motor-operated
isolation valves for each supply and return tie line between separate trains. These
isolation valves ensure each mechanical safety train is isolated from any potential
passive failure in the non-safety portion or another mechanical safety train of the CCWS.

The two series isolation valves in each CCW header are automatically closed during the

following conditions:

" ECCS actuation combined with LOOP

" CS actuation

* Low CCW surge tank water level

For NCS-MOV-020A, B, C, D the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in Figure
9.2.2-1 (Sheet 1 of 7) in Chapter 9, and for NCS-MOV-007A, B, C, D in Figure 9.2.2-1
(Sheet 2 of 7) of Chapter 9.

HF-UAP-I10237

HF-UAP-

10237

HF-UAP-
10237
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The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-6. These interlocks ensure the
independence of each safety mechanical train of the CCWS thereby providing CCW
coolant to ESF systems required for mitigating conditions of the event. The safety
related interlocks preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from
Operational VDUs.

These interlocks may be manually bypassed for reopening the valves to restore RCP
seal and spent fuel pit heat exchanger cooling, if required. The bypass can be selected
from the safety VDU. To select the bypass from the Operational VDU, the Bypass
Permissive for the respective train must be enabled.

HF-UAP-
10237 I

FH F-UAP -
10237

Two series valves assigned to different trains ensures isolation even in the presence of a
single failure.

The signal path for the ECCS and CS interlocks is from the ESFAS to the SLS that
controls the isolation valves through motor control centers. The signal path for the surge
tank interlock is from local level transmitters to the RPS to the SLS for control of these
same valves.

7.6.1.6 RCP Thermal Barrier HX CCW Return Line Isolation Interlock

Each CCW subsystem supplies cooling water to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.
Two motor-operated valves and flow meters are located at the CCW outlet line of the
RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.

These valves close automatically upon a high flow rate signal at the outlet of this line in
the event of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier heat exchanger, and
prevent this in-leakage from further contaminating the CCWS.

The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-7. The safety related interlocks
preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs.

HF-UAP-
10237

These interlocks ensure isolation of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier
heat exchanger.

The signal path for these interlocks is from the local flow transmitters to the RPS, and
then SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.7 Low-pressure letdown line isolation valve

A single normally closed air-operated valve is placed in each of the two low pressure
letdown lines connected to two of the four RHR trains. During the normal plant cool
down operation, one of these valves is open to divert a portion of the RCS flow to the
CVCS for the purpose of purification and RCS inventory control.

Additionally at mid-loop operation during plant shutdown, these valves are automatically
closed and the CVCS is isolated from the RHRS after receiving the RCS loop low-level
sianal to prevent loss of RCS inventory.
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The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7,6-8. For RHS-AOV-024B and
024C the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in Figure 5.4,7-2 in Chapter 5. The
safety related interlocks preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious [0237
'commands from Operational VDUs. L~ .
7.6.2 Design Basis Information

The interlock systems important to safety comply with the following codes and
standards:

1. 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1), "Quality Standards."

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(h), "Protection and Safety Systems,"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 1, "Quality
Standards and Records."

4. GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

5. GDC 4, "Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design Bases."

6. GDC 13, "Instrumentation and Control."

7. GDC 19, "Control Room."

8. GDC 24, "Separation of Protection and Control Systems."

9. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(v), "Additional TMI-Related Requirements, Bypass and
Inoperable.Status Indication"

7.6.2.1 Single Failure Criterion

Compliance with the single failure criterion is discussed for each interlock in the sections
above.

7.6.2.2 Quality of Components and Modules

All interlocks important to safety are implemented using Class 1E components with a
corresponding quality program.

7.6.2.3 Independence

Redundancy and independent train assignments are specifically discussed for each
interlock in the sections above.

7.6.2.4 System Testing and Inoperable Surveillance

System testing and inoperable surveillance for all interlocks is described in Subsection
7.6.1.
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7.7.2.1 Safety Classification

The PCMS is a non safety-related system. The plant accident analysis of Chapter 15
does not rely on the operability of any PCMS control functions to assure safety. Safe
shutdown can be achieved without reliance on any PCMS control functions.

7.7.2.2 Effects of Control System Operation on Accidents

For the transient response of the plant systems for AQOs and PAs, the safety analysis
takes no credit for normal PCMS control actions that would lessen the affects of the
event (e.g., reduction of feedwater by the SG water level control system during a SG
tube rupture event). In addition, the safety analysis assumes normal control actions, that
would aggravate the affects of the event and are not blocked by safety functions, will
occur (e.g., increase of charging flow by the pressurizer water level control system
during a SG tube rupture event).

7.7.2.3 Effects of Control System Failures

The Chapter 15 analysis of AOOs bounds all Gredible-single random failures within the Evaluation
PCMS. This includes single failures that result in: for pending

RAI items
• A fail as-is, fail de-energized or spurious actuation of a single PCMS hardware

component (e.g., input module, or output module).

" A fail-as-is or fail de-energized condition of an entire PCMS control group; the
control function to control group assignment are shown in Table 7.7-2.

" Spurious actuation of a single or multiple control functions (e.g., reactivity control,
pressurizer control, or SG water level control) within a control group, resulting
from a single software block failure.

" A spurious single command from an operational VDU.

" Stuck or dropped control rod

* Stuck control rod bank or overlap sequence error

• Spurious actuation of a normal rod motion command (spurious motion of any
single bank)

* Spurious motion of multiple control banks in the predetermined overlap sequence.

The Chapter 15 analysis of AOOs, credits the affects of interlocks in PCMS control
groups not affected by the failure, which limit the affects of a failed PCMS control group
or control function.

The following types of failures are not considered credible, since they require a series of
specific successive failures in multiple software blocks:
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* Multiple spurious commands from an operational VDU. Since multiple spurious HF-UAP-
commands from an operational VDU are not credible, they are not considered in 110237 1
the analysis of bounding AQOs. However, multiple spurious commands from an
operational VDU are analyzed for their effect on the safety functions, in MUAP-
07004 Appendix D.

" Spurious actuation of multiple control functions in the same control group that do
not rely on the same software block.

* Spurious actuation of un-programmed control actions (e.g., out of sequence
.motion for multiple control banks).

• Spurious motion of a single control rod.

T-piGal Repe4-MUAP-07004 (Reference 7.7-1) Section 5.1.8 describes the basis for the I
PCMS failures assumed in safety analysis.

7.7.2.4 Effects of Control System Failures Caused by Accidents

The PCMS controllers are in mild environment locations, which are not impacted by
plant accidents. In addition, most PCMS inputs come from safety-related sensors, which
are qualified for accident environments. To accommodate random PCMS failures and
PCMS failures that may be caused by accident conditions, the Chapter 15 safety
analysis assumes the worst case PCMS single failure, which would aggravate the
accident condition and is not blocked by safety functions.

7.7.2.5 Environmental Control System

Environmental control systems that are credited in the safety analysis are controlled by
the PSMS, not the PCMS. Environmental control systems controlled by the PCMS, such
as non-essential area HVAC, heat tracing, and/or forced air-cooling or heating, are
considered in the failure analyses described above, refer to Subsections 7.7.2.3 and
7.7.2.4.

7.7.2.6 Use of Digital Systems

The PCMS and PSMS utilize the same basic software. In addition, the PCMS
application software is developed using a structured process similar to that applied to
development of the PSMS application software. This process includes an augmented
quality program, including software V&V, for the following functions:

" Safety functions controlled by operational VDUs

" SPDS

" Alarms for credited manual operator actions

" SSA
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Therefore, the potential for control system failures thatc'ould challenge safety systems or

impact plant safety functions has been minimized.

7.7.2.7 Independence

The PCMS is physically, electrically, and functionally independent of PSMS, refer to
Subsection 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5 for related details.

7.7.2.8 Defense-In-Depth and Diversity

PCMS and PSMS utilize the MELTAC digital platform, which is described in TepiGaI Reflection
Repedn-MUAP-07005 (Reference7.7-2). Maximum utilization of a common digital of public
platform throughout a nuclear plant reduces maintenance, training, and changes due to meeting on
obsolescence, thereby minimizing the potential for human error. Sep.30

The potential for CCF in these systems is minimized by the following:

" Simplicity of the basic design.

" Maturity of the MELTAC platform.

" Design process including the elevated quality programs applied to both systems.

" Significant functional diversity within the numerous computers that compose
these systems.

Regardless of this very low potential for CCF, the DAS is provided to accommodate
beyond design basis CCFs that could adversely affect the PSMS and PCMS concurrent
with an AOO or PA, refer to Section 7.8 for DAS details.

7.7.2.9 Potential for Inadvertent Actuation

The PCMS design limits the potential for inadvertent actuation and challenges to the
PSMS as follows:

" The PCMS processes multiple redundant sensor signals through the SSA. The
SSA ensures the PCMS does not take erroneous control actions based on a
single instrument channel failure or single RPS train failure.

" The PCMS includes interlocks that limit erroneous control actions, refer to
applicable Subsections in 7.7.1.1 above. These interlocks are assigned to
control groups that are distinct from other control groups, which can initiate
erroneous control actions.

" The PCMS control functions are distributed to multiple control groups such that
erroneous actions resulting from a control group failure are bounded by the plant
safety analysis.
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* Operational VDUs generate control commands based on two distinct operator
actions, in accordance with ISG-04 Position 3.1.5.

7.7.2.10 Control of Access

Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

HF-UAP-
10237

This engineering tool
is physically secured in the computer room and the MCR. Cyber security control of the
PCMS is described in Subsection 7.9.2.6.

7.7.3 Analysis

The Chapter 15 analysis for AQOs and PAs does not take credit for operability of the
PCMS for accident/event mitigation or achieving and maintaining safe shutdown. In
addition, PCMS failures are bounded by the Chapter 15 analysis. Refer to Subsections
7.7.2.2 through 7.7.2.4.

The plant transient analysis demonstrates the control systems are capable of safely
controlling the plant, without the need for manual intervention and without violating plant
protection or component limits, for the following:

0 10% step load change while operating in the range of 15% to 100% of full power
without RT or turbine bypass system actuation.

0 Ramp load changes at 5% power per minute while operating in the range of 15%
to 100% of full power without RT or turbine bypass system actuation (subject to
core power distribution limits).

0 Full-load rejection without RT.

The control system permits maneuvering the plant through the above transients without
actuation of the following:

* Main Steam safety valves
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In addition, these valves are not actuated during a normal plant trip.

7.7.4 Combined License Information

No additional information is required to be provided by a COL applicant in connection
with this section.

7.7.5 References

7.7-1 Safety I&C System Description and Design Process, MUAP-07004-P Rev.3
(Proprietary) and MUAP-07004-NP Rev.3 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009.

7.7-2 Safety System Digital Platform -MELTAC-, MUAP-07005-P Rev.4 (Proprietary)
and MUAP-07005-NP Rev.4 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009. HF-UAP-7

~10237I
7.7-3 Hiqhly Integrated Control Rooms - Digital Communication Systems, DI&C-ISG-

04 Revision 1, March 2009.
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The manual actuation switches listed above are sufficient to take all manual actions
credited in Technical Report MUAP-07014, which demonstrates the ability to maintain all
critical safety functions and achieve hot standby. Hot standby can be maintained for an
extended period-of-time by direct operation of local power distribution and switching
devices that are not affected by the CCF in the PSMS.

7.8.1.1.2 Alarms

When the DAS system level actuation signals are generated for (1) reactor trip, turbine
trip, and MFW isolation, or for (2) EFW actuation are generated, a summary alarm for
these functions is also actuated on the DHP. The diverse audible alarm is activated to
notify the operators. The first out alarm panel, on the DHP, indicates the specific input
parameter that has caused the system level actuation.

Failure information about the DAS, such as power supply failure, or module de-
energization or removal, is alarmed as a "DAS failure summary alarm" on the Alarm
VDU in the MCR. The configuration of the DAS alarms is described in Topical Report
MUAP-07006 Section 6.2.2.1. High main steam radiation (N16) and high-high steam
generator water level are alarmed and indicated on DHP. Technical Report MUAP-
07014 provides the specific information of the alarm credited for D3 coping analysis.

7.8.1.1.3 Indicators

The analog indicators provided on the DHP are identified in Table 7.8-2. These
indicators are sufficient to support all manual control actions credited in Technical Report
MUAP-07014, which demonstrates the ability to maintain all critical safety functions, and
achieve and maintain hot standby.

The DHP also provides indiateFrs for ROS leakage, as de..-ibed below.

7.8.1.2 Diverse Automatic Actuation Cabinet

Each DAAC provides for automatic actuation of critical systems, which are required to be
actuated within first 10 minutes of an event (refer to Table 7.8-3 for system actuation
times). The defense in depth and diversity coping analysis provides justification for
manual operator actions credited after 10 minutes.

Safety sensors selected by the plant design for the DAS input are interfaced from within
the PSMS or PCMS input modules. These input modules utilize analog distribution
modules and isolation modules that connect the input signals to the DAS prior to any
digital processing. Therefore, a software CCF within the PSMS or PCMS does not affect
the DAS automation function or the display of plant parameters on the DHP. The Reflection
MELTAC input module design of the PSMS or PCMS is described in TepieatnRep of public
MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.8-4) Section 4.0. meeting on

Sep. 30
The DAS has two analog logic subsystems, one each located in one of the two DAACs.

Within each DAAC, input signals are compared to their setpoint values and if the
monitored value is greater than or less than its setpoint, a partial trip/actuation signal is
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7.9 Data Communication Systems

The DCS consists of the plant-wide unit bus, safety bus for each PSMS train,
maintenance network for each PSMS train and the PCMS (five maintenance networks
total), data links for point-to-point communication, and I/O bus for each controller. Figure
7.1-1 shows the involvement of each part of the DCS in the overall I&C architecture, with
the exception of the maintenance network, which is shown in To-i a-IR;; 4-MUAP-
07005 (Reference 7.9-1) Section 4.3.4. The DCS interfaces to the station bus, which is
an information technology network (i.e., not I&C), as described in Subsection 7.9.1.6.
The DCS interfaces to the HSIS and the unit bus are shown in Figure 7.9-1 and
described in Table 7.9-1.

Although the DCS is a distributed and highly interconnected system, there is
communication independence to prevent electrical and communication processing faults
in one division (safety or non-safety) from adversely affecting the performance of safety
functions in other divisions. To prevent electrical faults from transferring between
divisions and between different plant fire areas for the MCR, RSR and I&C rooms,
qualified fiber-optic isolators are used. Communication faults are prevented through a
data integrity verification process that is described in TopiGal-Rep-MUAP-07005
Section 4.3.2.

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

7.9.1 System Description

7.9.1.1 Control Network (Safety Bus and Unit Bus)

The control network technology is utilized for the plant-wide unit bus and the safety bus
for each PSMS division.

The control network is a redundant bi-directional multi-node network that has automatic
node detection and redirection features. The network provides the functionality to
maintain communication even if a controller is powered down or if there is an
unresponsive controller.

The Control Network is a fiber optic network, which interfaces to the control network
interface module of each controller via qualified electrical to optical (E/O) converter.
There is a separate E/O converter and control network interface module for each control
network (i.e., unit bus and safety bus).

Details on the control network are described in TepiaI•Repep-MUAP-07005 Section
4.3.2.

7.9.1.1.1 Safety Bus

The controllers of the SLS, ESFAS, and RPS, and the safety VDU processor
communicate via the safety bus within each PSMS division. The signals transmitted on
this network are described in Sections 7.2 through 7.6. The interconnections of these
systems to the safety bus are shown in Figures 7.2-1 and 7.3-1.

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30
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There is one safety bus for each train. Each safety bus is used only within the same
train.

7.9.1.1.2 Unit Bus

The unit bus provides non-safety data communication between all I&C systems. The
main signals transmitted through the unit bus are:

Manual operation signals transmitted from the operational VDUs in the MCR and RSR to
the PSMS and PCMS. Signals to the PSMS are blocked by automated safety signals
and logic in the PSMS, which ensures priority of all safety functions. All safety
components controlled by the PSMS have automated safety signals and priority logic.

0 Signals transmitted from the PCMS to PSMS for interlocks and automatic control
of safety components during normal operation. These signals are blocked by
automatic safety signals logic in the PSMS, which ensures priority of all safety
functions. All safety components controlled by the PSMS have automated safety
signals and priority logic.

0 Process and alarm signals transmitted from the PSMS and PCMS to the LDP
and VDUs in all operating locations, MCR, RSR, and TSC and to the computer
systems such as process recording computer system, alarm processor system,
etc.

* Shared sensor signals, such as pressurizer pressure, and shared calculated
signals, such as Tvg, are transmitted from each PSMS division to the PCMS.

Signals interfaced between the PSMS and PCMS use qualified E/O isolators that are
part of the safety system. In addition, communication and functional isolation are
provided, within the PSMS, for signals sent from the PCMS to PSMS, such as process
control signals and signals from operational VDUs. These signals are interfaced via
redundant communication subsystems within the PSMS, referred to as the COM, which
provide the communication interface between the unit bus and all PSMS controllers for
non-safety control signals that originate in the PCMS.

HF-UAP-10237 1

HF-UAP-
10237

IHF-UAP-I10237

Further details on communication independence are discussed in ToPiGaI-Rep MUAP-
07004 (Reference 7.9-2) Appendix B.5.6.

7.9.1.2 Safety VDU Communication

The safety VDU has two interfaces with the safety VDU processor:

* Conventional red/green/blue video signals are interfaced through a frame
memory unit module within the safety VDU processor.
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* The safety VDU touch panel is interfaced to the safety VDU processor through a
touch panel interface module, which provides a conventional point-to-point data
link.

Safety VDU processors are located in the Class 1 E I&C room.. There are separate
safety VDU processors for the safety VDUs in the MCR and the safety VDUs in the RSR.
Each safety VDU processor interfaces to the safety bus by a qualified EIO isolator. This
isolator ensures that electrical faults originating in the MCR or the RSR, which may
adversely affect the respective safety VDU Processors, cannot propagate to the safety
bus. Therefore, these faults cannot adversely affect safety bus communications or other
controllers/processors on the safety bus. (The location of the safety VDU processors is
different from the location described in TepiGaI-Rep MUAP-07005.)

Control commands from the safety VDU processors are interfaced to other PSMS
processors in the same train via the Safety Bus and the COM. Within the COM, the
safety VDU commands are combined with control commands from Operational VDUs.
The priority logic in the COM ensures safety VDU commands always have priority over
corresponding Operational VDU commands. In addition, this logic allows all Operational
VDU commands to be blocked when the Safety VDU "Disconnect" command is selected,
as shown in MUAP-07004 Figure 5.1-3.

7.9.1.3 Data Links

Data link communication is used to transmit signals between the controllers in different
divisions and within controllers of the same division, as follows:

• Between RPS controllers in all trains

• Between RPS and ESFAS controllers in all trains

• Between the reactor control system and CRDM control system controllers

• Between incore instrumentation system and the unit management computer

Data links use fiber optic interfaces to provide electrical isolation between divisions.
Separate E/O conversion devices are used at the receiving end and sending end for
each data link interface.

The data link interface provides unidirectional broadcast only communication with no
data communication handshaking. Communication independence is assured by two port
memory and specific attributes of the basic software within the controllers. These design
features ensure that communication with external divisions cannot disrupt the
deterministic processing of control functions, including the safety functions of the PSMS.
TaGal Rep MUAP-07005 Section 4.3.3 provides a detailed description of the data
links including communication independence.
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Data links are interfaced to the controller via the bus master module. The bus master
module has four ports, which can be configured for either sending or receiving, as
follows:

* Between RPS controllers in all trains - Each RPS controller includes one bus
master module configured to broadcast its data to the RPS controllers in the
three other trains (one of four ports utilized). This same bus master module
receives broadcast data from the RPS controllers in the three other trains (three
of four ports utilized).

* Between RPS and ESFAS controllers in all trains - Each RPS controller includes
one bus master module configured to send its data to the two ESFAS controllers
in its own train and the two ESFAS controllers in the three other trains (one of
four ports utilized). Each ESFAS controller includes two bus master modules to
receive the broadcast data from the eight RPS controllers in all four trains. One
bus master module receives data from RPS controllers A - Group 1, A - Group 2,
B - Group 1, and B - Group 2 (four of four ports utilized), the second bus master
module receives data from RPS controllers C - Group 1, C - Group 2, D - Group
1, and D - Group 2 (four of four ports utilized).

The failure of a bus master module and E/O conversion device is considered in the

FMEA.

7.9.1.4 1/0 Bus

The I/O bus provides a bi-directional interface between a controller and its I/O modules.
The I/O bus is interfaced via the bus master module in the controller and the repeater
module within each I/O chassis. For single non-redundant controller configurations, the
I/O bus is not redundant. For redundant controller configurations, the I/O bus is
redundant. Various redundancy configurations are utilized as described in TepiGaI
Repeit-M UAP-07005 Section 4.1.1.1.

I/O can be located in close proximity to the controller or in locations remote from the
controller. Remote I/O is utilized for both PCMS and PSMS applications.
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7.9.1.5 Maintenance Network

The maintenance network is a non-safety system that allows for monitoring the status of
the PSMS and PCMS equipment failure indications and diagnostics, updating setpoints
and constants, and the installation of new application software. PSMS controllers are
normally not connected with the maintenance network. PSMS controllers that are
temporarily connected to the maintenance network are declared inoperable and the
affected inoperable functions of that controller are managed by Plant Technical
Specifications. Access control for the maintenance network is described in Technical
Report MUAP-07004 Section 6.4.1. There is communication independence for the
maintenance networks for each division. However, since all maintenance networks are
non-safety, no electrical independence is required and there are locations in the plant
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where all maintenance networks are in close physical proximity.
description is applicable to the maintenance network for any one division.

The following

The major components of the maintenance network are the switching hub and the
engineering tool. The maintenance network interfaces to the system management
module of each controller via qualified E/O converters.

The engineering tool is a dedicated non-safety personal computer, which runs on the
Microsoft Windows operating system (OS). It contains MELTAC software, which allows
it to interact with the controller via the maintenance network. The engineering tool is
continuously connected to the maintenance network, which is c..ontinoSly connected to
the controllers of its division, . (Thicuscontinu... connection is different from the temp.ra..
connection of the enginering tool described in To9pical Report MUAP 0:7005.) This;
continuous conn.etion is assured by the use of the qualified isolatOr., which provide
physical and electrical independencc. Additionally, co)mm UniatiOn independcnce is
assured by two port memory and specific attributes of the- asic_ sof•t....are .ithin the

nt-rolle•rs. These design features ensure that ommuRnication with the engineering tool
cannot disrupt the doterminiStic proccssing Of control fu nctiong orF the safct func~tions ot
the PSMS. Topipal Report MUAP 07-005 Section 4.1.4.2 provides -A detrtailed description
of communication independenc~e for the engineering tool.

When a MELTAC controller is temporarily connected to the maintenance network, Tthe
engineering tool is nermallycan be used for monitoring purposes only. However,
itMELTAC controller performance, self-testing diagnostics and functional logic execution.
can also be used to change application sctpOints and constants and update Ontrolle
softwafe.The PSMS application setpoints, constants and application software are
changeable only by removing the CPU module that contains the memory devices from
the MELTAC controller and placing it in a dedicated re-programming chassis. When the
dedicated reprogramming chassis is connected to the engineering tool, either directly or
via the maintenance network, the engineering tool is used to down load changes. The
software installation procedure verifies the authenticity and integrity of the application
software through a software installation procedure, described in Tepieal-Repe MUAP-
07005 Section 6.1. The PSMS basic software is changeable only by removing and
replacing the memory device that contains the software.

Il order to update constants and setpeintS or allow 6fitlare installation, the co•ntrl•eI is
locally selected to write enable, using a conventional hardware write permiSsieR switch
The details of the hardware based switch enable funtion are dereribed iR Topical
Report MUAP 07005 Section 4.3.4.2.- There are several physical security requirements
to allow this-controllers to be connected to the maintenance network or to allow software
changes to occur, including key locked cabinet doors, door open alarms in the MCR, and
alarms in the MCR for the write enable modewhen a controller is connected to the
maintenance network or powered down to allow CPU module removal. In addition,
technical specifications ensure that functions affected by powering down a PSMS
controllers or connecting it to the maintenenance network are declared inoperable by
plant operators prior to enabling the write enable modei, accordance with plant technical
specifications.

HF-UAP-
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There are multiple engineering tools connected to the maintenance network via the
switching hub. An engineering tool is located in each of the I&C rooms. In addition, an
engineering tool for each division is centrally located in the plant maintenance facility.

7.9.1.6 Station Bus

The station bus provides information to plant and corporate personnel and to the EOF
and ERDS. The station bus receives information from the DCS via the unit management
computer. The unit management computer provides a firewalled interface, which allows
only outbound communication. There are no other connections from external sources to
the DCS.

7.9.1.7 External Network Interface

The only interface from the PCMS and PSMS to external networks is via the firewall
within the unit management computer. The unit management computer provides an
outbound only interface to the plant Station Bus to allow communication to EOF
computers, the NRC (via ERDS), corporate information systems and plant personnel
computers.

7.9.2 Design Basis Information

7.9.2.1 Quality of Components and Modules

The PSMS includes the safety bus, data links, I/O bus, and safety VDU communications.
The MELTAC platform is applied for all safety DCS components and follows the MELCO
QA program. The quality of PSMS components and modules and the quality of the
PSMS design process is controlled by a program that meets the requirements of ASME
NQA-1-1994 (Reference 7.9-3). Conformance to ASME NQA-1-1994 is described
further in Chapter 17.

The PCMS includes the unit bus, data links, I/O Bus, and the PCMS computers. The
PCMS data communications uses the same hardware as the PSMS. The PCMS has a
similar quality program to the PSMS, without the same level of documentation.

7.9.2.2 Software Quality

The safety related portions of the DCS are part of the PSMS. The non-safety related
portions of the DCS are part of the PCMS. All portions of the DCS consist of MELTAC
basic software, which handles the communication protocol and self-diagnostics, and
application software, which handles the actual data being transmitted.

Reflection
MHI applies its MELCO's safety system digital platform MELTAC to PSMS and PCMS of public
systems of US-APWR. Details of the software quality program for the MELTAC basic meeting on
software are discussed in TePical-Rep MUAP-07005 Section 6.0. A summary of the Sep. 30
software quality program for the PSMS application software is discussed in TepiGal
Repe4 MUAP-07004 Section 6.0. A description of the application software quality
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program is provided in the Software Program Manual for US-APWR Technical Report
MUAP-07017 (Reference 7.9-4).

The Software Program Manual Technical Report MUAP-07017, describes the processes,
which ensure the reliability and design quality of the PSMS application software
throughout its entire software lifecycle. MUAP-07017 also provides the software program
plans based on the guidance of BTP 7-14. By following this SPM, the PSMS application
software achieves high functionality and high quality including data communication
systems as follows.

* Application software for the PSMS achieves a quality level expected for nuclear
plant safety functions.
Application software provides the required safety functions.

* The processes and procedures described in MUAP-07017 are based on
established technical and document control requirements, practices, rules and
industrial standards.

7.9.2.3 Performance Requirements

DCS in digital I&C system of the US-APWR meets the performance of required functions.
The performance of the digital I&C system including DCS conforms to the guideline of
BTP 7-21(Reference 7.9-15). Technical Report MUAP-09021 (Reference 7.9-16)
provides the response time of safety I&C system. The report demonstrates that the
safety I&C system meets the response time requirement from safety analysis. The
simplified block diagrams of the RT and ESF functions propagation paths and response
time of each path in the safety I&C system are provided. The conformance of BTP 7-21
and how the safety I&C system meets the performance requirements are also addressed
in MUAP-09021.

7.9.2.3.1 System Deterministic Timing

All DCS communication protocols allow calculation of a deterministic data
communication response time. The time calculation includes the number of nodes on
the network, data traffic, network topology, node processing cycle time, and network
throughput. The methods used for real-time performance calculations are described in Reflection
Tepi~a Repe-MUAP-07005 Section 4.4. of public

meeting on

7.9.2.3.2 Real-Time Performance Sep. 30

Real-time performance is determined by performing response time analysis for all safety
functions. For each safety function an analysis has been performed which demonstrates
the actual system response time is less than the response time required by the plant
safety analyses. Refer to TopiGal ReW MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.2 for the related
details. Response times for the RPS and ESFAS functions are listed in Tables 7.2-3
and 7.3-4 respectively.
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7.9.2.3.3 Time Delays within the DCS

Data propagation delays due to data communication in the DCS are incorporated into
response time analysis. Response time calculations, which encompass the controller
and all components connected to the DCS, include these data propagation delays. DCS
response time calculations are validated through sample tests, during system integration
testing, refer to-TGal R8P MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.3.

7.9.2.3.4 Data Rates and Bandwidth

The data rates and bandwidths for the sections of the DCS are
MUAP-07005 as follows:

listed in TepiGaI-Rep I
Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

O Control network: Table 4.3-2.

* Data links: Section 4.3.3.

0 Maintenance network: Section 4.1.4.2.

0 I/O bus: Appendix A.3.

* Safety VDU communication: Appendix A. 11 and A.12.

7.9.2.3.5 Interfaces with other DCS

The only interface from the DCS to external networks is via the firewall within the unit
management computer. The unit management computer provides an outbound only
interface to the plant station bus to allow communication to the EOF computers, the
NRC (via ERDS), corporate information systems, and plant personnel computers.

7.9.2.3.6 Test Results

MELTAC platform testing demonstrates that the DCS meets all generic qualification
requirements, refer to T-pial-Rep 4-MUAP-7005 Section 5.0. Qualification analysis
demonstrates that the generic qualification testing bounds all US-APWR conditions.

The PCMS and PSMS factory test phase demonstrates that the DCS meets all US-
APWR application performance requirements, refer to TepiGal RePG# MUAP-07004
Section 6.1.

7.9.2.3.7 Communication Protocols

All communication protocols selected for the DCS are able to support all demands from
interfacing systems. Refer to T-.pieal.RepaMUAP-07005 Section 4.0 and Appendix A
for further details on the specific communication protocols used in each network of the
DCS including capabilities, bandwidth, and data rates.

Reflection
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7.9.2.4 Potential Hazards and Single Failures

The self-diagnostic features described in TepiGa--RepeW MUAP-07004 -Section .4.3,
detect DCS errors or failures. The MELTAC controller has separate self-diagnostic
features for each of the DCS related modules as described in T-opieaIRep MUAP-
07005 Section 4.1.5 and Section 4.3. All DCS errors and failures are analyzed in the
FMEA, which demonstrates that there are no single failures that can result in loss of the
safety function. The FMEA identifies errors or failures that can result in failures or
inadvertent actuation of single divisions, which are bounded by the plant safety analysis.

In addition, the safety controllers within the PSMS include electrical and communication
isolation to ensure that the deterministic processing of the safety functions can not be
affected due to failures or communication errors from the unit bus or maintenance
network. Table 7.2-8 and Table 7.3-7 which shows the FMEA for reactor trip and ESF
actuation in the PSMS include failure mode and effects of the DCSs.

7.9.2.6 Control of Access

Reflection
of public
meeting on
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Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

7.9.2.6 Cyber Security

The use of computer systems for various functions at nuclear power plants including
digital I&C systems increases the potential for threats from cyber intrusions.

The PSMS and PCMS (including the unit management computer), and all computers
connected to the station bus are controlled within the plant's cyber security program
which meets the requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 04-04 (Reference 7.9-
11).

Rcfer to Technical Report MUJAP 08003 "UJS APWR Cyber Security Program"i
(Rcferenco 7.9 12) for detailr,.
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The cyber security program ensures the plant's critical systems are protected against
cyber threats and includes but is not limited to:

* Cyber security program including defensive strategy based on the industrial
guidance, NEI 04-04.

* Cyber security applicable to the US-APWR digital safety system based on regulatory
guidance, RG 1.152 (Reference 7.9-13) and BTP 7-14 (Reference 7.9-14).

* Protecting all critical systems from cyber threats during design, operation and
maintenance phase of their life cycle.

Graded approach with varying levels of security based on the significance of the

system function.

* Identification of the requirements for each level of cyber security.

Approach to mitigate risk for each level of cyber security.

* Good industry practices for the development phases of the software life cycle for
non-safety systems to ensure systems delivered to plant are free of cyber threats.

Plant equipment as well as programmatic aspects such as administration,
procedures and personnel training.

Programmatic requirements for ongoing periodic assessment of the effectiveness of
the program, including ongoing assessment of cyber threats.

The COL applicant is to comply with Regulatory Guide 5.71 CYBER SECURITY Evaluation
PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES, reference 7.9-17. for pending

RAI items

7.9.2.7 Independence

The DCS ensures electrical independence between PSMS divisions and between the
PSMS and PCMS. In addition, electrical independence is maintained within the PSMS
and PCMS, where the communication interfaces cross fire areas of the MCR and RSR.

Each PSMS and PCMS controller/processor protects itself against DCS errors or failures
that could disrupt its internal application functions, thereby ensuring communications
independence. For more detailed discussion on the methods used to ensure
independence between digital systems in different safety trains and between safety and
non-safety systems refer to Subsections 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5, and opiGaI-RepG# MUAP-
07004 Appendix A.5.6 and Appendix B.5.6.

All PSMS DCS cables, with the exception of its maintenance networks, are routed in
accordance with IEEE Std 384-1992 (Reference 7.9-5) to ensure physical independence
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of each division. PSMS maintenance network cables, which are non-safety, are routed
with other non-safety cables, including PCMS DCS cables.

7.9.2.8 Fail Safe Failure Modes

In general, controllers take no automatic fail-safe actions in response to failures in the
unit bus, safety bus, data links, or I/O Bus. This means that inputs to control algorithms
are considered to remain in the state prior to the DCS failure, and outputs from
controllers remain in their state prior to the DCS failure. All DCS failures are alarmed so
that operators can take appropriate manual actions. These actions may include setting
signals to trip or maintenance bypass status, and declaring appropriate Technical
Specification inoperable status. Where failures affect only one of two redundant buses,
actions may be limited to only initiating work orders for maintenance repairs.

The RPS controllers take fail-safe actions in response to failures in multiple data links,
between the RPS trains, that result in loss of data to the 2-out-of-4 voting logic within
each train. On the first failure (or bypassed data link) the voting logic becomes 2-out-of-
3. On the second failure (or bypassed data link) the voting logic becomes 1-out-of-2.
Failure (or bypass) of a third link will generate a trip based on this 1-out-of-2 logic. In
addition, outputs from the RPS controllers to the RTBs will fail in a state that initiates
opening of the RTBs if there is a failure of the I/O bus. This design satisfies the fail-safe
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 23 (Reference 7.9-6).

Alarms are provided for the DCS failures. Unique alarms are provided for DCS failures
that affect inputs to the RPS voting logic from multiple divisions. For example, unique
alarms are provided if an RPS controller detects two or more data link failures or a single
data link failure when one of its own process parameters is already in a maintenance
bypass condition.

7.9.2.9 System Testing and Surveillances

The MELTAC controller has separate self-diagnostic features for each of the DCS Reflection
related modules; refer to TeotGaI-Repern-MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.5 and Section 4.3. of public
There are no periodic manual surveillance tests required for DCS functions. meeting on

Sep. 30
7.9.2.10 Bypass and Inoperable Status Indications

There are no manual bypasses for any functions of the DCS. DCS failures are alarmed
on the operational and alarm VDUs.

7.9.2.11 EMI/RFI Susceptibility

The PSMS DCS is qualified to the EMI/RFI testing requirements of RG 1.180 (Reference Reflection
7.9-7), refer to T-piGJa-RepeMUAP-07005 Section 5.3. of public

meeting on
The PCMS DCS uses the same hardware and software components as the PSMS DCS. Sep. 30
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7.9.2.12 Defense-In-Depth and Diversity

There is no credit for continued the DCS operability in the defense in depth and diversity
coping analysis (i.e., the DCS is assumed to fail due to CCF). The DCS is not used by
the conventional analog and hardwired DAS. A discussion on defense in depth and
diversity is provided in Topical Report MUAP-07006 (Reference 7.9-8).

7.9.2.13 Seismic Hazards

All safety-related DCS components and hardware are Class 1 E qualified and are in an
appropriately qualified structure. Where non-safety portions of the DCS interface with
the safety portions, qualified isolators are used which preserve the seismic qualifications
of the safety-related portions. Refer to TpiG• I-Rep MUAP-07005 Section 4.1 and 5.2
for the related details.

Reflection
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The operational VDUs and unit bus are also tested to demonstrate operability after an
SSE. In addition, the testing demonstrates that there are no erroneous signals
generated that can adversely affect the PSMS or PCMS systems.

7.9.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 (Reference 7.9-9) and IEEE Std 7-
4.3.2-2003 (Reference 7.9-10) are described in opi~abRep MUAP-07004 Section 3.0,
Appendix A and B.

The FMEA demonstrates that failures in the DCS do not adversely affect the safety
function of the PSMS or cause erroneous safety function actuation, refer to TepiGal
ReportMUAP-07005 Section 7.4.

7.9.4 Combined License Information

No additional information is required to be provided by a COL applicant in connection
with this section.

COL 7.9(1) Delete The COL applicant is to comply with Regulatory Guide 5.71
CYBER SECURITY PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES,
reference 7.9-17

7.9.5 References

7.9-1 Safety System Digital Platform -MELTAC-, MUAP-07005-P Rev.4 (Proprietary)
and MUAP-07005-NP Rev.4 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009.

7.9-2 Safety I&C System- Description and Design Process, MUAP-07004-P Rev.3
(Proprietary) and MUAP-07004-NP Rev.3 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009.
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7.9-3 Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities, ASME NQA-1-

1994.

7.9-4 Software Program Manual, MUAP-07017 Rev.0, December 2007.

7.9-5 Criteria for Independence of Class 1E Equipment and Circuits, IEEE Std 384-
1992.

7.9-6 Protection System Failure Modes, General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plant 23, NRC Regulations Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, 1OCFR Part
50, Appendix A.

7.9-7 Guidelines for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference in
Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems, Regulatory Guide 1.180
Revision 1, October 2003.

7.9-8 Defense-in-Depth and Diversity, MUAP-07006-P-A Rev.2 (Proprietary) and
MUAP-07006-NP-A Rev.2 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009.

7.9-9 IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations, IEEE Std 603-1991.

7.9-10 IEEE Standard Design for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations, IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003.

7.9-11 Cyber Security Program for Power Reactors, NEI 04-04 Revision 1, November
2005.

7.9-12 US APWR Cyber Seurit.. Progr.am MUAP 08003 P Rev.0 (Propriety) n
M!AP 08003 NP Rcv.0 (Non Proprietary), August 2008. Intentionally Blanked

7.9-13 Criteria for Digital Computers in Safely Systems of Nuclear Power Plants,
Regulatory Guide 1.152 Revision 2, January 2006.

7.9-14 Guidance on Software Reviews for Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and
Control Systems, BTP 7-14 Revision 5, March 2007.

7.9-15 Guidance on Digital Computer Real-Time Performance, BTP 7-21 Revision 5,
March 2007.

7.9-16 Response Time of Safety I&C System, MUAP-08021-P Rev.0 (Proprietary) and
MUAP-09021-NP Rev.0 (Non-Proprietary), October 2009.

7.9-17 Regulatory Guide 5.71 CYBER SECURITY PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR
FACILITIES
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ac
ACC
ALR
AOO
AOP
APWR
ASME
ATWS
AVR
BAT
BISI
BOP
BTP
CCF
CCW
CCWS
CFR
CFS
CHP
COL
COM
CPU
CRDM
CSA
CS
CS/RHR
CSS
CN
CVCS
DAAC
DAS
dc
DCD
DCS
DHP
DNB
E/O

alternating current
accumulator
automatic load regulator
anticipated operational occurrence
abnormal operating procedure
advanced pressurized water reactor
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

anticipated transient without scram
auto voltage regulator
boric acid tank
bypassed and inoperable status indication
balance of plant

branch technical position
common cause failure
component cooling water
component cooling water system
Code of Federal Regulations
condensate and feedwater system
charging pump
Combined License
communication system
central processing unit
control rod drive mechanism
channel statistical accuracy
containment spray
containment spray/residual heat removal
containment spray system
containment vessel
chemical and volume control system
diverse automatic actuation cabinet
diverse actuation system
direct current
Design Control Document

data communication system
diverse HSI panel
departure from nucleate boiling

electrical to optical (or optical to electrical)
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7.1.1.4.2 Safety Grade HSI

The safety VDU processors manage the displays on the safety VDUs located on the OC
and the RSC. They receive process parameter information from the RPS, actuation
status information from the RPS and ESFAS, and component status information from the
SLS. The safety VDU processors also receive operator commands such as screen
navigation and soft control from the safety VDUs.

The safety VDUs are located on the OC and RSC and provide access to information and
controls for safety systems.

Command signals from safety VDUs and Operational VDUs are transmitted to the RPS,
ESFAS and SLS via the PSMS communication system (COM). COM is the interface
system between the safety-related PSMS and non-safety related PCMS. It provides [1023HF7
command priority logic between the safety VDUs and operational VDUs. Command
signal path and command priority logic is described in Technical Report MUAP-07004
Figure E-1 and Section 5.1.13, respectively.

7.1.1.5 Information Systems Important to Safety

7.1.1.5.1 Post Accident Monitoring

The purpose of displaying PAM parameters is to assist MCR personnel in evaluating the
safety status of the plant. In accordance with RG 1.97 (Reference 7.1-6), PAM Type A,
B, and C variables have redundant instrumentation and can be displayed on at least two
redundant safety VDUs. Type A and B parameters are continuously displayed on the
LDP and are continuously available on a safety VDU, or can be retrieved immediately.

7.1.1.5.2 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication

If any safety function is bypassed or inoperable at the train level, this is continuously
indicated on the LDP. Other bypassed or inoperable conditions that do not result in
inoperability of safety functions, at the train level, are displayed on operational VDUs but
not on the LDP.

7.1.1.5.3 Plant Alarms

The alarm system provides all information necessary for detecting abnormal plant
conditions. The alarm system enhances the operators ability to recognize fault
conditions even when the number of faults, or their severity, are increasing. Information
for all alarms is displayed on the alarm VDU, LDP, and the operational VDU. LDP
alarms are located in the fixed area of the LDP.

7.1.1.5.4 Safety Parameter Display System

The safety parameter display system (SPDS) provides a display of plant parameters
from which the status of plant safety system operation may be assessed. The SPDS is
displayed on operational VDUs located in the MCR, TSC, and EOF. The primary
function of the SPDS is to aid MCR operating personnel to make quick assessments of
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optic data communications cables. Functional independence between controllers is
maintained through communication processors that are separate from function
processors, and through logic that (1) ensures prioritization of safety functions over non-
safety functions and (2) does not rely on signals from outside its own train to perform the
safety function within the train.

For more detailed discussion on the methods used to ensure independence between
I&C systems in different safety trains and between I&C systems in safety and non-safety
systems refer to described in Topical Report MUAP-07004 Appendix A.5.6 and
Appendix B.5.6.

Cabinets for each train of the PSMS are located in a separate plant equipment room fire
area. These fire areas are separate from the fire areas where non-safety systems are
located and separate from the fire areas of the MCR and the RSR. To ensure electrical
independence, fiber optic cables or qualified isolators are used to interface all signals
between plant equipment room fire areas. Electrical independence is also maintained
between PSMS divisions and between the PSMS and non-safety systems within the
MCR and the RSR.

In addition to these plant equipment room fire areas, electrical independence and
physical separation are also maintained between divisions for instrumentation inputs and
plant component control outputs interfaced with PSMS cabinets. The independence
between the PSMS and PCMS for shared sensors is discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.16.

7.1.3.5 Isolation

Physical separation and electrical isolation are provided between the PSMS redundant
trains and between the PSMS and non-safety systems, including the PCMS. Isolation
devices are incorporated into conventional interfaces, data links, and communication
networks that connect redundant trains, or carry signals to or from non-safety systems.
The isolation devices ensure that credible faults, such as short circuits, open circuits, or
the application of credible fault voltage do not propagate between systems. Chapter 8,
Subsection 8.3.1.1.11 describes conformance to RG 1.204 (Reference 7.1-24). This
conformance bounds the credible electrical surges and faults that are considered for
electrical isolation.

In addition, for digital interfaces communications isolation is provided to ensure
functional independence between systems. Communication isolation includes
communication buffers, which provide separation between communication processing,
functional processing, and functional logic, which ensures prioritization of all safety
functions. The conformance of the interdivisional communication design in the US-
APWR PSMS to the Staff Positions of DI&C-ISG-04 (Reference 7.1-30) is described in
Technical Report MUAP-07004, Appendix E.

The isolation devices provide assurance that Gredible-single failures in non-safety
systems will not degrade the performance of safety systems, specifically in instances
where protection signals are used by non-safety systems and non-safety signals are
used by safety systems. For signals interfaced between redundant trains, the isolation
devices provide assurance that failures in one train will not degrade the performance of

UPHF-
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other trains. The electrical, physical and functional isolation is also discussed in
Subsection 7.1.3.4. The isolation from a design basis event of safety system based on
the equipment qualification is discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.7. The PSMS .digital
components are located in a mild environment that is not impacted by any design basis
event.

7.1.3.6 Integrity of Software

The design principles listed below are used for the software design of all digital safety
and non-safety systems using the MELTAC platform. These principles assure simplicity
and enable high efficiency in the design.

" A structured and modular architecture is applied.

" Basic software and application software are separated.

* Early detection of failures is facilitated by the self-diagnosis functions of the
digital system.

Basic software is implemented in a high level programming language. All
functions execute with cyclical single task processing and no interrupts.

Basic software performs only the minimal necessary functions, such as
initialization, periodic execution of required functions, error handling, etc.

Application software is described in a graphically symbolized manner, using the
problem oriented language (POL), so that functions can be easily understood.

For the non-safety I&C systems, efficiency and reliability of design, production, testing,
and maintenance are achieved by using the same basic software and the design tools
for the application software as is used for the safety systems.

The V&V program executed for safety systems conforms to all regulatory requirements
for high integrity software.

7.1.3.7 Qualification and Equipment Protection

The PSMS is qualified for worst-case environmental and seismic requirements for the
place of its installation. The PSMS qualification envelopes the seismic and Reflection
environmental boundary conditions for these locations are described in Sections 3.10 of public
and 3.11. The TepiGaRepe MUAP-07005 describes equipment qualification testing for Imeeting on
the MELTAC platform. The environmental condition of the US-APWR is described in Sep. 30
"US-APWR Equipment Environmental Qualification Program" MUAP-08015 (Reference
7.1-25).

Conducted and/or radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio frequency
interference (RFI) induced by actuation of large equipment, lightning, or radio frequency
emission could degrade performance of I&C systems and compromise safety. Therefore,
adequate EMI/RFI protection is designed into I&C systems components, including
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controllers, I/O devices, and power supply circuits. In addition, optical fiber is used for
data communication, which provides electrical independence and protection against
EMI/RFI.

The PSMS is qualified for EMI/RFI compatibility, as demonstrated through type testing.
The EMI/RFI test levels for the PSMS are intended to envelope the possible field
strength necessary for expected locations. The US-APWR is designed and operated
consistent with any restrictions identified in the EMI/RFI qualification report, such as
wireless communication exclusion zones, and open cabinet door conditions. This
feature is described in Te••al-Repo-MUAP-07005 Section 5.3. The susceptibility
envelope defined in RG 1.180 (7.1-26) is applicable to the US-APWR and therefore
applicable to the PSMS, because the US-APWR does not include any extraordinary
conducted or radiated emissions sources that are not included in operating nuclear
power plants today.

Safety-related I&C components, such as sensors, detectors, cables, and connectors are
designed to be qualified for operation in both normal and abnormal environments, and to
meet seismic requirements of the site in which they are located. Qualification is assured
per applicable industry standards (IEEE Std 323-2003 [Reference 7.1-9]) and regulatory
requirements (RG 1.89 [Reference 7.1-10]), as described in Section 3.11.

Instrument sensing lines are specified to be protected in compliance with RG 1.151
(Reference 7.1-11) which endorses ISA-$67-02, including freeze protection.

For details regarding PSMS qualification testing, refer to Topieal-Rep MUAP-07004
Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.5. Refer to Chapter 3 for identification of the US-APWR
qualification conditions.

The inspections, tests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) encompass the
qualification of plant instrumentation, such as transmitters and nuclear instrumentation.

7.1.3.8 Unified Architecture

A unified architecture is applied to the design of integrated digital I&C systems of the
US-APWR. The unified architecture provides a high quality and reliable platform for both
the safety systems and non-safety systems, which simplifies communication between
these systems. Maintenance resources are standardized for every system thereby
reducing human error. An integrated digital technology is also used for VDU based
operation.

Specification of the hardware modules, such as central processing units (CPUs) and I/O
modules, used for each subsystem is basically the same throughout the I&C architecture,
except for some specific application modules (e.g., rod position interface). This
approach allows the total number of required spare parts to be minimized. The
configuration of the basic software, POL, and engineering tools for specification of the
application software, is the same in all digital I&C subsystems using the MELTAC
platform. Maintenance procedures and tools (i.e., the engineering tool) are standardized
for all subsystems; therefore, the training effort for the maintenance staff and potential
for human error are minimized.
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MELTAC is the only digital platform used for the safety systems of the US-APWR. All

other safety I&C components are conventional analog.

7.1.3.9 Redundancy Within Divisions and Systems

To prevent disturbance of the plant caused by a failure of the safety or non-safety I&C
systems, a redundant configuration is applied. Failed components, including CPU, I/O
modules, and communication modules, are detected by self-diagnostic features.
Redundant components are arranged in configurations for continuous parallel operation
or standby operation, as described in Tpieal Repe MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.1.1. For
standby operation, self-diagnostic features automatically switch to redundant stand-by
components in case of failure. The redundant fail-over components continue
uninterrupted control without causing any disturbance to the plant.

Ac power for the I&C system is supplied from two different sources. The configuration of
the power supplies within each I&C subsystem ensures no loss of function due to a
single failure of the electric power source.

7.1.3.10 Self-Diagnosis Function

The integrity of digital I&C components is continuously checked by their self-diagnosis
features. These self-diagnostic features result in early detection of failures, and allow
on-line repair that improves system availability. Information about detected failures is
gathered through networks and provided to maintenance staff in a comprehensive
manner. In addition, the self-diagnostic features control redundant controller
configuration, to maintain all system functions, even in the presence of failures. The
self-diagnosis is always working in the digital control system but does not affect system
operation. Therefore, there is no impact to channel independence, system integrity and
compliance to the single failure criterion during self-testing.

Continuous self-diagnostic features allow elimination of most of the manual surveillance
testing required for technical specification compliance. Manual testing and manual
calibration verification are specifically provided for functions with no self-diagnostics.
The integrity of the self-diagnosis is confirmed by a periodic manually initiated software
memory check, which includes the software memory which is used for self-diagnosis.
For PSMS, this software memory check requires temporarily connecting each PSMS
controller to the Maintenance Network. When a PSMS controller is connected to the
Maintenance Network, it is considered inoperable. The functions affected by an
inoperable controller are managed by plant technical specifications. PCMS controllers
are permanently connected to the Maintenance Network.

Also, when I/O is checked by manual sensor calibration and output actuation of plant
components, the digital components which are self-tested are also re-checked. This
provides manual confirmation for the integrity of all digital functions. The coverage of
self-diagnosis and manual test is described inTopioal Repe MUAP-07004 Sections 4.3
and 4.4. -TepiGa- epo#tMUAP-07005 Section 4.1.5.1 describes self-diagnosis. The self-
testing is provided for MELTAC components of PSMS, with the exception of the
conventional circuits within the I/O and PIF modules, and the touch screens of the safety
VDU.
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7.1.3.11 Manual Testing, Bypasses, Overrides and Resets

Manual test features are specifically provided to allow periodic testing of all functions
that are not automatically tested through self-diagnostics. This includes primarily sensor
calibration, manual initiation functions and final actuation of plant components. These
manual tests also recheck the portions of the system that are self-tested, and thereby
manually confirm the integrity of self-tested components and the integrity of the self-
diagnostic functions. All manual. tests may be conducted on-line without full system
actuation and without plant disturbance. The test of output modules for plant
components is conducted along with the test of plant components. Since the reliability of
the digital I&C equipment is significantly higher than the reliability of the plant
components, the periodic test frequency is determined by the reliability of the plant
components, not the reliability of the digital I&C equipment.

Safety systems may be placed in a bypass operation mode to allow manual testing and
maintenance while the plant is on-line. For the RPS measurement channels, automatic
bypass management logic continuously chccks forprevents multiple bypassed conditions
to ensure the minimum redundancy required by the technical specifications is always
maintained. For other RPS functions and the ESFAS, train level maintenance bypasses
are administratively controlled. Maintenance Bypasses may be manually initiated from
the safety VDU for each respective PSMS train. To manually initiate a Maintenance
Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled. The
Bypass Permissive is part of the PSMS. There is one Bypass Permissive for each train.
Administrative controls ensure the Bypass Permissive for only one train is enabled at
any time. The manual Bypass Permissive is available from soft switches on the S-VDU.

Indication is provided for bypassed or inoperable conditions in accordance with RG 1.47
(Reference 7.1-12). Maintenance bypasses can be manually initiated only-within the
PSMS, via safety VDUs. or manu..al controls w;ihin PSMS cabinetsTo manually initiate a
Maintenance Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be
enabled. During this bypass mode, a single failure in the safety system will not result in
a spurious plant trip or spurious system level ESF actuation.

In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to bypass certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operation, such as startup and shutdown. Interlocks are provided within the PSMS to
allow-automatically femeval-remove of-operating bypasses. This feature allows
operating bypasses to be manually initiated from safety VDUs or operational VDUs. To.
manually initiate an Operating Bypass from the O-VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the
each train must be enabled, one train at a time.

All manual and automatic demand signals for components, which are controlled by
motor control centers and switchgear, may be bypassed at the component level for
testing or maintenance by two deliberate manual operator actions from safety VDUs-
Go attional•VDIJIs. This is referred to as the Lock function in MUAP-07004 Appendix D.
The Lock function can also be used to block or override safety functions at the
component level. To Bypass-for-Lock safety-related components from operational VDUs,
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requires a train level permisiv signl from b~ deliberate actionS fromR a Safety VDUJ Or
dedicated sw.tchthe Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled. This Bypass
Ppermissive is administratively controlled so that it is enabled for only one train at a time.
When the Bypass Ppermissive is enabled for a train from-the safety VDU- r dediGate4 UAP-HF-
switeh, bypasses-Lock may be activated from the operational VDU individually for any 10237
components within that train. Since administrative controls allow the train level bypass
pe~rmissive for the oporational VDUJ to be enabled from the safety VDUJ or -dedicated
switch for only one train at a time, bypasses for multile trains are actfivated fro
safeWyVItUs-.All bypasses are administratively managed by plant operators in
accordance with plant technical specifications. The effect of bypasses is alarmed at the
system level for each train via the bypassed and inoperable status indication (BISI).

After safety function actuation and after initiating conditions return to normal, safety
functions are manually reset at the system level. These resets are available from safety
VDUs and operational VDU. Reset signals from the O-VDU cannot be received by the
PSMS without a manual Bypass Permissive signal from the safety system. If undetected
reset signals exist at the time the Bypass Permissive is manually actuated; the reset
errors will be indicated to operators by ESFAS reset demand status indication for the
specific functions affected. The Bypass Permissive ensures additional spurious reset
signals cannot be received by the PSMS at the time an AOO or PA occurs.-ESFAS-egi UAP-HF-
allows reset operafions frm operation.al VDnI s only with a isieignal. This 10237

permssiv i5 automatically d e activated by ESF= actuatio sinl anGan be activated
fro saetyVDUJ after ESF actuation signals reset.

Maintenance bypasses, operating bypasses, overrides, and-resets and Bypass
Permissives are initiated separately for each safety division.

7.1.3.12 Human-System Interface

The MCR is designed to perform centralized monitoring and control of the I&C systems
that are necessary for use during normal operation, AOOs, and PAs. Furthermore, the
HSIS are also designed to reduce the potential for human 'error and to allow easy
operation. In addition to the MCR, the HSI also includes the RSC, TSC, EOF, and local
control stations, such as auxiliary equipment control console. Refer to Chapter 18 for a
full discussion of all HSI issues.

7.1.3.13 Quality of Components and Modules

The quality of PSMS components and modules and the quality of the PSMS design
process are controlled by a program that meets the requirements of American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) NQA-1-1994 (Reference 7.1-13). Conformance to ASME
NQA-1-1994 is described further in Section 17.5.

7.1.3.14 System Calibration, Testing and Surveillance

Testing from and including the sensors of the PSMS through to and including the
actuated equipment and HSI is accomplished in a series of overlapping sequential tests
and calibrations. The majority of the tests are conducted automatically, through self-
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diagnostics. Most remaining manual tests may be performed with the plant at full power.
There are no exceptions for testing at power in PSMS.

The test frequency for manual tests is based on an uncertainty and reliability analysis,
reference Subsection 7.2.2.7 and 7.2.3.5, respectively, for additional information. This
analysis demonstrates the need to conduct most manual tests for PSMS equipment no
more frequently than once per 30 months, which allows for fuel cycles up to 24 months
plus 6 months to accommodate 25% margin for consistency with technical specification
surveillance interval compliance. Therefore conducting manual tests for PSMS
equipment on-line or off-line, during refueling shutdown, is at the discretion of the plant
owner.

Periodic routine calibration will be performed for the field located transmitters of each
safety-related instrument loop. Due to the digital design of the control platform in the
US-APWR, a traditional calibration method will be performed from the sensor to the
analog to digital converter. During this calibration, the digital display will provide the
instrument output. As in a traditional calibration, the measured value on the display will
be compared to an expected range. Calibration points will -ineude encompass the trip
setpoint to confirm required accuracy at the trip setpoint value(s).

The method of testing for indicating and non-indicating sensors is the same. Any UAP-HF-
operational or maintenance VDU, that obtains its digital value from the PSMS, can be 10237
used for calibration. If a sensor has no operational indications its digital value will be
read using a maintenance VDU, such as the MELTAC Engineering Tool, which will be
temporarily connected during CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The PSMS meets the periodic testing requirements of IEEE Std 338-1987 (Reference
7.1-27) which is endorsed by RG 1.22 (Reference 7.1-28). The test intervals are
specified in the technical specifications, Chapter 16. All periodic testing is conducted to
written procedures. For more detailed discussion on this topic, refer to -9piGal RepG4
MUAP-07004 Sections 4.3 through 4.5, Appendix A.5.7, A.5.9, A.5.10, A.6.5 through
A.6.7, and A.7.5.

Installed RTDs will be calibrated using the method defined in BTP 7-13(Reference 7.1-
29). The following accuracy calibration is applicable to all safety related RTDs:

A reference RTD is checked for acceptable accuracy and response time in
controlled laboratory conditions.
The reference RTD is installed. Loop current step response (LCRS) is checked to
confirm applicability of laboratory test data.
Measurements from installed RTDs are cross correlated to the reference RTD
under known and sufficiently similar temperature and flow conditions (i.e.,
isothermal conditions of all RCS hot and cold legs to the extent practical).
Calibration readout will be on digital displays, as discussed above, to ensure
correct signal propagation and accuracy through the digital systems.

In addition, the LCRS is checked for installed RTDs used in the RPS or ESFAS, where
response times are credited in the safety analysis. To detect response time degradation,
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the LCRS data is compared to the installed RTD's own historical data and to the LCRS
for the reference RTD.

The accuracy and response time acceptance criteria account for expected instrument
uncertainties and expected temperature and flow deviations. "As found" and "as-left"
data is recorded and maintained.

7.1.3.15 Information Displays

Details on information displays are presented in Topical Report MUAP-07007, Chapter
18, and Section 7.5.

7.1.3.16 Consideration of Control System Induced Transients

GFediblefFailures of the PCMS are bounded by the AQOs analyzed in the safety
analysis, described in Chapter 15. These PCMS failures are described in Subsection
7.7.2.3. Chapter 8, Subsection 8.3.1.1.11 describes conformance to RG 1.204. This
conformance bounds the envelope considered for PCMS EMI susceptibility. The PCMS
uses the same hardware as the PSMS, which is qualified to RG 1.180. Therefore,
additional lightening induced failures of the PCMS are precluded.

In some cases, it is advantageous to employ signals derived from instrumentation that
are also used in the protection trains. This practice reduces the need for separate non-
safety instrumentation, which would require additional penetrations into reactor pressure
boundaries and introduce the need to additional maintenance in hazardous areas. For
each parameter where instrumentation is shared, the PCMS receives four redundant
signals from each train of the RPS. The signal selection algorithm (SSA), within the
PCMS, receives input from all safety process trains but passes only the second highest
operable process signal value to the control system's automation algorithms. The
reactor control systems also have a modified signal selector using an average
calculation process. (This average calculation for select signals in the reactor control
system is different from the description in TopiGaI-Rep MUAP-07004 Section 4.2.5.)
The SSA excludes process inputs that are failed or taken out of service for maintenance
or testing.

The SSA of the PCMS ensures the PCMS does not take erroneous control actions
based on a single instrument channel failure or a single RPS train failure. As such, a
single failure will not cause the PCMS to take erroneous control actions that challenge
the PSMS, while the PSMS is in a degraded operability state due to a failed instrument
channel or failed RPS train. The SSA is designed with an augmented quality program,
including software V&V.

The SSA is continuously tested as follows:

" The PCMS employs the same self-test features as the PSMS. These features are
described in Section 4.1.5 of TpiGal-RRep-MUAP-07005.

" The basic software configuration and application software configuration, within the
PCMS controller, is periodically confirmed by the same manually initiated method
described in Section 4.1.4.1.c of TopiGal-Rep -MUAP-07005.
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Since the SSA uses only digital values obtained from the PSMS via the unit bus, all
functions of the SSA are completely covered by self-testing; no additional manual tests
are required. The digital values obtained from the PSMS are confirmed during channel
calibration for the safety sensors.

This SSA within the PCMS allows the RPS to have one instrument channel inoperable or
bypassed at all times while still complying with General Design Criteria (GDC) 24
(Reference 7.1-14) and IEEE Std 603-1991 (Reference 7.1-15). As described in the
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) the RPS meets the plant reliability goals with only
three channels in operation. Refer to US-APWR Probabilistic Risk Assessment,
Technical Report MUAP-07030 (Reference 7.1-16).

The shared instrumentation signals are interfaced through fiber optic data networks. As
such, an electrical fault in the PCMS cannot propagate to the protection channel. Refer
to TepieabRept MUAP-07004 Section 4.2.5 for additional details.

7.1.3.17 Life Cycle Process

MHI applies its MELCO's safety system digital platform, MELTAC, to the PSMS and
PCMS systems of the US-APWR. Full details of the life cycle process for the MELTAC
basic software, including quality assurance (QA), management, development, cyber
security management, installation, maintenance, training, operation, and the software
safety plan are discussed in Tepieal RepeMUAP-07005 Section 6.0. A summary of
the life cycle process for the system application software, including QA, management,
development, cyber security management, installation, maintenance, training, operation,
and the software safety plan are discussed in4 iGa-Rept MUAP-07004 Section 6.0.
A detailed description of the application software life cycle process, including BTP 7-14
(Reference 7.1-17) compliance, is provided in the Software Program Manual for the US-
APWR Technical Report MUAP-07017 (Reference 7.1-18).

Reflection
of public
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7.1.3.18 Quality Assurance Program

The overall quality assurance program (QAP) for the US-APWR I&C systems is
described in Chapter 17. The specific QAP for the MELTAC platform is described in
TepiGa[Rep MUAP-07005 Section 6.0. These QAPs address all requirements of Title
10, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 50, Appendix B (Reference 7.1-19), and
IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 (Reference 7.1-20).

7.1.3.19 Identification

I&C equipments identification follows the guidance of RG 1.75, which endorses IEEE Std
384. The following color coding is provided on tags used for the identification of I&C
system cabinets and for stand alone components, such as field instruments.

* Train A: Red with white lettering
* Train B: Green with white lettering
* Train C: Blue with white lettering
* Train D: Yellow with Black lettering
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7.1-24 Guideline for Lightning Protection of Nuclear Power Plants, Regulatory Guide
1.204 Revision 0, November 2005.

7.1-25 US-APWR Equipment Environmental Qualification Program, MUAP-08015
Rev.0, February 2009.

7.1-26 Guideline for Evaluating Electromagnetic and Radio-Frequency Interference in
Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems, Regulatory Guide 1.180
Revision 1, October 2003.

7.1-27 Standard Criteria for Periodic Surveillance Testing of Nuclear Power Generating
Station Safety Systems, IEEE Std 338-1987.

7.1-28 Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions, Regulatory Guide
1.22 Revision 0, February 1972.

7.1-29 Guidance on Cross-Calibration of Protection System Resistance Temperature
Detectors, BTP 7-13 Revision 5, March 2007.

7.1-30 Highly Integrated Control Rooms - Digital Communication Systems, DI&C-ISG-
04 Revision 1, March 2009.
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" ECCS actuation signal

" Manual RT actuation signal

" Turbine trip signal

7.2.1.4 Reactor Trip Initiating Signals

The following subsection describes the RT initiating signals that are grouped according
to their protection function. Train level manual controls are identified in Table 7.2-6 for
conventional switches and in Table 7.2-7 for software switches.

Pre-trip alarms and non-safety interlocks are initiated below the RT setpoints to provide
audible and visible indication of the approach to a trip condition.

7.2.1.4.1 Nuclear Startup Protection Trips

7.2.1.4.1.1 High Source Range Neutron Flux

A high source range neutron flux trip provides protection during reactor startup and plant
shutdown. An operating bypass may be manually initiated when the neutron flux is
above the P-6 setpoint value (intermediate range), which will also de-energize the high
voltage power supply to the source range neutron flux detector. This trip is automatically
bypassed by the power range neutron flux interlock P-10. The bypass automatically
resets to reactivate the trip function when the intermediate range neutron flux decreases
below the P-6 reset point.

Due to the limited duration of reactor startup and shutdown, there are only two source
range instrument channels, trains A and D. The train A source range neutron flux
detector interfaces to RPS trains A and B. The train D source range neutron flux
detector interfaces to RPS trains C and D. Interfaces to RPS trains B and C are via Reflection
isolated digital data links described in T-GpieaI-Rep•-MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.2-2) of public
Section 4.3.3. Signal flow for this trip signal is shown in Figure 7.2-6. meeting on

Sep. 30
Source range and intermediate range neutron flux signals from the train A detectors are
sent to the RPS controllers of train A and B through analog circuits installed in train A
nuclear instrumentation system (NIS) cabinet and compared with trip setpoints in each
train controller. The signals from the train A NIS cabinet to the train B RPS cabinet are
isolated in the train B RPS cabinet. In the case of train D detectors, neutron flux signals
are sent to train C and D controllers. The results of the comparison with trip setpoints in
train D are sent to train A and trip signals of train A (train A partial trip) are generated as
a result of 1-out-of-2 logic. Train D trip signals are generated by the same logic. Results
of the 1-out-of-2 logic may'be bypassed by the following operating'bypass signals: (1) P-
6 allows source range neutron flux trip manual operating bypass, (2) P-10 allows source
range neutron flux trip automatic operating bypass, and (3) P-10 allows intermediate
range trip manual operating bypass.
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RT is initiated by either of following two diverse turbine trip signals:

1. Main Turbine Stop Valve Position

The RT signal is generated within each RPS train when that train receives signals
indicating that all four main turbine stop valves are closed. As for all other trips, a RT is
generated when two out of four RPS trains have detected this condition.

There are only two limit switches on each main turbine stop valve interfaced to RPS
trains A and D, as associated circuits. RPS train A routes the limit switch signals to train Reflection
B, C, and D. RPS train D retransmits the limit switch signals to train A, B, and C. of public
Interfaces to each RPS train are by isolated digital data links described in TiG8al-ReGpm meeting on
MUAP-07005 Section 4.3.3 and refer to Figure 7.2-7. Sep. 30

The main turbine stop valve limit switch inputs can be individually bypassed in each RPS
train to permit channel testing. Since there are only two limit switch channels, the
duration of this maintenance bypass is limited by the technical specifications. This
maintenance bypass condition is displayed in the MCR.

This trip is automatically bypassed by permissive P-7 for power level lower than the P-7
setpoint. The operating bypass is automatically removed above P-7 power level. Figure
7.2-2 sheet 13 shows the logic for this trip function.

2. Turbine Emergency Trip Oil Pressure

The turbine emergency trip oil pressure trip signal is generated when two out of four oil
pressure channels exceed the trip setpoint. Four oil pressure signals are independently
interfaced to each train of the RPS as associated circuits.

This trip is automatically bypassed by permissive P-7 for power level lower than the P-7
setpoint. The operating bypass is automatically removed above the P-7 power level.
Figure 7.2-2 sheet 13 shows the logic for this trip function.

7.2.1.5 Manual Control and Actuated Devices

In addition to automatic trip, operators can trip the RTBs using conventional, fixed
position, hardwired switches on the OC. There is one switch for each RT actuation train.
Actions by under-voltage trip and shunt trip attachments to trip reactor have been
discussed in Subsection 7.2.1.2. There are no operating bypasses associated with the
manual RT. Maintenance bypasses that allow manual RT testing are described in
T-opaI-Repe4-MUAP-07004 (Reference 7.2-3) Section 4.4.1. Figure 7.2-2 sheet 4
shows the logic for this trip function.

7.2.1.6 Bypasses

Portions of the safety system can be placed in a bypass mode to allow testing and
maintenance while the plant is on-line. Such bypasses are known as maintenance
bypasses. Maintenance bypasses are discussed in Tepira[Rep4 MUAP-07004.

Tier2 7.-11 evison 3
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In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to bypass certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operation such as startup. Automatic and manual operating bypasses are described in
Subsections below. Maintenance and operating bypasses may be initiated from safety UAP-HF-
VDUs. To initiate a maintenance or operating bypass from an Operational VDU, the 10237
Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled.

7.2.1.6.1 Automatic Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses are automatically initiated separately within each PSMS train
when the plant process permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s).
Automatically initiated operating bypasses for the RPS are as follows:

* High source range neutron flux trip is bypassed automatically by power range
neutron flux (P-10).

Low reactor coolant flow 1-out-of-4 trip is bypassed automatically during low
power conditions (P-7).

Low RCP speed trip is bypassed automatically by during low power conditions
(P-7).

" Low pressurizer pressure trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

" High pressurizer water level trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

" High-high SG water level trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

" Reactor trip on turbine trip is bypassed automatically by during low power
conditions (P-7).

All automatically initiated operating bypasses are automatically removed when the plant
moves to an operating condition where the protective action would be required if an
accident occurred. Refer to Table 7.2-4.

7.2.1.6.2 Manual Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses must be manually initiated. These operating bypasses can be
manually initiated separately within each PSMS division when the plant process
permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s). Manually initiated
operating bypasses for the RPS are as follows:

* High source range neutron flux trip is bypassed manually with high intermediate
range neutron flux (P-6)
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* High intermediate range neutron flux trip is bypassed manually with high power
range neutron flux (P-10)

" High power range neutron flux (low setpoint) trip is bypassed manually with high
power range neutron flux (P-1 0)

All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, are automatically
removed when the plant moves to an operating regime where the protective action
would be required if an accident occurred. Status indication is provided in the MCR for
all operating bypasses.

7.2.1.7 Interlocks

Interlocks ensure that operator actions cannot defeat an automatic safety function during
any plant condition where that safety function may be required. These interlocks include
permissives for manually initiated operating bypasses and interlocks to ensure manually
initiated operating bypasses are automatically removed when plant conditions would
require the trip functions. Interlocks are also provided to ensure that manually initiated
maintenance bypasses can only defeat a single train or channel of the RPS but not
multiple channels or trains that would impair the system's ability to function and meet the
single failure criteria.

In addition, when safety functions are automatically initiated. interlocks, such as reset
functions of bistables within the RPS ensure completion of protective actions and ensure
that opposing manual actions cannot be taken until acceptable plant conditions are
achieved. For example, for most RT functions, when a trip parameter reaches the trip
setpoint the partial trip signal will not automatically reset until the plant conditions return
to pre-trip conditions. For other trip functions, the partial trip signal must also be
manually reset; manual reset cannot occur until after the plant conditions return to pre-
trip conditions. Manual reset may be initiated from safety VDUs. To initiate a manual
reset from an Operational VDU, the Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled.

Manual actions that oppose the protective action cannot be taken until three out of four
partial trip signals are reset.

7.2.1.8 Redundancy

Redundancy within the RPS is consistent with conformance to the single failure criterion,
the unavailability target value and the total safety goal of the plant.

The configuration of four trains with 2-out-of-4 voting logic is provided from sensors to
RTBs in the RPS for most RT functions.

Where only two channels of instrumentation are provided, the configuration of 1-out-of-2
voting logic is provided to meet the single failure criterion. For source and intermediate
range nuclear instrumentation, this 1-out-of-2 configuration has minimal adverse impact
on plant availability due to susceptibility to spurious actuation, because these functions
are only active during startup and shutdown. For main turbine stop valve position, the 1-
out-of-2 configuration does not adversely affect plant availability, due to susceptibility to
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7.2.2.7.1 Methodology for Instrument Channel Statistical Accuracy Calculation

The methodology applied to combine the uncertainty components for a channel is
provided in Tppi~al Repert-MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.4. Reconciliation of the final
setpoint study for each plant cannot be performed until the design of the plant is finalized.

Technical Report MUAP-09022 (Reference 7.2-13) provides more detail description for
instrument setpoint methodology. The setpoint methodology includes the relationship
between analytical limit, setpoint and channel uncertainty. MUAP-09022 also provides
the channel uncertainty calculations associated with the safety related setpoints used for
the RT and ESF actuation functions.The instrumentation channel uncertainty of a safety
function channel is analyzed to determine the channel setpoint. The channel uncertainty
value is calculated by combining instrumentation factors that affect the accuracy of each
component in the channel/loop, using statistical methods. A square root sum of the
squares (SRSS) method is applied. The accuracy of each component consists of the
nominal accuracy plus uncertainty due to temperature effects, time dependent drift, and
other factors. The method is based on the guidance provided by ANSI/ISA-67.04.01-
2000 and ISA-RP67.04.02-2000 that is equivalent to ANSI/ISA-S67.04 (Reference 7.2-7),
Part I -1994, endorsed by RG 1.105.

7.2.2.7.2 Methodology for System Response Time Calculation

The methodology for calculating system response time is provided in TepiGaf-.Rep
MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.3.

7.2.2.8 Equipment Qualification

Refer to Subsection 7.1.3.7 for details.

7.2.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 are
described in -OpiGal Repe MUAP-07004 Section 3.0, Appendix A and B.

This section provides the failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) for PSMS and
specifically, RT.

7.2.3.1 FMEA Method and Results

The methodology for the FMEA is provided in the T•p•-•l Rcport MUAP-07004 Section
6.5.1. The FMEA follows the guidance of IEEE Std 352-1987 which is referred from
IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003, and IEEE Std 379-2000 (Reference 7.2-
8) which is endorsed by RG 1.53 (Reference 7.2-9).

Safety functions are designed with multiple divisions. Each safety division is
independent from the other safety divisions and from the non-safety division.
Independence ensures that -Gedible single failures cannot propagate between divisions Evaluation
within the safety system or between non-safety and safety divisions. Therefore, Gredible for pending
single failures cannot prevent proper protective action at the system level. The redible tes
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single failures considered in the non-safety division and safety divisions are described in
the FMEA for each system.

The FMEA for reactor trip in PSMS is described in Table 7.2-8 and Figure 7.2-8. The
FMEA demonstrates that:

" All GFedible-PSMS failures are detectable (through self-diagnosis or manual
surveillance tests).

* No ,-edible-single failure will prevent PSMS actuation.

* No ,redible-single failure will result in spurious PSMS actuation, which results in
a RT.

" The PSMS will fail to the safe state for all credible failures. The safe state for the
RPS is trip. The safe state for the ESFAS/SLS is as-is.

The FMEA is conducted on the basis that one safety channel is continuously bypassed.

7.2.3.2 Safety Analysis

The RT system design requirements such as response time and setpoint determination,
are considered and reflected in the safety analysis provided in Chapter 15. The
response time, instrument accuracy, and setpoint as shown in Table 7.2-3, meet the
safety analysis assumptions.

The Chapter 15 analysis addresses AQOs including spurious control rod withdrawals,
plant load rejection, and turbine trip.

Control functions to mitigate the consequences of a plant load rejection and turbine trip
are discussed in Section 7.7.

The rod control system interlocks that are provided to prevent abnormal power
conditions, which could result from spurious control rod withdrawal, are discussed in
Subsection 7.7.1.1.2.

The analysis for additional postulated failures is described as follows:

Loss of Cooling Water to Vital Equipment: The US-APWR has four divisions of
safety-related cooling water, corresponding to the four divisions of safety-related
ESF equipment. These four divisions are controlled by the PSMS. Therefore,
loss of a single division of cooling water does not prevent accomplishing the
safety function.

Loss of Plant Instrument Air: There is no reliance on plant instrument air for any
safety functions. The loss of plant instrument air will result in the loss of main
feedwater (MFW). This condition is considered in the safety analysis described
in Chapter 15.

Evaluation
for pending
RAI items
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To enhance reliability, each SLS controller consists of a duplex architecture using
redundant CPUs operating in a redundant parallel configuration. In TGpieal-Repe44
MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.3-1), this is referred to as a redundant parallel controller
configuration. Each controller of the duplex architecture receives ESF actuation signals
and load sequencing signals from the corresponding duplex controller of the ESFAS.
The SLS also includes I/O modules mounted in I/O chassis. These I/O chassis can be
located within the same cabinet as the controllers, or remotely in separate cabinets that
are distributed throughout the plant to reduce the length of cable from the process
component or instrument to the I/O chassis. Signals from each SLS controller in the
duplex architecture are combined in the output modules using 1-out-of-2 logic for control
of plant components to the desired safety state. The SLS I/O modules include contact
input conversion devices and power interface devices. The power interface module
receives input signals and controls the actuation device (such as motor starters,
switchgear, etc.). The actuation devices, in turn, control motive power to the final ESF
component. Each train of the SLS thus interfaces the PSMS to each train of the ESF
equipment.

Each controller has multiple I/O chassis, each chassis has multiple I/O modules and
each I/O module accommodates one or more process interfaces. The plant process
interfaces are assigned to I/O modules/chassis with consideration of maintenance and
potential SLS equipment failures. Based on the FMEA (refer to Table 7.3-7), acceptable
plant level effects for failure or maintenance of any I/O module or any I/O chassis are
demonstrated. I/O modules are duplicated within a single SLS train if a single failure of
the I/O module will'cause a spurious reactor trip.

The primary functions performed by the SLS are described below.

7.3.1.2.1 Control of ESF Components

The ESFAS provides all the system level ESF actuation logic, including the automatic
load sequence, for the Class 1 E GTG. Whether automatically or manually generated,
train level ESF actuation signals are transmitted from each ESFAS train to the
corresponding train of the SLS. Within the SLS, the train level ESF actuation signals are
then broken down to component actuation signals to actuate each component
associated with an ESF. The logic within each train of the SLS accomplishes this
function and performs the necessary interlocking to ensure that components are properly
aligned for safety.

The SLS also controls ESF components, such as the EFW control valve, based on
manual component level controls from operational VDUs and safety VDUs, including all
components required for credited manual operator actions, refer to Subsection 7.5.1.5.
To ensure spurious command signals from Operational VDUs cannot adversely affect.
multiple safety divisions, all safety components controlled by the PSMS, regardless of
their position under normal operating conditions, are commanded to the correct safety
position by automatic safety interlocks or automatic ESFAS actuation signals.

Evaluation
for pending
RA items
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The block cooldown turbine bypass signal may be manually overridden by the turbine
bypass block bypass control switch (operating bypass). The override can only be
actuated after the signal is actuated from low-low Tav,. The override is automatically
reset when the low-low Tavg signal returns to normal. The override may be manually
reset from the turbine bypass block bypass control switch. The block turbine bypass
override has no effect on the block turbine bypass valve signal (i.e., it only affects the
cooldown signal).

Logic for this function is included on Figure 7.2-2 sheet 10.

The turbine bypass valves and the turbine bypass cooldown valves are controlled by two
permissive solenoids on each valve, train A and D respectively.

7.3.1.6 Bypasses and Overrides

The safety system can be placed in a bypass mode to allow testing and maintenance
while the plant is on-line. Such bypasses are known as maintenance bypasses.
Maintenance bypasses are discussed in TepiGa[Repo MUAP-07004 (Reference 7.3-2).
In addition to maintenance bypasses, automatic and manual operating bypasses are
provided to block certain protective actions that would otherwise prevent modes of
operations such as startup. Automatic and manual bypasses are described in the
following subsections. Maintenance and operating bypasses may be initiated from safety
VDUs. To initiate a maintenance or operating bypass from an Operational VDU, the
Bypass Permissive for the train must be enabled.

7.3.1.6.1 ESF System Maintenance Bypass

Bypasses are provided in each ESF system train to block the actuation of one or more
ESF signals (e.g., ECCS actuation, EFW, main steam isolation, etc.). The purpose of
these bypasses is to allow maintenance on an ESF process system, or to accommodate
an ESFAS/SLS controller failure. There are alarms for ESF systems out of service
conditions that block functionality at the train level.

7.3.1.6.2 Automatic Operating Bypasses

These operating bypasses are automatically initiated separately within each PSMS
division when the plant process permissive condition is sensed by the PSMS input
channel(s). The following is a list of automatically initiated operating bypasses:

" High main steam line pressure negative rate initiating signal for main steam line
isolation is automatically bypassed when the P-1 1 interlock clears (when
pressurizer pressure is above the setpoint). This operating bypass can be
manually removed when the P-11 is present (when pressurizer pressure is
below the setpoint).

* When the P-4 interlock clears (RTB closed ) the low Tavg initiating signal for
main feedwater isolation (for closing all main feedwater regulation valves) is
automatically bypassed. This operating bypass is automatically removed when
the P-4 interlock is present (RTB open).

HF-UAP-
10237
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7.3.1.6.3 Manual Operating Bypasses

Some operating bypasses must be manually initiated. These operating bypasses can be
manually initiated separately within each PSMS train when the plant process permissive
condition is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s). The following is a list of manually
initiated operating bypasses:

Low pressurizer pressure initiating signal for the ECCS actuation function can be
manually bypassed only when the P-1 I interlock is present (pressurizer pressure
is below the setpoint). This operating bypass is automatically removed when the
P-1 1 interlock clears (when pressurizer pressure is above the setpoint).

Low main steam line pressure initiating signal for the ECCS actuation function
and main steam line isolation function can be manually bypassed only when the
P-11 interlock is present (pressurizer pressure is below the setpoint). This
operating bypass is automatically removed when the P-1 1 interlock clears.
When this operating bypass is active, the high main steam line pressure negative
rate trip is enabled.

" MFW isolation function can be bypassed manually only when the P-1 I interlock
is present. This operating bypass is automatically removed when the P-1 I
interlock clears.

" The EFW isolation function actuated by low main steam line pressure can be
manually bypassed if the P-11 interlock is present. This operating bypass is
automatically removed when the P-1 1 interlock clears.

" The manual bypass for high pressurizer water level initiation signal for CVCS
isolation can only be actuated when the P-11 interlock is present. This operating
bypass is automatically removed when the P-1 1 interlock clears.

All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, are automatically
removed when the plant moves to an operating condition for which the protective action
would be required if an accident occurred. Status indication is provided in the MCR for
all operating bypasses.

7.3.1.6.4 Manual Overrides

Manual overrides must be manually initiated. These manual overrides can be manually
initiated separately within each PSMS train when the plant process permissive condition HF-UAP-
is sensed by the PSMS input channel(s). The following is a list of syste -train level I 10237 1
manually initiated overrides:

The ECCS actuation can be manually overridden at the system-train level when
the P-4 interlock is present (RTB open). This manual override is automatically
removed when the P-4 interlock clears (RTB closed). In MUAP-07004 Appendix 1
D (e). this override is referred to as a reset.
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The block cooldown turbine bypass valve actuation by low-low Tavg may be HF-UAP-7I
manually overridden at the system-train level. This manual override cannot be I 10237
initiated until after automatic system level actuation. The manual override may
be manually reset by the operator at any time, and is automatically reset when
the low-low Tavg initiation signal returns to normal. This signal blocks the
cooldown turbine bypass valves. In MUAP-07004 Appendix D (b), this override is 1023IA77
referred to as an operating bypass.103

7.3.1.7 Interlocks

The interlocks for initiating and automatically removing operating bypasses are
discussed above. The interlocks for manual overrides are discussed above. The
interlocks for resetting system level actuation and channel level actuation are discussed
in Subsection 7.3.1.6 for each specific safety function. The interlocks for maintenance
bypasses are discussed in Subsection 7.1.3.11.

7.3.1.8 Redundancy

There are four redundant ESF trains for all ESF systems, except as specifically identified
in Subsection 7.3.1.5. In addition, within each train, ESFAS and SLS controllers are
redundant. Therefore, a controller failure or a controller taken out of service for
maintenance has no adverse affect on the protective function. The reliability of the
ESFAS/SLS, as analyzed in the PRA, is based on having two controllers in service.

7.3.1.9 Diversity

All ESF systems are automatically initiated from signals that originate in the RPS.
Manual actuation of ESF systems is carried out through a diverse signal path that
bypasses the RPS.

The SLS receives signals from the DAS to actuate ESF plant components. These
signals are interfaced from DAS via qualified isolators within the SLS. The SLS provides
priority logic to combine the DAS and SLS signals and to ensure the safety function
always has priority. The DAS/SLS interface is described in MAUP-07006 (Reference
7.3-3) Sections 6.2.1.3 and 6.2.4, and shown in Figure 7.3-1.

7.3.1.10 Defense-In-Depth/Design Features

The ESFAS and SLS implement the ESF system echelon of defense-in-depth scheme,
as described in Subsection 7.1.3.1.

7.3.1.11 Turbine Trip to Prevent Unnecessary Emergency Core Cooling System
Actuation

The turbine is tripped on a reactor trip or high-high SG water level in any SG. Turbine
trip on RT is an un-credited non-safety function in the safety analysis. However, turbine
trip on RT is assumed in the safety analysis in order to prevent unnecessary ECCS
actuation and to shift to the safe shutdown state by appropriate actions after AOO and
PA conditions. Turbine trip on RT cannot be completely designed as Class 1 E because
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diversity features, single failure criterion, quality of components and modules,
independence, periodic testing, and use of digital systems.

7.4.1.4 HSIS

All functions needed to achieve and maintain both normal and safe shutdown can be
manually initiated and monitored by operators using the operational VDUs or the safety HF-UAP-
grade HSIS. The operational VDUs Gan-provide HSI for all safety and non safety-related 10237
safe shutdown functions. The safety grade HSIS provides all safety-related controls and
plant information, including critical parameters required for post accident conditions. The
operational VDUs and safety grade HSIS are accessible in the MCR and the RSR.

Tables 7.4-1 and 7.4-2 provide a list of component controls and instrumentation used to

achieve safe shutdown.

7.4.1.5 Normal and Safe Shutdown from Outside the MCR

GDC 19 (Reference 7.4-5) requires, "Equipment at appropriate locations outside the
control room shall be provided (1) with a design capability for prompt hot standby of the
reactor, including necessary I&C systems to maintain the unit in a safe condition during
hot standby, and (2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the
reactor through the use of suitable procedures."

In the event the MCR is uninhabitable for any reasons including fire, the control and
monitoring of normal and safe shutdown functions can be performed from the RSR,
which is located outside the MCR fire area in the reactor building. This capability meets
the requirements of GDC 19.

The requirements for designing the RSR are: (1) LOOP is possible following the
evacuation from MCR, and (2) during normal operation, operators may have to evacuate
the MCR immediately, without any action to plant, whenever they decide that evacuation
from the MCR is necessary.

The RSR is designed in accordance with the following principles based on the above
requirements.

1. The RSR is designed to shutdown the reactor, maintain the reactor in hot
standby condition, and transition the reactor safely to cold shutdown. There are no
unique required control actions outside the RSR to achieve or maintain hot standby or
cold shutdown. Periodic RCS effluent sampling is a local operation for shutdown from
the RSR, as it is for shutdown from the MCR.

2. The I&C equipment in the RSR is electrically isolated from any credible faults that
may originate in the MCR. In addition, I&C equipment in the RSR is not affected by any
spurious signals that may originate in the MCR. Prior to activation of HSI at the RSR, it
is assumed that there are no prior failures that adversely affect the operability of W&C
equipment in the RSR.
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The operational VDUs and interfaces to the SLS, which may also be used to achieve
normal and safe shutdown, are developed through an augmented quality program that
includes software V&V, and seismic and environmental testing to levels consistent with
the PSMS.

7.4.2.4 Independence

Redundant divisions of the RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those
used to achieve safe shutdown, are independent from each other and from the non-
safety division. This independence is also applicable to redundant divisions of safety-
related plant instrumentation and component controls for all safe shutdown functions as
described in Subsections 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5.

Within the PSMS, which is the I&C system credited for safe shutdown, there are no
components that are common to redundant trains, such as common switches for
actuation, reset, mode, test, or any other features which could compromise the
independence of the redundant trains.

Within the mechanical systems credited for safe shutdown, the main steam isolation
valves and main feedwater isolation valves are common to both redundant safe
shutdown trains. Each valve has two separate and redundant solenoid operators which
are assigned to separate trains.

7.4.2.5 Periodic Testing

All functions of the RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those used to
achieve safe shutdown, are periodically tested, as described in Subsection 7.1.3.14.
This testing encompasses safety-related plant instrumentation and component controls
for all safe shutdown functions. It is noted that fast response RTDs are not used for the
RTDs of wide range RCS temperature for safe shutdown and PAM, therefore, the
response time testing in BTP 7-13 (Reference 7.4-9) is not applicable to the RTDs in this
section.

7.4.2.6 Use of Digital Systems

All functions of the PCMS, used to achieve normal shutdown, and all functions of the
RPS, ESFAS, SLS, and safety grade HSI, including those used to achieve safe
shutdown, rely on digital systems, as described in Subsections 7.1.3.8 and 7.1.3.17. Evaluation
Analog plant instrumentation and conventional electro-mechanical component (e_.g. for pending
solenoids, motor starters and switchqears)l c9tro4s are relied on for nr-mal and safe RAI items
shutdown functions.

7.4.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 and IEEE Std 7-4.3.2-2003 are
described in TepiGak-RepepMUAP-07004 Section 3.0, Appendix A and B.
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The safety VDUs for each train are isolated from each other and from non-safety
systems.

IEEE Std 497-2002 (Reference 7.5-2) provides selecting and categorizing principles for
PAM variables. Table 7.5-1 provides a summary of the selection criteria and source
documents for each PAM variable type.

Table 7.5-2 provides the US-APWR design attributes for each variable type.

Table 7.5-3 provides a list of PAM variables, their ranges, monitored functions or
systems, quality and variable type. To further clarify the US-APWR PAM variable
selection basis, Tables 7.5-6 though 7.5-10 show specific PAM variables and their
required functions.

The COL applicant is to provide a description of site-specific PAM variables, which are
type D variables for monitoring the performance of the UHS and type E variables for
monitoring the meteorological parameters.

Instrumentation for monitoring severe accidents is discussed in Subsection .19.2.3.3.7.
which summarizes the necessary equipment survivability for achieving and maintaining
shutdown of the plant and maintaining containment integrity for severe accidents. A
detailed description of the analysis on equipment survivability, including instruments
required for severe accident monitoring, is provided in Chapter 15 of PRA Technical
Report, MUAP-07030 (Reference 7.5-15)

7.5.1.1.1 Variable Classifications and Signal Processing Design

The following clarifications are provided for the design attributes identified in Tables 7.5-
1 and 7.5-2:

(1) Single Failure: The design ensures that at least one measurement channel is Evaluation I
available after all ,•edible-single failures. Process measurement channels are interfaced for pending
to redundant trains of the RPS. Component status signals are interfaced to redundant RAI itemsni

trains of the SLS. PAM information is then interfaced to redundant safety grade HSI and

non-safety HSI for display.

(2) Seismic Qualification: RPS, SLS, and safety grade HSI are seismically qualified,
as previously described. PAM measurement channels are generically qualified by the
instrument OEM. Specific analysis for the US-APWR demonstrates this qualification
bounds the seismic levels for the specific instrument location.

(3) Environmental Qualification: RPS, SLS, and safety grade HSI are
environmentally qualified, as previously described. These systems are located in a mild
environment; therefore, the qualification duration is not applicable. PAM measurement
channels are generically qualified by the instrument OEM. Specific analysis for the US-
APWR demonstrates this qualification bounds the environmental conditions for the
specific instrument location and required qualification duration. The qualification
duration requirements are defined in Section 3.11 for all variable types. For Type C
variables monitoring fission product barriers, the qualification duration is a minimum of
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physical separation are provided between redundant safety systems and between the
safety and non-safety systems.

The system level BISI is provided in the "OK monitor" area on the LDP for inoperable
conditions that result in inoperability of any ESF or RT system function at the train level.
The BISI is color-coded so that the indication for each function is lighted in yellow color
when one train is bypassed, and lighted in red color when two or more trains are
bypassed. When the system level BISI are displayed on the LDP, operators can drill
down to specific inoperable information in the train level on the operational VDU in the
MCR.

With regard to certain items performed at least once per fuel cycle (i.e., up to 24 months
while RG 1.47 recommends "per one year"), the system level BISI is automatically
initiated by a signal from the PSMS and is not removed by any method until the initiating
signal is reset from the PSMS. In addition, to the automatic initiation conditions listed
below, the operator can manually initiate the system level BISI from the operational VDU.

ConnectinpqGhngigg, PSMS controller to the maintenance networkenable status

for the engineering tool

PSMS input bypass to accommodate input calibration and testing

* ESFAS train bypass for testing

• RPS bypass for shunt trip testing

* Component bypass from SLS (to perform component maintenance)

* Bypass or alignment of the components and equipment of the following fluid
system in positions that would bypass the safety function (that are tested at least
once per 24 months during plant operation)

- ECCS

- CS/RHR System

- EFWS

- CCWS

- ESWS

- HVAC

7.5.1.2.2 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication Functions

System level indication for each of the following safety function is displayed.

* RT

I P -
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components, including audible and visual devices, are redundant to ensure operation is
not adversely affected by credible malfunctions. The digital portion of the alarm system
integrity is checked by self-diagnosis which does not affect the operation of alarms-and
digital control syste..m potion of ala:rms that have self diagnosis fu.ctions. Failures in the
redundant visual portions of the alarm system are easily identified by operators, since
the LDP and alarm VDUs are used routinely by operators for all tasks in the MCR.
Failures in the redundant audible porions of the alarm system are easily identified by
operators, since distinct alarm sounds normally oriqinate from different locations within
the MCR. Alarm signals originate in plant instrumentation or within the controllers of the
PCMS and PSMS. These signals are interfaced to the PCMS via the redundant unit bus,
described in Section 7.9. The data interface to the PSMS is physically and functionally
isolated so as not to affect the safety system in case of failure of the alarm system.

As for all PCMS components, the alarm system is powered by redundant UPSs. The
alarm system is designed and tested to a similar environmental, seismic, and EMI/RFI
requirement as the PSMS.

The highly reliable design of the alarm system makes it suitable for prompting operator
attention to all abnormal plant conditions, including those requiring manual operator
actions credited in the plant safety analysis. The alarms for credited manual operator
actions are developed through an augmented quality program, which includes software
V&V.

7.5.1.4 Safety Parameter Display System

The SPDS provides a display of key plant parameters from which the plant's critical
safety function status may be assessed. The primary function of the SPDS is to help
operators and emergency response personnel make quick assessments of plant safety
status. The SPDS is operated during normal operations as well as during all classes of
emergencies. The functions and design of SPDS are included as a part of the overall
HSI design. Following is list of SPDS parameters for each critical safety function.

1. Reactivity Control

" Neutron flux

* Status of RTBs

* Control rod position

2. RCS Inventory

* Pressurizer water level

* Reactor coolant hot leg temperature (wide range)

" Reactor coolant cold leg temperature (wide range)

" Reactor coolant pressure

Evaluation
for pending
RAI items
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The piping connecting the RCS hot leg to RHR pump suction is provided with two MOVs

connected in series for each RHR train (8 valves total):

" For RHR train A, the valves are assigned to train A.

" For RHR train B, the valves are assigned to train B.

" For RHR train C, the valves are assigned to train C.

* For RHR train D, the valves are assigned to train D.

1-ed aRedundancy of two valves in series, ensures that over pressurization will not HF-UAP-
occur even in presence of a single valve failure. The safety interlock prevents valve 10237
opening unless the reactor coolant pressure is less than the setpoint for RHR operation.

The signal path for this interlock is from the reactor coolant pressure transmitters to the
RPS, and then to the SLS, which controls the MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.2 CS/RHR Valve Open Block Interlock

Common CS/RHR pumps are shared between the CSS and RHRS. The CSS and
RHRS will not be required at the same time. CSS will be required in the beginning of an
AOO or PA to reduce the containment pressure, while the RHR will be employed in the
later part of the event to remove decay heat.

" Simultaneous-open block interlock with RHR discharge line containment isolation
valve and CS header containment isolation valve;

Valves are provided for CS/RHR pump discharge for each CS and RHR line. If
CS and RHR lines are opened simultaneously, the CS/RHR pump will be loaded
beyond its capacity. This could lead to a pump run-out condition, which would
damage the CS/RHR pumps. To preclude opening both systems valves
simultaneously an interlock is provided to block simultaneous opening of the
RHR discharge line containment isolation valve and the CS header containment
isolation valve. The interlock functions to prevent opening a valve that is closed.
This interlock prevents CS and RHR system from operating simultaneously to
prevent a pump run-out situation. The interlocks for these valves are shown in
Figures 7.6-2 and 7.6-3. For RHS-MOV-021A, B, C, D, 'the piping diagrams for
these valves are shown in Figure 5.4.7-2 in Chapter 5, and for CSS-MOV-004A,
B, C, D in Figure 6.2.2-1 of Chapter 6.

" Simultaneous-open block interlock with CS/RHR pump hot leg isolation valve and
CS header containment isolation valve;

Since the CS/RHR pumps are also used for containment spray, there is a
potential for valve misalignment that could lead to pumping RCS inventory
through the CS lines. This would result in the inadvertent depletion of RCS
inventory. To prevent this condition an interlock is provided to block
simultaneous opening of the RCS suction line valves to the CS/RHR pumps and
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the CS discharge line valves. This interlock prevents CS and RHR systems
operating simultaneously, which could lead to inadvertent depletion of RCS
inventory. The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-1 and 7.6-3.
For RHS-MOV-001A, B, C, D, the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in
Figure 5.4.7-2 in Chapter 5, for RHS-MOV-002A, B, C, D in Figure 5.4.7-2 of
Chapter 5, and for CSS-MOV-004A, B, C, D in Figure 6.2.2-1 in Chapter 6.

All interlocks discussed above are between valves within the same division:

" For CS/RHR train A, the interlocked valves are assigned to train A.

" For CS/RHR train B, the interlocked valves are assigned to train B.

" For CS/RHR train C, the interlocked valves are assigned to train C.

" For CS/RHR train D, the interlocked valves are assigned to train D.

A single interlock failure may result in valve misalignment within a single division, but this
will not adversely affect the other divisions. The safety related interlocks preclude HF-UAP-
multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs. 10237

The signal path for this interlock is from the valve limit switches to the component control
logic for each valve within the SLS.

7.6.1.3 Primary Makeup Water Line Isolation Interlock

The CVCS regulates boron concentration in the RCS by controlling the flow of reactor
makeup water from sources that contain primary makeup water and borated water.

Redundant interlocks are provided to close two series isolation valves in the primary
makeup water supply flow path. This interlock actuates when the monitored primary
makeup water flow exceeds its high setpoint. This interlock blocks primary makeup
water supply flow, preventing over dilution of the RCS. The interlocks for primary
makeup water line isolation valves are shown in Figure 7.6-4. For CVS-FCV-128, 129
the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in (Figure 9.3.4-1 (Sheet 4 of 7)) in
Chapter 9.

The two-train redundancy of this design provides over-dilution protection even in the
presence of a single failure. The safety related interlocks preclude multiple valve HF-UAP- i
misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs. 0237

The signal path for this interlock is from local flow transmitters to the RPS, and then to
the SLS, which controls each isolation valve.

7.6.1.4 Accumulator Discharge Valve Open Interlock

Each of the four RCS loops is provided with a separate accumulator. Each ECCS
accumulator discharge line connecting to the RCS cold leg is provided with a motor
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operated isolation valve. Normally the isolation valve is open; therefore, the accumulator
system is normally available for its designed function.

The accumulator discharge valve can be closed manually. However, an interlock is
provided to open this valve when the reactor coolant pressure is above the P-1 1 setpoint.
The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-5. The safety related interlocks
precludes multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational
VDUs.

This interlock may be manually bypassed for test and maintenance to close the
accumulator discharge valve by two deliberate operator actions. If this valve is closed
and not selected to "Pull-Lock", then the ECCS actuation signal will automatically open
the valve and make the accumulator system available. The "Pull-Lock" function is
described in Topical Report MUAP-07007 (Reference 7.6-1) Section 4.5.3.a.

The accumulator system can be bypassed for test and maintenance by manually closing
its discharge valve and selecting it to "Pull-Lock". In the "Pull-Lock" mode, the
accumulator discharge valves will not automatically open, therefore the affected
accumulator will be un-available for its designed ESF function. During this condition, the
inoperable status of the accumulator is alarmed in the MCR and indicated continuously
on the BISI system displays.

The signal path for this interlock is from the pressurizer pressure transmitters to the RPS,

and then to the SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.5 CCW Supply and Return Header Tie Line Isolation Interlock

The CCW system consists of two independent subsystems. Each subsystem consists of
two 50% trains. One subsystem consists of trains A & B, and the other subsystem
consists of trains C & D, for a total of four 50% trains. There are cross-connections
between trains A and B, and between trains C and D. Each subsystem supplies a non-
essential safety class loop and a non-safety loop. There are two series motor-operated
isolation valves for each supply and return tie line between separate trains. These
isolation valves ensure each mechanical safety train is isolated from any potential
passive failure in the non-safety portion or another mechanical safety train of the CCWS.
The two series isolation valves in each CCW header are automatically closed during the

following conditions:

" ECCS actuation combined with LOOP

• CS actuation

" Low CCW surge tank water level

For NCS-MOV-020A, B, C, D the piping diagrams for these valves are shown in Figure
9.2.2-1 (Sheet 1 of 7) in Chapter 9, and for NCS-MOV-007A, B, C, D in Figure 9.2.2-1
(Sheet 2 of 7) of Chapter 9.

HF-UAP-
10237

HF-UAP-
10237

HFUP-7

1027
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The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-6. These interlocks ensure the
independence of each safety mechanical train of the CCWS thereby providing CCW
coolant to ESF systems required for mitigating conditions of the event. The safety
related interlocks preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from
Operational VDUs.

These interlocks may be manually bypassed for reopening the valves to restore RCP
seal and spent fuel pit heat exchanger cooling, if required. The bypass can be selected
from the safety VDU. To select the bypass from the Operational VDU, the Bypass
Permissive for the respective train must be enabled.

HF-UAP-
10237

HF-UAP-
10237

Two series valves assigned to different trains ensures isolation even in the presence of a
single failure.

The signal path for the ECCS and CS interlocks is from the ESFAS to the SLS that
controls the isolation valves through motor control centers. The signal path for the surge
tank interlock is from local level transmitters to the RPS to the SLS for control of these
same valves.

7.6.1.6 RCP Thermal Barrier HX CCW Return Line Isolation Interlock

Each CCW subsystem supplies cooling water to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.
Two motor-operated valves and flow meters are located at the CCW outlet line of the
RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.

These valves close automatically upon a high flow rate signal at the outlet of this line in
the event of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier heat exchanger, and
prevent this in-leakage from further contaminating the CCWS.

The interlocks for these valves are shown in Figure 7.6-7. The safety related interlocks
preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious commands from Operational VDUs.

These interlocks ensure isolation of in-leakage from the RCS through the thermal barrier
heat exchanger.

The signal path for these interlocks is from the local flow transmitters to the RPS, and
then SLS, which controls these MOVs via motor control centers.

7.6.1.7 Low-pressure letdown line isolation valve

A single normally closed air-operated valve is placed in each of the two low pressure
letdown lines connected to two of the four RHR trains. During the normal plant cool
down operation, one of these valves is open to divert a portion of the RCS flow to the
CVCS for the purpose of purification and RCS inventory control.

Additionally at mid-loop operation during plant shutdown, these valves are automatically
closed and the CVCS is isolated from the RHRS after receiving the RCS loop low-level
sianal to Drevent loss of RCS inventory.

~P77
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The interlocks for these valves are shown in Fiqure 7.6-8. For RHS-AOV-024B and
024C the pipinq dia-grams for these valves are shown in Figure 5.4.7-2 in Chapter 5. The
safety related interlocks preclude multiple valve misalignment due to spurious- [1023AP7
commands from Operational VDUs.

7.6.2 Design Basis Information

The interlock systems important to safety comply with the following codes and
standards:

1. 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1), "Quality Standards."

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(h), "Protection and Safety Systems,"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 1, "Quality
Standards and Records."

4. GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena."

5. GDC 4, "Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design Bases."

6. GDC 13, "Instrumentation and Control."

7. GDC 19, "Control Room."

8. GDC 24, "Separation of Protection and Control Systems."

9. 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(v), "Additional TMI-Related Requirements, Bypass and
inoperable Status Indication"

7.6.2.1 Single Failure Criterion

Compliance with the single failure criterion is discussed for each interlock in the sections
above.

7.6.2.2 Quality of Components and Modules

All interlocks important to safety are implemented using Class 1 E components with a
corresponding quality program.

7.6.2.3 Independence

Redundancy and independent train assignments are specifically discussed for each
interlock in the sections above.

7.6.2.4 System Testing and Inoperable Surveillance

System testing and inoperable surveillance for all interlocks is described in Subsection
7.6.1.
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7.7.2.1 Safety Classification

The PCMS is a non safety-related system. The plant accident analysis of Chapter 15
does not rely on the operability of any PCMS control functions to assure safety. Safe
shutdown can be achieved without reliance on any PCMS control functions.

7.7.2.2 Effects of Control System Operation on Accidents

For the transient response of the plant systems for AQOs and PAs, the safety analysis
takes no credit for normal PCMS control actions that would lessen the affects of the
event (e.g;, reduction of feedwater by the SG water level control system during a SG
tube rupture event). In addition, the safety analysis assumes normal control actions, that
would aggravate the affects of the event and are not blocked by safety functions, will
occur (e.g., increase of charging flow by the pressurizer water level control system
during a SG tube rupture event).

7.7.2.3 Effects of Control System Failures

The Chapter 15 analysis of AQOs bounds all Giedible single random failures within the Evaluation
PCMS. This includes single failures that result in: for pending

RAI items
" A fail as-is, fail de-energized or spurious actuation of a single PCMS hardware

component (e.g., input module, or output module).

" A fail-as-is or fail de-energized condition of an entire PCMS control group; the
control function to control group assignment are shown in Table 7.7-2.

* Spurious actuation of a single or multiple control functions (e.g., reactivity control,
pressurizer control, or SG water level control) within a control group, resulting
from a single software block failure.

* A spurious single command from an operational VDU.

• Stuck or dropped control rod

* Stuck control rod bank or overlap sequence error

* Spurious actuation of a normal rod motion command (spurious motion of any
single bank)

* Spurious motion of multiple control banks in the predetermined overlap sequence.

The Chapter 15 analysis of AQOs, credits the affects of interlocks in PCMS control
groups not affected by the failure, which limit the affects of a failed PCMS control group
or control function.

The following types of failures are not considered credible, since they require a series of
specific successive failures in multiple software blocks:
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Multiple spurious commands from an operational VDU. Since multiple spurious [ AP-
commands from an operational VDU are not credible, they are not considered in 1102371
the analysis of bounding AOOs. However, multiple spurious commands from an L
operational VDU are analyzed for their effect on the safety functions, in MUAP-
07004 Appendix D.

Spurious actuation of multiple control functions in the same control group that do
not rely on the same software block.

Spurious actuation of un-programmed control actions (e.g., out of sequence

motion for multiple control banks).

* Spurious motion of a single control rod.

TepiGatRep-MUAP-07004 (Reference 7.7-1) Section 5.1.8 describes the basis for the
PCMS failures assumed in safety analysis.

7.7.2.4 Effects of Control System Failures Caused by Accidents

The PCMS controllers are in mild environment locations, which are not impacted by
plant accidents. In addition, most PCMS inputs come from safety-related sensors, which
are qualified for accident environments. To accommodate random PCMS failures and
PCMS failures that may be caused by accident conditions, the Chapter 15 safety
analysis assumes the worst case PCMS single failure, which would aggravate the
accident condition and is not blocked by safety functions.

7.7.2.5 Environmental Control System

Environmental control systems that are credited in the safety analysis are controlled by
the PSMS, not the PCMS. Environmental control systems controlled by the PCMS, such
as non-essential area HVAC, heat tracing, and/or forced air-cooling or heating, are
considered in the failure analyses described above, refer to Subsections 7.7.2.3 and
7.7.2.4.

7.7.2.6 Use of Digital Systems

The PCMS and PSMS utilize the same basic software. In addition, the PCMS
application software is developed using a structured process similar to that applied to
development of the PSMS application software. This process includes an augmented
quality program, including software V&V, for the following functions:

" Safety functions controlled by operational VDUs

* SPDS

* Alarms for credited manual operator actions

" SSA
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Therefore, the potential for control system failures that could challenge safety systems or
impact plant safety functions has been minimized.

7.7.2.7 Independence

The PCMS is physically, electrically, and functionally independent of PSMS, refer to
Subsection 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5 for related details.

7.7.2.8 Defense-In-Depth and Diversity

PCMS and PSMS utilize the MELTAC digital platform, which is described in TepiGal Reflection
RepoFt-MUAP-07005 (Reference7.7-2). Maximum utilization of a common digital of public
platform throughout a nuclear plant reduces maintenance, training, and changes due to meeting on
obsolescence, thereby minimizing the potential for human error. Sep. 30

The potential for CCF in these systems is minimized by the following:

" Simplicity' of the basic design.

" Maturity of the MELTAC platform.

" Design process including the elevated quality programs applied to both systems.

" Significant functional diversity within the numerous computers that compose
these systems.

Regardless of this very low potential for CCF, the DAS is provided to accommodate
beyond design basis CCFs that could adversely affect the PSMS and PCMS concurrent
with an AOO or PA, refer to Section 7.8 for DAS details.

7.7.2.9 Potential for Inadvertent Actuation

The PCMS design limits the potential for inadvertent actuation and challenges to the
PSMS as follows:

" The PCMS processes multiple redundant sensor signals through the SSA. The
SSA ensures the PCMS does not take erroneous control actions based on a
single instrument channel failure or single RPS train failure.

* The PCMS includes interlocks that limit erroneous control actions, refer to
applicable Subsections in 7.7.1.1 above. These interlocks are assigned to
control groups that are distinct from other control groups, which can initiate
erroneous control actions.

" The PCMS control functions are distributed to multiple control groups such that
erroneous actions resulting from a-control group failure are bounded by the plant
safety analysis.
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* Operational VDUs Qenerate control commands based on two distinct operator
actions, in accordance with ISG-04 Position 3.1.5.

7.7.2.10 Control of Access

Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

HF-UAP-10237

This engineering tool
is physically secured in the computer room and the MCR. Cyber security control of the
PCMS is described in Subsection 7.9.2.6.

7.7.3 Analysis

The Chapter 15 analysis for AOOs and PAs does not take credit for operability of the
PCMS for accident/event mitigation or achieving and maintaining safe shutdown. In
addition, PCMS failures are bounded by the Chapter 15 analysis. Refer to Subsections
7.7.2.2 through 7.7.2.4.

The plant transient analysis demonstrates the control systems are capable of safely
controlling the plant, without the need for manual intervention and without violating plant
protection or component limits, for the following:

0 10% step load change while operating in the range of 15% to 100% of full power
without RT or turbine bypass system actuation.

* Ramp load changes at 5% power per minute while operating in the range of 15%
to 100% of full power without RT or turbine bypass system actuation (subject to
core power distribution limits).

0 Full-load rejection without RT.

The control system permits maneuvering the plant through the above transients without
actuation of the following:

* Main Steam safety valves
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In addition, these valves are not actuated during a normal plant trip.

7.7.4 Combined License Information

No additional information is required to be provided by a COL applicant in connection
with this section.

7.7.5 References

7.7-1 Safety I&C System Description and Design Process, MUAP-07004-P Rev.3
(Proprietary) and MUAP-07004-NP Rev.3 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009.

7.7-2 Safety System Digital Platform -MELTAC-, MUAP-07005-P Rev.4 (Proprietary)
and MUAP-07005-NP Rev.4 (Non-Proprietary), September 2009. HF-UAP-77

1102371
7.7-3 Highly Integrated Control Rooms - Digital Communication Systems, DI&C-ISG- 12

04 Revision 1, March 2009.
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The manual actuation switches listed above are sufficient to take all manual actions
credited in Technical Report MUAP-07014, which demonstrates the ability to maintain all
critical safety functions and achieve hot standby. Hot standby can be maintained for an
extended period-of-time by direct operation of local power distribution and switching
devices that are not affected by the CCF in the PSMS.

7.8.1.1.2 Alarms

When the DAS system level actuation signals are generated for (1) reactor trip, turbine
trip, and MFW isolation, or for (2) EFW actuation are generated, a summary alarm for
these functions is also actuated on the DHP. The diverse audible alarm is activated to
notify the operators. The first out alarm panel, on the DHP, indicates the specific input
parameter that has caused the system level actuation.

Failure information about the DAS, such as power supply failure, or module de-
energization or removal, is alarmed as a "DAS failure summary alarm" on the Alarm
VDU in the MCR. The configuration of the DAS alarms is described in Topical Report
MUAP-07006 Section 6.2.2.1. High main steam radiation (N16) and high-high steam
generator water level are alarmed and indicated on DHP. Technical Report MUAP-
07014 provides the specific information of the alarm credited for D3 coping analysis.

7.8.1.1.3 Indicators

The analog indicators provided on the DHP are identified in Table 7.8-2. These
indicators are sufficient to support all manual control actions credited in Technical Report
MUAP-07014, which demonstrates the ability to maintain all critical safety functions, and
achieve and maintain hot standby.

The DHP also provides indicators for RCS leakage, as deScribed below.

7.8.1.2 Diverse Automatic Actuation Cabinet

Each DAAC provides for automatic actuation of critical systems, which are required to be
actuated within first 10 minutes of an event (refer to Table 7.8-3 for system actuation
times). The defense in depth and diversity coping analysis provides justification for
manual operator actions credited after 10 minutes.

Safety sensors selected by the plant design for the DAS input are interfaced from within
the PSMS or PCMS input modules. These input modules utilize analog distribution
modules and isolation modules that connect the input signals to the DAS prior to any
digital processing. Therefore, a software CCF within the PSMS or PCMS does not affect
the DAS automation function or the display of plant parameters on the DHP. The Reflection
MELTAC input module design of the PSMS or PCMS is described in TGetinRep of public
MUAP-07005 (Reference 7.8-4) Section 4.0, meeting on

Sep. 30
The DAS has two analog logic subsystems, one each located in one of the two DAACs.

Within each DAAC, input signals are compared to their setpoint values and if the
monitored value is greater than or less than its setpoint, a partial trip/actuation signal is
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7.9 Data Communication Systems

The DCS consists of the plant-wide unit bus, safety bus for each PSMS. train,
maintenance network for each PSMS train and the PCMS (five maintenance networks
total), data links for point-to-point communication, and I/O bus for each controller. Figure
7.1-1 shows the involvement of each part of the DCS in the overall I&C architecture, with
the exception of the maintenance network, which is shown in TrpGl-lRep -MUAP-
07005 (Reference 7.9-1) Section 4.3.4. The DCS interfaces to the station bus, which is
an information technology network. (i.e., not I&C), as described in Subsection 7.9.1.6.
The DCS interfaces to the HSIS and the unit bus are shown in Figure 7.9-1 and
described in Table 7.9-1.

Although the DCS is a distributed and highly interconnected system, there is
communication independence to prevent electrical and communication processing faults
in one division (safety or non-safety) from adversely affecting the performance of safety
functions in other divisions. To prevent electrical faults from transferring between
divisions and between different plant fire areas for the MCR, RSR and I&C rooms,
qualified fiber-optic isolators are used. Communication faults are prevented through a
data integrity verification process that is described in TPi~al Rep -MUAP-07005
Section 4.3.2.

7.9.1 System Description

7.9.1.1 Control Network (Safety Bus and Unit Bus)

The control network technology is utilized for the plant-wide unit bus and the safety bus
for each PSMS division.

The control network is a redundant bi-directional multi-node network that has automatic
node detection and redirection features. The network provides the functionality to
maintain communication even if a controller is powered down or if there is an
unresponsive controller.

The Control Network is a fiber optic network, which interfaces to the control network
interface module of each controller via qualified electrical to optical (E/O) converter.
There is a separate E/O converter and control network interface module for each control
network (i.e., unit bus and safety bus).

Details on the control network are described in TepiGal-Rep.4MUAP-07005 Section
4.3.2.

7.9.1.1.1 Safety Bus

The controllers of the SLS, ESFAS, and RPS, and the safety VDU processor
communicate via the safety bus within each PSMS division. The signals transmitted on
this network are described in Sections 7.2 through 7.6. The interconnections of these
systems to the safety bus are shown in Figures 7.2-1 and 7.3-1.

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30

Reflection
of public
meeting on
Sep. 30
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There is one safety bus for each train. Each safety bus is used only within the same
train.

7.9.1.1.2 Unit Bus

The unit bus provides non-safety data communication between all I&C systems. The
main signals transmitted through the unit bus are:

Manual operation signals transmitted from the operational VDUs in the MCR and RSR to
the PSMS and PCMS. Signals to the PSMS are blocked by automated safety signals
and logic in the PSMS, which ensures priority of all safety functions. All safety
components controlled by the PSMS have automated safety sicnals and Priority logic.

HF-UAP-
10237

" Signals transmitted from the PCMS to PSMS for interlocks and automatic control
of safety components during normal operation. These signals are blocked by
automatic safety signals logic in the PSMS, which ensures priority of all safety
functions. All safety components controlled by the PSMS have automated safety
signals and priority logic.

" Process and alarm signals transmitted from the PSMS and PCMS to the LDP
and VDUs in all operating locations, MCR, RSR, and TSC and to the computer
systems such as process recording computer system, alarm processor system,
etc.

" Shared sensor signals, such as pressurizer pressure, and shared calculated
signals, such as Tavg, are transmitted from each PSMS division to the PCMS.

Signals interfaced between the PSMS and PCMS use qualified E/O isolators that are
part of the safety system. In addition, communication and functional isolation are
provided, within the PSMS, for signals sent from the PCMS to PSMS, such as process
control signals and signals from operational VDUs. These signals are interfaced via
redundant communication subsystems within the PSMS, referred to as the COM, which
provide the communication interface between the unit bus and all PSMS controllers for
non-safety control signals that originate in the PCMS.

HF-UAP-
10237
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Further details on communication independence are discussed inTopical Rep4 MUAP-
07004 (Reference 7.9-2) Appendix B.5.6.

7.9.1.2 Safety VDU Communication

The safety VDU has two interfaces with the safety VDU processor:

* Conventional red/green/blue video signals are interfaced through a frame
memory unit module within the safety VDU processor.
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* The safety VDU touch panel is interfaced to the safety VDU processor through a
touch panel interface module, which provides a conventional point-to-point data
link.

Safety VDU processors are located in the Class 1E I&C room. There are separate
safety VDU processors for the safety VDUs in the MCR and the safety VDUs in the RSR.
Each safety VDU processor interfaces to the safety bus by a qualified E/O isolator. This
isolator ensures that electrical faults originating in the MCR or the RSR, which may
adversely affect the respective safety VDU Processors, cannot propagate to the safety
bus. Therefore, these faults cannot adversely affect safety bus communications or other
controllers/processors on the safety bus. (The location of the safety VDU processors is
different from the location described in Te-pi-al-Rep MUAP-07005.)

Control commands from the safety VDU processors are interfaced to other PSMS
processors in the same train via the Safety Bus and the COM. Within the COM, the
safety VDU commands are combined with control commands from Operational VDUs.
The priority logic in the COM ensures safety VDU commands always have priority over
corresponding Operational VDU commands. In addition, this logic allows all Operational
VDU commands to be blocked when the Safety VDU "Disconnect" command is selected,
as shown in MUAP-07004 Figure 5.1-3.

7.9.1.3 Data Links

Data link communication is used to transmit signals between the controllers in different
divisions and within controllers of the same division, as follows:

* Between RPS controllers in all trains

* Between RPS and ESFAS controllers in all trains

" Between the reactor control system and CRDM control system controllers

" Between incore instrumentation system and the unit management computer

Data links use fiber optic interfaces to provide electrical isolation between divisions.
Separate E/O conversion devices are used at the receiving end and sending end for
each data link interface.

The data link interface provides unidirectional broadcast only communication with no
data communication handshaking. Communication independence is assured by two port
memory and specific attributes of the basic software within the controllers. These design
features ensure that communication with external divisions cannot disrupt the
deterministic processing of control functions, including the safety functions of the PSMS.
TGPiGal Rep MUAP-07005 Section 4.3.3 provides a detailed description of the data
links including communication independence.
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Data links are interfaced to the controller via the bus master module. The bus master
module has four ports, which can be configured for either sending or receiving, as
follows:

" Between RPS controllers in all trains - Each RPS controller includes one bus
master module configured to broadcast its data to the RPS controllers in the
three other trains (one of four ports utilized). This same bus master module
receives broadcast data from the RPS controllers in the three other trains (three
of four ports utilized).

* Between RPS and ESFAS controllers in all trains - Each RPS controller includes
one bus master module configured to send its data to the two ESFAS controllers
in its own train and the two ESFAS controllers in the three other trains (one of
four ports utilized). Each ESFAS controller includes two bus master modules to
receive the broadcast data from the eight RPS controllers in all four trains. One
bus master module receives data from RPS controllers A - Group 1, A - Group 2,
B - Group 1, and B - Group 2 (four of four ports utilized), the second bus master
module receives data from RPS controllers C - Group 1, C - Group 2, D - Group
1, and D - Group 2 (four of four ports utilized).

The failure of a bus master module and E/O conversion device is considered in the

FMEA.

7.9.1.4 1/0 Bus

The I/O bus provides a bi-directional interface between a controller and its 1/O modules.
The I/O bus is interfaced via the bus master module in the controller and the repeater
module within each I/O chassis. For single non-redundant controller configurations, the
I/O bus is not redundant. For redundant controller configurations, the I/O bus is
redundant. Various redundancy configurations are utilized as described in TePiGaI
Rpei4-MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.1.1.

I/O can be located in close proximity to the controller or in locations remote from the
controller. Remote I/O is utilized for both PCMS and PSMS applications.
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7.9.1.5 Maintenance Network

The maintenance network is a non-safety system that allows for monitoring the status of
the PSMS and PCMS equipment failure indications and diagnostics, updating setpoints
and constants, and the installation of new application software. PSMS controllers are
normally not connected with the maintenance network. PSMS controllers that are
temporarily connected to the maintenance network are declared inoperable and the
affected inoperable functions of that controller are managed by Plant Technical
Specifications. Access control for the maintenance network is described in Technical
Report MUAP-07004 Section 6.4.1. There is communication independence for the
maintenance networks for each division. However, since all maintenance networks are
non-safety, no electrical independence is required and there are locations in the plant

HF-UAP-
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where all maintenance networks are in close physical proximity.
description is applicable to the maintenance network for any one division.

The following

The major components of the maintenance network are the switching hub and the
engineering tool. The maintenance network interfaces to the system management
module of each controller via qualified E/O converters.

The engineering tool is a dedicated non-safety personal computer, which runs on the
Microsoft Windows operating system (OS). It contains MELTAC software, which allows
it to interact with the controller via the maintenance network. The engineering tool is
continuously connected to the maintenance network, which is continuouslY Gcon.eted to
the controllers of its division. (This continuous connection is different from the temporary
connection of the engincering tool descrFibed in Topical Report MUAP2 070O )Ti
continuous connection is assured by the use of the qualified isolators, ,hi.h pro.ide
physical and electrical independence. Additionally, comTmunication in.depen.dence is
assured by atwo,_ 4 mery a44d specifiG attributes of the basic soft#are-wfhi-the
controllers. These design features ensure that cmuiaonwith the engineering tool
cannot disrupt the deteFrministic processing Of control functions or the safety functions ef

the PSMS. Topica ReportMAP 07005 Section 4.1;. .2 provides a detailed description
Of cmucainindependence for the engineering tool.

When a MELTAC controller is temporarily connected to the maintenance. network, Tthe
engineering tool is nermallcan be used for monitoring purposes only. Ho•ever,
itMELTAC controller performance, self-testing diagnostics and functional logic execution.
can also be used to change application setpoints and constants, and update GeortFeler
sGftwa4e=..The PSMS application setpoints, constants and application software are
changeable only by removing the CPU module that contains the memory devices from
the MELTAC controller and placing it in a dedicated re-programming chassis. When the
dedicated reprogramming chassis is connected to the engineering tool, either directly or
via the maintenance network, the engineering tool is used to down load changes. The
software installation procedure verifies the authenticity and integrity of the application
software through a software installation procedure, described in TGPiGa- Repe4-MUAP-
07005 Section 6.1. The PSMS basic software is changeable only by removinq and
replacing the memory device that contains the software.

In, order to update constants and setpoints or allow softare installation, the controlleris
locally selected to write enable, using a conventional hardware write permission switch
The details of the hardware based switch enable function are desc~ribed in Topical
Report MUA- 07005 Section ,,-4.3.4.2.o There are several physical security requirements
to allow thi-s-controllers to be connected to the maintenance network or to allow software
changes to occur, including key locked cabinet doors, door open alarms in the MCR, and
alarms in the MCR for the Write enable modewhen a controller is connected to the
maintenance network or powered down to allow CPU module removal. In addition,
technical specifications ensure that functions affected by powering down a PSMS
controllers or connecting it to the maintenenance network are declared inoperable by
plant operators6 prior to enabling the wite enable-medein accordance with plant technical

specifications.

HF-UAP-10237
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There are multiple engineering tools connected to the maintenance network via the
switching hub. An engineering tool is located in each of the I&C rooms. In addition, an
engineering tool for each division is centrally located in the plant maintenance facility.

7.9.1.6 Station Bus

The station bus provides information to plant and corporate personnel and to the EOF
and ERDS. The station bus receives information from the DCS via the unit management
computer. The unit management computer provides a firewalled interface, which allows
only outbound communication. There are no other connections from external sources to
the DCS.

7.9.1.7 External Network Interface

The only interface from the PCMS and PSMS to external networks is via the firewall
within the unit management computer. The unit management computer provides an
outbound only interface to the plant Station Bus to allow communication to EOF
computers, the NRC (via ERDS), corporate information systems and plant personnel
computers.

7.9.2 Design Basis Information

7.9.2.1 Quality of Components and Modules

The PSMS includes the safety bus, data links, I/O bus, and safety VDU communications.
The MELTAC platform is applied for all safety DCS components and follows the MELCO
QA program. The quality of PSMS components and modules and the quality of the
PSMS design process is controlled by a program that meets the requirements of ASME
NQA-l-1994 (Reference 7.9-3). Conformance to ASME NQA-1-1994 is described
further in Chapter 17.

The PCMS includes the unit bus, data links, I/O Bus, and the PCMS computers. The
PCMS data communications uses the same hardware as the PSMS. The PCMS has a
similar quality program to the PSMS, without the same level of documentation.

7.9.2.2 Software Quality

The safety related portions of the DCS are part of the PSMS. The non-safety related
portions of the DCS are part of the PCMS. All portions of the DCS consist of MELTAC
basic software, which handles the communication protocol and self-diagnostics, and
application software, which handles the actual data being transmitted.

Reflection
MHI applies its MELCO's safety system digital platform MELTAC to PSMS and PCMS of public
systems of US-APWR. Details of the software quality program for the MELTAC basic meeting on
software are discussed in TePieai-Rep-MUAP-07005 Section 6.0. A summary of the Sep. 30
software quality program for the PSMS application software is discussed in TopieGa
Repo MUAP-07004 Section 6.0. A description of the application software quality
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program is provided in the Software Program Manual for US-APWR Technical Report
MUAP-07017 (Reference 7.9-4).

The Software Program Manual Technical Report MUAP-07017, describes the processes,
which ensure the reliability and design quality of the PSMS application software
throughout its entire software lifecycle. MUAP-07017 also provides the software program
plans based on the guidance of BTP 7-14. By following this SPM, the PSMS application
software achieves high functionality and high quality including data communication
systems as follows.

* Application software for the PSMS achieves a quality level expected for nuclear
plant safety functions.
Application software provides the required safety functions.

* The processes and procedures described in MUAP-07017 are based on
established technical and document control requirements, practices, rules and
industrial standards.

7.9.2.3 Performance Requirements

DCS in digital I&C system of the US-APWR meets the performance of required functions.
The performance of the digital I&C system including DCS conforms to the guideline of
BTP 7-21(Reference 7.9-15). Technical Report MUAP-09021 (Reference 7.9-16)
provides the response time of safety I&C system. The report demonstrates that the
safety I&C system meets the response time requirement from safety analysis. The
simplified block diagrams of the RT and ESF functions propagation paths and response
time of each path in the safety I&C system are provided. The conformance of BTP 7-21
and how the safety I&C system meets the performance requirements are also addressed
in MUAP-09021.

7.9.2.3.1 System Deterministic Timing

All DCS communication protocols allow calculation of a deterministic data
communication response time. The time calculation includes the number of nodes on
the network, data traffic, network topology, node processing cycle time, and network
throughput. The methods used for real-time performance calculations are described in Reflection
Topi~aI.Rep-MUAP-07005 Section 4.4. of public

I meeting on

7.9.2.3.2 Real-Time Performance Sep. 30

Real-time performance is determined by performing response time analysis for all safety
functions. For each safety function an analysis has been performed which demonstrates
the actual system response time is less than the response time required by the plant
safety analyses. Refer to- piGaI-ReW MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.2 for the related
details. Response times for the RPS and ESFAS functions are listed in Tables 7.2-3
and 7.3-4 respectively.
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7.9.2.3.3 Time Delays within the DCS

Data propagation delays due to data communication in the DCS are incorporated into
response time analysis. Response time calculations, which encompass the controller
and all components connected to the DCS, include these data propagation delays. DCS
response time calculations are validated through sample tests, during system integration
testing, refer to-T-pi•al Rep MUAP-07004 Section 6.5.3.

7.9.2.3.4 Data Rates and Bandwidth

The data rates and bandwidths for the sections of the DCS are listed in Tapi:GaRepe
MUAP-07005 as follows:

0 Control network: Table 4.3-2.

Reflection
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a Data links: Section 4.3.3.

0 Maintenance network: Section 4.1.4.2.

, I/O bus: Appendix A.3.

0 Safety VDU communication: Appendix A.11 and A.12.

7.9.2.3.5 Interfaces with other DCS

The only interface from the DCS to external networks is via the firewall within the unit
management computer. The unit management computer provides an outbound only
interface to the plant station bus to allow communication to the EOF computers, the
NRC (via ERDS), corporate information systems, and plant personnel computers.

7.9.2.3.6 Test Results

MELTAC platform testing demonstrates that the DCS meets all generic qualification
requirements, refer to TopiGal Rep MUAP-7005 Section 5.0. Qualification analysis
demonstrates that the generic qualification testing bounds all US-APWR conditions.

The PCMS and PSMS factory test phase demonstrates that the DCS meets all US-
APWR application performance requirements, refer to-TepiGal-Re4 MUAP-07004
Section 6.1.

7.9.2.3.7 Communication Protocols

All communication protocols selected for the DCS are able to support all demands from
interfacing systems. Refer to T-9pi-alRep MUAP-07005 Section 4.0 and Appendix A
for further details on the specific communication protocols used in each network of the
DCS including capabilities, bandwidth, and data rates.
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7.9.2.4 Potential Hazards and Single Failures

The self-diagnostic features described in- TpiGal -ReW MUAP-07004 Section 4.3,
detect DCS errors or failures. The MELTAC controller has separate self-diagnostic
features for each of the DCS related modules as described in TopiMaP-Rep I-MUAP-
07005 Section 4.1.5 and Section 4.3. All DCS errors and failures are analyzed in the
FMEA, which demonstrates that there are no single failures that can result in loss of the
safety function. The FMEA identifies errors or failures that can result in failures or
inadvertent actuation of single divisions, which are bounded by the plant safety analysis.

In addition, the safety controllers within the PSMS include electrical and communication
isolation to ensure that the deterministic processing of the safety functions can not be
affected due to failures or communication errors from the unit bus or maintenance
network. Table 7.2-8 and Table 7.3-7 which shows the FMEA for reactor trip and ESF
actuation in the PSMS include failure mode and effects of the DCSs.

7.9.2.5 Control of Access
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Security-Related Information - Withheld Under 10 CFR 2.390

7.9.2.6 Cyber Security

The use of computer systems for various functions at nuclear power plants including
digital I&C systems increases the potential for threats from cyber intrusions.

The PSMS and PCMS (including the unit management computer), and all computers
connected to the station bus are controlled within the plant's cyber security program
which meets the requirements of Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 04-04 (Reference 7.9-
11).

Refer to TeGhniGal Report MUAP 08003 I"S APDAR Cyber SecUrity Program"
(Reference 7.9 12) for details.
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The cyber security program ensures the- plant's critical systems are protected against
cyber threats and includes but is not limited to:

Cyber security program including defensive strategy based on the industrial
guidance, NEI 04-04.

* Cyber security applicable to the US-APWR digital safety system based on regulatory
guidance, RG 1.152 (Reference 7.9-13) and BTP 7-14 (Reference 7.9-14).

* Protecting all critical systems from cyber threats during design, operation and
maintenance phase of their life cycle.

* Graded approach with varying levels of security based on the significance of the

system function.

Identification of the requirements for each level of cyber security.

Approach to mitigate risk for each level of cyber security.

Good industry practices for the development phases of the software life cycle for
non-safety systems to ensure systems delivered to plant are free of cyber threats.

Plant equipment as well as programmatic aspects such as administration,
procedures and personnel training.

* Programmatic requirements for ongoing periodic assessment of the effectiveness of
the program, including ongoing assessment of cyber threats.

The COL applicant is to comply with Recqulatory Guide 5.71 CYBER SECURITY Evaluation
PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES, reference 7.9-17. for pending

RAI items

7.9.2.7 Independence

The DCS ensures electrical independence between PSMS divisions and between the
PSMS and PCMS. In addition, electrical independence is maintained within the PSMS
and PCMS, where the communication interfaces cross fire areas of the MCR and RSR.

Each PSMS and PCMS controller/processor protects itself against DCS errors or failures
that could disrupt its internal application functions, thereby ensuring communications
independence. For more detailed discussion on the methods used to ensure
independence between digital systems in different safety trains and between safety and
non-safety systems refer to Subsections 7.1.3.4 and 7.1.3.5, and4 Ti•akRep MUAP-
07004 Appendix A.5.6 and Appendix B.5.6.

All PSMS DCS cables, with the exception of its maintenance networks, are routed in
accordance with IEEE Std 384-1992 (Reference 7.9-5) to ensure physical independence
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of each division. PSMS maintenance network cables, which are non-safety, are routed
with other non-safety cables, including PCMS DCS cables.

7.9.2.8 Fail Safe Failure Modes

In general, controllers take no automatic fail-safe actions in response to failures in the
unit bus, safety bus, data links, or I/O Bus. This means that inputs to control algorithms
are considered to remain in the state prior to the DCS failure, and outputs from
controllers remain in their state prior to the DCS failure. All DCS failures are alarmed so
that operators can take appropriate manual actions. These actions may include setting
signals to trip or maintenance bypass status, and declaring appropriate Technical
Specification inoperable status. Where failures affect only one of two redundant buses,
actions may be limited to only initiating work orders for maintenance repairs.

The RPS controllers take fail-safe actions in response to failures in multiple data links,
between the RPS trains, that result in loss of data to the 2-out-of-4 voting logic within
each train. On the first failure (or bypassed data link) the voting logic becomes 2-out-of-
3. On the second failure (or bypassed data link) the voting logic becomes 1-out-of-2.
Failure (or bypass) of a third link will generate a trip based on this 1-out-of-2 logic. In
addition, outputs from the RPS controllers to the RTBs will fail in a state that initiates
opening of the RTBs if there is a failure of the I/O bus. This design satisfies the fail-safe
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 23 (Reference 7.9-6).

Alarms are provided for the DOS failures. Unique alarms are provided for DCS failures
that affect inputs to the RPS voting logic from multiple divisions. For example, unique
alarms are provided if an RPS controller detects two or more data link failures or a single
data link failure when one of its own process parameters is already in a maintenance
bypass condition.

7.9.2.9 System Testing and Surveillances

The MELTAC controller has separate self-diagnostic features for each of the DCS Reflection
related modules; refer to T... ,e4-MUAP-07005 Section 4.1.5 and Section 4.3. of public
There are no periodic manual surveillance tests required for DCS functions. meeting on

Sep. 30.
7.9.2.10 Bypass and Inoperable Status Indications

There are no manual bypasses for any functions of the DCS. DCS failures are alarmed

on the operational and alarm VDUs.

7.9.2.11 EMIIRFI Susceptibility

The PSMS DCS is qualified to the EMI/RFI testing requirements of RG 1.180 (Reference Reflection
7.9-7), refer to Te•p•al Rep MUAP-07005 Section 5.3. of public

meeting on
The PCMS DCS uses the same hardware and software components as the PSMS DCS. Sep. 30
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7.9.2.12 Defense-In-Depth and Diversity

There is no credit for continued the DCS operability in the defense in depth and diversity
coping analysis (i.e., the DCS is assumed to fail due to CCF). The DCS is not used by
the conventional analog and hardwired DAS. A discussion on defense in depth and
diversity is provided in Topical Report MUAP-07006 (Reference 7.9-8).

7.9.2.13 Seismic Hazards

All safety-related DCS components and hardware are Class 1 E qualified and are in an
appropriately qualified structure. Where non-safety portions of the DCS interface with
the safety portions, qualified isolators are used which preserve the seismic qualifications
of the safety-related portions. Refer to TepiGa[-Rep MUAP-07005 Section 4.1 and 5.2
for the related details.
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The operational VDUs and unit bus are also tested to demonstrate operability after an
SSE. In addition, the testing demonstrates that there are no erroneous signals
generated that can adversely affect the PSMS or PCMS systems.

7.9.3 Analysis

Detailed compliance to the GDC, IEEE Std 603-1991 (Reference 7.9-9) and IEEE Std 7-
4.3.2-2003 (Reference 7.9-10) are described in opiGal Repe MUAP-07004 Section 3.0,
Appendix A and B.

The FMEA demonstrates that failures in the DCS do not adversely affect the safety
function of the PSMS or cause erroneous safety function actuation, refer to TepiGaI
Repae4MUAP-07005 Section 7.4.

7.9.4 Combined License Information

No additional information is required to be provided by a COL applicant in connection
with this section.
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COL 7.9(1) Deleted The COL applicant is to comply with Requlatory Guide 5.71
CYBER SECURITY PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES,
reference 7.9-17
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